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“It is not the strongest
species that survive,
nor the most intelligent,
but the most responsive to change.” Darwin

I am looking forward to traveling to Costa Rica in August on behalf of
Fuzion Capital to meet with regulators and senior bank officials in order to discuss blockchain and crypto-currencies. It is evident this is
the new frontier and therefore it is time to embrace the technologies
and implement the necessary KYC controls to endeavor to thwart
abuse by criminal elements.
The past month also afforded an opportunity to again weigh in with
the media regarding the potential criminal impact in British Columbia
arising from casino investments. What must be noted is that the
same Great Casino Investors are also managers of what has been developed in Ontario. It may be time for Ontario to take a proactive approach, similar to what occurred in BC and assess the implications of
money laundering.
Hopefully everyone is enjoying this warm summer and taking time to
re-energize for the year ahead.

Feature Articles
How small teams can change the world

July 6, 2018

Robin Grosset
Chief Technology Officer at MindBridge Ai
I have had an email signature for many years
which has a cheesy quote at the end. It
reads “never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful committed people can change the
world.” The actual quote is longer than this, it is
attributed to Margaret Mead who was an anthropologist, the full version is “Never doubt
that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only
thing that ever has. ”
A colleague of mine recently asked me if larger
teams was the key to success in a large company. I wondered if this colleague had ever read
to the end of one my emails. Were they trolling
me?
The core sentiment of the quote is that only
small, thoughtful and committed groups of people succeed in making significant change. If you
work in a tech company this is important because it applies most of all to the technology
disruption around us today. Cloud computing
and Artificial Intelligence are changing the face
of many industries. Its not the older, larger and
established companies who are necessarily
leading this change, its often the smaller nimble
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organizations who have the focus to figure out
and lead this disruption.
Quite a few years ago now I founded a small
high tech startup that was fairly quickly acquired by Cognos who themselves were acquired a year or so later by IBM. Code I wrote in
my basement in West London ended up 10
years later being a core piece of technology in
tens of thousands of installations. Large scale
tech companies are great for scaling ideas but
my most important lesson working in small
startups and big corporations was that ideas
themselves and solving hard problems is not
necessarily about big teams. In fact, its almost
never about big teams.
Why is this so?
The first reason is quality over quantity. The adage in the industry is a great developer is three
times faster at delivering software than an average developer. While this is true in my experience there is a little more to it. In small teams it
is possible to handpick team members with the
right mix of talents. With the right people with
complimentary skill sets and respectful of each
other’s expertise you can create collaborative
teams that can easily out pace much larger
groups.
Small teams with diverse and complimentary
skill sets also foster something called the Medici effect. It relates back to team collaboration.
Diversity in thinking and the connection of
ideas through close knit face to face communication is often what leads to new innovation.
As teams grow they can impede themselves as
a result of having too much overhead in communication. Its very hard to effectively have a
discussion with 25 people, let alone 100. This is
why effective software teams rarely are this big,
and instead are divided into smaller mission focused groups.

The core point is, if you think you need a bigger
team to solve a difficult problem, you are most
likely wrong. Think again. This type of thought
process leads to inaction and if you are in a
startup this may result in failure. Sometimes
constraints create the best solutions, so keep
working at it. Time and again I have seen hard
problems solved by small groups, often with
simple approaches. My hopeful message to entrepreneurs and startups is not only can you
solve hard problems that big companies may
not be able to solve but you have the capacity
and ability to disrupt entire industries.
Keep thinking you can change the world. Remember *only* small teams can do this.
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/howsmall-teams-can-change-world-robingrosset/

TERRY GLAVIN
June 29, 2018

When Canada joined the United Kingdom and
the United States last October in adopting a
new and innovative international mechanism to
isolate and quarantine globetrotting policestate thugs and their dirty money, hopes were
high. But so far, the Justice for Victims of Cor-

Terry Glavin: Canada has the laws to target the

rupt Foreign Officials Act, more commonly

world's worst. Now why won't we use them?

known as the Magnitsky law, appears to be

Our adoption of the Magnitsky law was a rare
and hard-won victory for human rights activ-

gathering dust.
Canada’s adoption of the law, which allows Ot-

ists. So far, however, the legislation seems only

tawa to freeze the assets of human rights abus-

to be gathering dust

ers, was a rare and hard-won victory for human
rights activists.
During the 2015 election campaign, Justin Trudeau’s Liberals had promised to bring in the
law, but after Stephane Dion was appointed
Foreign Affairs Minister in Trudeau’s first cabi-

In this Monday, Nov. 30, 2009, file photo a portrait of lawyer Sergei Magnitsky, who died in
jail, is held by his mother Nataliya Magnitskaya,
as she speaks during an interview with the AP
in Moscow.Alexander Zemlianichenko/AP Photo
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net the momentum stalled, sputtered, and then
came to a dead stop. Dion was determined to
reopen a “dialogue” with Vladimir Putin, whose

kleptocratic regime in Moscow was facing stiff

Dion was shuffled out of cabinet in January,

international sanctions after Russian troops in-

2017, later taking up an appointment as Can-

vaded Ukraine and the Kremlin annexed Crimea

ada’s envoy to the European Union and ambas-

in 2014.

sador to Germany. Dion’s successor, Chrystia
Freeland, had been a fervent champion of the

The Magnitsky law was inspired by Sergei Magnitsky, a Russian anti-corruption whistleblower

Magnitsky law, and in her early innings, things
were looking up.

who was killed in a Moscow prison in 2009.
Along with his American client, Bill Browder, a
fund manager, Magnitsky had been determined
to expose a US$230 million tax embezzlement
by a group of Kremlin cronies who were spiriting the cash out of the country and re-investing
the loot in foreign real estate and business ventures.

Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia Freeland responds to questions following a luncheon
speech in Montreal on Wednesday, June 20,
2018. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Paul Chiasson
Passed in October, last year, the reach of the

Dion’s successor, Chrystia Freeland, had been a

law was expanded to bar any corrupt foreign of-

fervent champion of the Magnitsky law, and in

ficial from entering Canada, to freeze their as-

her early innings, things were looking up

sets and outlaw any dealings with them. Only
three weeks after the Justice for Victims of Corrupt Foreign Officials Act was passed, 52 Russian, South Sudanese and Venezuelans were

Quite a few Canadian companies backed Dion in

targeted.

opposing the adoption of a Magnitsky law. So
did a circle of senior Global Affairs officials who
were intent on throwing off the hard anti-Kremlin line Canada had staked out during Stephen
Harper’s years in the prime minister’s office.
But after the law won an enthusiastic crossparty consensus in the House and the Senate,
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It’s a rogues’ gallery of torture-state gangsters.
Top of the list: Venezuelan president Nicolás
Maduro, whose regime has jailed opposition
leaders, driven the oil-rich South American
country into destitution, and forced 1.5 million

Venezuelans to flee, mostly to neighbouring Co-

Marcus Kolga, a senior fellow with the Macdon-

lombia, where they subsist on World Food Pro-

ald-Laurier Institute and a specialist in sanctions

gram handouts. Last week, the UN High Com-

and Russian foreign policy, said it’s not unrea-

missioner for Human Rights accused Venezue-

sonable to go easy on Freeland, who has been

lan authorities of killing at least 500 people

juggling several complex foreign policy files, not

with impunity.

least the negotiations with Donald Trump’s
White House over the North American Free

Also on last November’s blacklist: Dmitry
Klyuev, the ringleader of the Russian criminals
who carried out the embezzlement Magnitsky

Trade Agreement. “But it’s getting ridiculous, at
this point. What has her department been doing all this time?”

exposed, and Fikret Tagiyev, warden of the decrepit Matrosskaya Tishina prison where Mag-

Maung Maung Soe was named separately on

nitsky died.

Monday in a group of seven Myanmar military
figures added to another Canadian sanctions

It’s getting ridiculous, at this point. What has
her department been doing all this time?

list, this one under the Special Economic
Measures Act — a cumbersome, difficult-tomonitor aggregation of more than 1,000 gov-

And then, months passed. It wasn’t until Feb.
16 that another name was added to the list:
Burma’s Maj.-Gen. Maung Maung Soe, who had
already been sanctioned by the United States

ernment entities, private corporations and individuals. The listing follows the European Union’s decision, also announced Monday, imposing sanctions on the same seven senior officials.

two months before.. The general headed up the
Western Command of the Myanmar army in
Rakhine state, where more than 720,000 Rohingya Muslims have been “ethnically cleansed”
and driven into neighbouring Bangladesh.
And that’s it.
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Bailiffs stand near a cage in a courtroom in
Moscow, Russia, Thursday, 11, 2013. Alexander
Zemlianichenko/AP Photo

“Canada and the international community can-

The Magnitsky law was intended to apply sanc-

not be silent,” Freeland said Monday. “This is

tions more directly, and be readily enforceable.

ethnic cleansing. These are crimes against hu-

But so far, it looks like the consensus of the

manity.”

House of Commons and the Senate doesn’t
count for much, and Stephane Dion and his cir-

And those are fighting words. But Ottawa’s approach to the containment of international
criminals and their dirty money isn’t exactly im-

cle of supporters in the Global Affairs bureaucracy ended up having things their way, after
all.

pressive.
Two months ago, a Transparency International

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/terry-glavincanada-has-the-laws-to-target-the-worldsworst-now-why-wont-we-use-them

survey of the G20 countries put Canada at the
bottom of the list, with South Korea, in a ranking of G20 countries’ diligence to expose and
root out money being moved around by corrupt

Upcoming Speaking Engagements and conferences:

officials. The opacity of Canada’s corporate registration laws has given rise to the term “snow
washing” to describe how internationally sanctioned entities can easily engage in moneylaundering in Canada. Another problem with
the Special Economic Measures Act: any entity
sanctioned for doing business with, say, Syria,
can evade Canada’s sanctions laws by simply
registering a Canadian subsidiary anonymously
and carrying on as if the laws didn’t exist.
The government set aside $22 million over five

LOOKING FORWARD TO PARTICIPATING AND PRESENTING ON:“WHAT ARE WE PROTECTING OUR
BORDERS FROM - "PEOPLE, THINGS OR IDEOLOGIES"
Surrounded by the sea we cannot build border walls
for protection. What needs to be put in place to
bring about awareness and prevent disruption to
our societies from human trafficking, drugs, guns,
terrorism, trade-based money laundering?
November 1-2 Barbados

years to get the Magnitsky law up and running.
“I don’t know,” Kolga said, “but what are they
doing with those funds?”
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November 8-11th Hotel Pennsylvania NY

Presenting on Value of ACFCS

AND OTHER WORLD REGULATORY BODIES.

Financial Action Task Force, 19 July 2018
FATF President's Paper: Anti-money laundering
and counter terrorist financing for judges and
prosecutors

The work of judges, prosecutors and other investigative authorities is crucial for stable institutions, transparency and the rule of law, which
are all pillars of an effective anti-money laundering (AML) and countering the financing of
terrorism (CFT) system.
Under the Argentine Presidency (2017-2018)
the FATF initiated a global outreach programme
to the criminal justice systems, given the crucial
role it plays in the effective implementation of
the FATF Recommendations. The objective of
the outreach programme was to reinforce the
effectiveness in the investigation and prosecution of money laundering and terrorist financing, and in the recovery of the proceeds of
crime.
The FATF President's paper: Anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing for
judges and prosecutors identifies the challenges that judges and prosecutors face in investigating and prosecuting money laundering
and terrorist financing, and in recovering the
proceeds of crime. It highlights useful elements
and best practices in the conduct of investigations, prosecutions, convictions and confiscation. Given the transnational nature of many
7

criminal networks, the paper also highlights the
need for international cooperation.
The FATF, in a joint effort with the FATF-style
regional bodies, and other international organisations, gathered knowledge about experiences, challenges and best practices from over
400 judges and prosecutors from around the
world.
This outreach programme, an initiative by FATF
President Santiago Otamendi (2017-2018), reinvigorated and refocussed FATF’s attention on
the criminal justice system, which is a fundamental underpinning to all national and international efforts to combat money laundering
and terrorist financing.
FATF To Put Focus on Cryptos, Review AntiMoney Laundering Rules During US Presidency
The Financial Action Task Force released its working program on digital
coins, which will come into force during the US Presidency of the intergovernmental organization.

by Marin Marinov

Cryptocurrency has been chosen as one of the
top three priorities during the US Presidency of
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an international standard-setting body for combating
money laundering and terrorism financing. FATF

also plans to review its global recommenda-

“There is an immediate need to clarify how the

tions to analyse how virtual coins can be fitted,

FATF definitions and Recommendations con-

according to a report published on Wednesday.

cerning customer due diligence, money or value

The report, released as part of FATF’s commitments ahead of this week’s G20 Summit of the

transfer services, wire transfers, supervision,
and enforcement apply to virtual cur-

finance ministers and central bank governors in

rency/crypto-asset providers and related busi-

Argentina, had several crypto measures, includ-

nesses.”

ing a new a program on cryptocurrencies.

As part of the revision, FATF analyzed the legislation towards digital assets in G20 members

FATF developed the program after the
G20 call from March this year and will put it in
place during the US Presidency of the organiza-

and several other states and developed a mechanism to monitor how the countries oversight
cryptos.

tion, from July 1, 2018 until June 30, 2019.
“The FATF is actively monitoring the risks asso“Under the US presidency, FATF will prioritise
work on preventing the financing of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction; expand the current emphasis on combating terrorist financing and foster improvements in the
regulation and supervision of virtual currencies/crypto-assets, “ FATF said.
FATF’s working program on cryptos is focused
on money laundering and terrorist financing
risks related to these assets, their regulatory
environment, and the revision of FATF global
standards, which started several weeks ago.
FATF will hold an intersessional meeting in September to analyze various opinions and will present the review results in October this year.
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ciated with virtual currency/crypto-asset payment products and services, including pre-paid
cards linked to virtual currencies, Bitcoin ATMs,
and Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) […] Besides
small-scale drug trafficking and fraud, the link
between virtual currencies/crypto-assets and
other predicate crimes appears to be growing.”
This week, another international-standard setting body, the Financial Stability Board
(FSB), published a framework for monitoring
crypto assets, also as part of its commitments
to the upcoming G20 Summit.
https://cryptovest.com/news/fatf-to-put-focuson-cryptos-review-anti-money-launderingrules-during-us-presidency/

History does not repeat itself but it often
rhymes — Mark Twain (although there is disagreement if Twain uttered these exact words
Just as businesses were growing or planning to
grow into Iran, they had the proverbial rug
pulled out from under them. Last week, on May
8, 2018, the administration announced its intention to withdraw from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and re-impose the
Iran Sanctions Program. (See Here). The JCPOA
was announced in 2015 among the United
States, France, Britain, Russia, China, Germany
and Iran. In essence. The JCPOA removed various sanctions against Iran in exchange for curbs
on Iran’s nuclear program.
After two transition or wind-down periods of 90
and 180 days, respectively, the United States
will reimpose sanctions lifted when the JCPOA
was implemented in 2015. With one big exception — Boeing and civilian air businesses which
stand to lose over $20 billion in business — the
administration’s action does not impact U.S.
business, except to the extent that U.S. companies were relying on General License H to conduct business with Iran through foreign subsidiaries.
OFAC’s announcement will have its biggest impact on foreign businesses that were subject to
“secondary sanctions.” U.S. businesses have
still been subject to sanctions on Iran barring
U.S. persons and companies from business
dealings with Iran.
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Under the secondary sanctions, foreign persons
and companies will be prohibited from dealing
with Iran’s government, officials, and several
key economic sectors, including shipping, ports,
shipbuilding, metals, oil and gas and financial
services.
The European Union’s reaction to the re-imposition of Iran Sanctions is not clear yet. It is possible that the EU may take steps to block the
application of the U.S. Sanctions, creating risks
for foreign companies that could face EU enforcement actions if they comply with the U.S.
Sanctions Program.
The first phase of the U.S. Sanctions re-imposition will occur after a 90-day wind-down period
or by August 6, 2018. After that date, OFAC will
re-impose sanctions on transactions and trade
in currency, gold and precious metals, graphite,
raw or semi-finished metals, such as aluminum
and steel, coal, industrial software, Iranian sovereign debt and Iran’s automotive and aviation
sector.
After a second wind-down period of 180 days
or by November 4, 2018, OFAC will re-impose
sanctions on Iran’s port operators, shipping and
ship building sectors, oil-related transactions,
dealings with the Iran Central Bank and other financial institutions, insurance services and energy.
OFAC plans to announce revocation of General
License H, which authorized U.S. Companies to
conduct business with Iran through foreignbased subsidiaries. OFAC will replace General
License H with a new license to authorize wind-

On 6 June 2018, the FCA fined Canara Bank
£896,100 for failing to take reasonable care to
manage its AML risks and compliance as per UK
regulation, including the failure to conduct
timely and adequate remediation of weaknesses identified by 2 competent authority reviews (2012/2013 and 2015), SYSC Compliance
Review and the appointed Skilled Person.
down of any activities conducted pursuant to
General License H.
As a further complication, OFAC intends to relist 400 entities and individuals previously delisted from the Specially Designated Nationals
list (“SDN List”) pursuant to the JCPOA.
Companies that were planning to enter the Iran
market will need to re-examine their plans –
OFAC is likely to take a strict view of the re-imposed sanctions with some understanding of
the need for a reasonable wind-down period.

The FCA final notice (link below) cites failings
across the majority of Canara’s financial crime
framework, including:
Senior Management
· General lack of understanding amongst senior management of the financial crime risk exposure at the bank
· failure to identify and manage financial
crime risks
·

https://blog.volkovlaw.com/2018/05/turningback-the-clock-ofac-plans-to-reimpose-iransanctions-program/
FCA fines Canara Bank £896,100 for AML failings

July 16, 2018

Ryan Crick

It has been a while since we have seen a final
notice form the FCA relating specifically to a
firms Financial Crime programme, however the
wait is over...this might be the perfect opportunity for a "health check" of your firms control
environment and fin crime programme.
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Fostering a culture on non-compliance

Governance and oversight
· Authorities recommended a full client remediation to ensure coverage of money laundering considerations. This was indicated as
complete but in 2015 identified it was not. Senior management did not review or test the remediation action taken
· General lack of understanding and focus on
AML risks, and subsequent insufficient resource
allocation to financial crime
· Poorly defined financial crime roles and responsibilities and escalation channels which did
not reflect the process in practice
· Prior to October 2015, there was no dedicated financial crime compliance forum. When
a forum was established, this received little ro-

bust MI and senior management relied on internal assurance on the effectiveness of AML controls without challenge

· No evidence of a regular assessment of systems and controls adequacy
AML systems and controls

Three lines of defence (3LoD)
Policies and procedures
· First line - Financial crime prevention responsibilities were neither owned executed in
the first line (whose responsibilities were purely
operational)
· Second line - There was no financial crime
monitoring plan in place and no effective quality assurance or oversight arrangements. Also,
Second line staff did not have a compliance
manual. They only a compliance checklist existed (completed tick-box style), indicating sufficient monitoring and testing
· Third line - Reliance was placed on monthly
Concurrent Audits (produced by third parties on
a ‘checklist’ approach). These did not include
testing of financial crime systems and controls
or measure Canara’s compliance with UK legal
and regulatory requirements. Canara had minimal contribution to the coverage of this checklist and senior management did not challenge
the content or materiality these reports
Money laundering reporting function
· Poor knowledge of AML staff relating to
AML risk mitigation requirements identified in
2012 and 2015
· Poor segregation of duties - the same staff
within the money laundering reporting function
carried out both the first and second line activities (permitted by senior management)
· Senior management did not receive or request regular reports from the money laundering reporting function
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· General lack of documentation in relation
to AML procedures
· Canara’s AML policy and procedures were
not fit for purpose and did not provide sufficient guidance to staff to enable them to fulfil
their roles
· Their 2014 AML manual did not comply
with the MLRs and was missing any, or any adequate, detailed procedures on CDD and on-going monitoring, risk assessment and management and compliance monitoring. 2014 guidance also did not include guidance on identification of PEPs, identification and scrutiny of potentially suspicious transactions, and application of EDD
· Enhanced 2015 AML Manual failed to address the key points required by JMLSG (e.g.
sanctions checks on beneficial owners and controllers and investigation and approval of sanctions and PEP alerts)
CDD
· In 2012/2013 authorities found no evidence
that risk assessments had been carried out for
trade finance customers, and in 2015 there was
a lack of evidence of risk assessment across all
customer types
· Reliance placed on correspondent banks to
conduct CDD on the end customer
· Inconsistencies and deficiencies in how PEP
and sanctions checked were conducted, investigated and recorded

EDD
· Canara stated they did not on-board high
risk customers, but the authority’s file review
identified 8 originally on-boarded as standard
risk and reclassified to high risk (with no evidence of EDD measures and gaps in CDD)
· Canara’s 2014 AML manual contained no
detailed EDD procedures. This was only enhanced in the 2015 AML manual
PEPs and Sanctions Screening
· In 2012/2013 there was no automated software or a structured system for identifying
PEPs, but Canara acknowledged this needed to
be put in place. However, in 2015 Canara was
still not using a PEP database and no evidence
of a manual process was found through file reviews

· No consideration for whether transactions
were in line with expected activity
Training
· No formal AML or sanctions training had
been delivered to any staff (new or existing)
since November 2012 – only ad hoc attendance
of external courses
· Following the authority visit in 2015, 2
training sessions were deployed, but only covered the basic concepts of the ML Regulations
and JMLSG guidance
· Staff had no formal objectives, and there
was no link between compliance and remuneration/performance evaluation
· Staff focussed more on credit risk than financial crime risk

· No requirement for PEP or sanctions
screening of beneficial owners or individuals in
positions of control/influence

· Not all staff with direct financial crime responsibility/exposure (such as operational front
line staff) were provided with adequate training

Ongoing monitoring, periodic and event driven
reviews

Record keeping

· Client and transaction reviews were primarily focussed on credit risk, with no evidence
that AML red flags were considered or documented
· Reliance placed on operational staff to identify unusual or suspicious transactions, but they
had received no training on this since 2012
· 2015 AML manual stated all remittances are
fed into a system to link transactions for monitoring. However, this system didn’t exist
· No SARs were reported before October
2013 (unusual based on the volume of transactions processed)
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· Client files were poorly structured and records were unclear or incomplete. For example,
no or inconsistent recording of details in relation to purpose and intended nature of the
business relationship, identification and verification of beneficial owners, evidence of adverse
allegation media searches, SoW/SoF or rationale behind opaque company structures
· Canara were therefore unable to evidence
its compliance with the requirements of SYSC
and the ML Regulations
This fine exemplifies both the regulator’s continual scrutiny on the entire spectrum of institution’s financial crime framework, and also firms’
abilities to enhance their framework based on

the recommendations provided by external advisors and authoritative bodies.
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/fca-fines-canara-bank-896100-aml-failings-ryan-crick/
OFAC PUBLISHES GLOBAL MAGNITSKY REGULATIONS

July, 2018
Regulations implement the Global Magnitsky
Human Rights Accountability Act and Executive Order 13818.
The US Treasury’s
Office of Foreign
Assets Control
(‘OFAC’) has published the Global Magnitsky Sanctions Regulations, which implement the Global Magnitsky
Human Rights Accountability Act and Executive
Order 13818.

ment them with a comprehensive set of regulations that may include guidance, general licences, and statements of licensing policy.

The Global Magnitsky Regulations can be found
here:
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/31cfr583.pdf
Credit Suisse pays US$77 million to settle US
probes ‘after it bribed Chinese officials by offering their families jobs’

Friday, 6 Jul 2018

The regulations came into force on 29 June. The
Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability
Act, signed into law by President Obama in
2016, authorises the president to impose targeted sanctions on foreign persons determined
to be responsible for killings, torture or other
gross violations of human rights. Executive Order 13818 ‘Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuses or Corruption’ was signed by President Trump in
2017. To date, 73 parties have had assets
blocked under this executive order, cutting
them off from the US financial markets.
The new regulations were issued in a truncated
form ‘for the purpose of providing immediate
guidance to the public’. OFAC intends to supple-

Credit Suisse Group has agreed to pay about
US$77 million to settle US criminal and civil
probes into its Asia-Pacific hiring practices, including efforts to win banking business by
awarding jobs to friends and family of Chinese
government officials.
The Swiss bank agreed to a US$47.03 million
criminal fine and to enter a non-prosecution
agreement under a settlement with the US Department of Justice announced on Thursday.
Credit Suisse will also pay US$29.82 million to
settle related claims by the US Securities and
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Exchange Commission.

corruption and money laundering over the massive corruption scandal at state oil giant,

US authorities accused Credit Suisse of violating

Petrobras.

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, an anti-bribery law, by hiring and promoting people linked
to government officials between 2007 and 2013
in an effort to win business.

The 61-year-old was also fined 53 million reis
($13.6m) after he was found guilty by a Rio de
Janeiro court of paying a $16.5m bribe to the ex-

The authorities said the people hired were of-

governor of Rio, Sergio Cabral, allegedly through

ten less qualified than others who lacked such

the fictitious sale of a gold mine.

ties, and that the quid pro quo arrangements
bypassed Credit Suisse’s normal hiring process.
Credit Suisse said it was pleased to settle, and
has upgraded its internal compliance procedures and controls. It had disclosed the expected Justice Department settlement last

Cabral is currently serving a prison sentence of
more than 100 years following five convictions
for graft.
Batista’s lawyers have already said they will ap-

month. - Reuters

peal.

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2018
/07/06/credit-suisse-pays-us$77-million-to-settle-us-probes/

SEE ALSO: Ancestral king of Dahomey married to
41 wives dies at 84
He was arrested in January 2017 but released
under house arrest three months later.
An emblem of Brazil’s boom years, Batista
amassed a fortune with investments in mining
and oil that in 2012 put him in seventh place on

Ex-billionaire bags 30-year jail for corruption,

Forbes’s list of the world’s wealthiest.

money laundering

Published July 3, 2018
Eike Batista
Eike Batista, once the richest man in Brazil, was
on Tuesday sentenced to 30 years in prison for
14

But by 2013, a downturn in the commodities
market wiped out a fortune that had been estimated at $30bn.

He later came under scrutiny by investigators in
the vast “Car Wash” operation that revealed
mass corruption by public officials linked to
Petrobras.
(AFP)
http://punchng.com/ex-billionaire-bags-30year-jail-for-corruption-money-laundering/
'Significant or very significant': Analysis shows
money-laundering vulnerabilities in B.C. real es-

tate
DAN FUMANO
Updated: July 29, 2018

Following the bombshell report detailing how
Vancouver-area casinos became hubs of international money laundering, the second phase
of B.C.’s battle against dirty money is expected
to target real estate.
And while the real estate sector largely drives
B.C.’s economy, many members of the industry
appear to have significant work to do on this
front. According to data obtained by Postmedia
News, Canada’s financial intelligence watchdog
found “significant” and “very significant” deficiencies in the anti-money laundering controls
at 88 per cent of real estate entities they examined in B.C. over the last two years.
Between 2015 and 2017, the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada, or
Fintrac, conducted 343 examinations in the real
estate sector across Canada, 130 of which were
in B.C., with 87 of those in Vancouver and the
Lower Mainland.
Fintrac, Canada’s national agency mandated to
detect and prevent money laundering, provided
15

data to Postmedia showing that out of those
130 examinations, they uncovered about 115
entities with ‘significant’ or ‘very significant deficiencies’ in their policies and procedures, risk
assessment, record keeping, reporting and client identification obligations. That means Fintrac found significant money-laundering vulnerabilities at 88 per cent of the real estate entities
they examined.
The real estate industry has previously been
flagged as vulnerable to money laundering, and
experts have been trying to raise alarms about
Vancouver in particular for years. In November
2016, Fintrac published a 12-page operational
brief on the Canadian housing market, reporting that through its compliance examinations,
the agency found “deficiencies in most aspects
of the real estate sector’s compliance programs
that render it more vulnerable of being used by
criminals to launder illicit funds.”
That same month, in November 2016, The Vancouver Sun reported the results of an access to
information request, showing Fintrac had examined about 220 real estate companies in B.C.
between 2012 and mid-2016, finding 117 companies with “significant or very significant” levels of non-compliance.
It was just a few months earlier, in June 2016,
the previous B.C. Liberal government announced, following intense public pressure and
media scrutiny of misconduct in real estate,
that they were overhauling oversight of the
sector and strengthening consumer protections.
Asked if B.C.’s real estate companies have tightened up their anti-money laundering operations in the two years since Fintrac flagged the
sector’s vulnerability to dirty cash, the respective heads of the Real Estate Council of B.C. and
the B.C. Real Estate Association both said they
supported Fintrac’s efforts, but couldn’t answer.

Darlene Hyde, CEO of the B.C. Real Estate Association, a professional organization that focuses
on education and advocacy, said in an emailed
statement that: “We do not have insight into or
data regarding the vulnerability of B.C.’s real
estate sector when it comes to money laundering.”
Similarly, Marilee Peters, spokeswoman for the
Real Estate Council of B.C., the province’s enforcement and licensing body, said Fintrac
would be better positioned to answer whether
B.C.’s real estate companies have improved
money laundering policies since red flags were
raised in 2016.
In an emailed statement, Fintrac’s communications team leader Jamela Austria said Fintrac
moved from its previous audit-based approach
for compliance examinations to an “assessment
approach” placing more emphasis on a reporting entity’s overall effectiveness. The results of
Fintrac’s approach on compliance can be seen
in the significant increase in reporting “over the
past few years,” Austria said, “as well as noticeable improvements in compliance levels when
(Fintrac) conducts followup examinations.”
In 2015-16, Fintrac conducted 79 examinations
in B.C.’s real estate sector, uncovering 71 entities — or 89 per cent — with “significant or
very significant” deficiencies. That rate improved marginally the following year, to 86 per
cent (44 B.C. real estate entities with “significant or very significant” deficiencies out of 51
examinations).
Money laundering, or the “washing” of ill-gotten gains to disguise their source, is a concern
because it “gives organized crime the funds it
needs to conduct further criminal activities,”
according to Fintrac’s own website. And while
it’s not clear exactly what impact, if any, dirty
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money in the housing market has had on Vancouver’s unaffordability crisis, it’s certainly a
question on many people’s minds.
Money laundering has been a hot topic in B.C.,
especially this summer.
In late June, former RCMP deputy commissioner Peter German delivered his damning report into how Lower Mainland casinos operated for years, he said, as “laundromats for the
proceeds of organized crime.” The following
week, B.C. Attorney General David Eby said the
next phase of German’s work will focus on
monetary transactions linked to the housing
market. German, The Canadian Pressreported,
“predicts the second phase will be a ‘larger
beast to tackle,’ because he says real estate
drives the economy in B.C., while gaming has
had less of an overall impact.”
A large beast indeed. Real estate is vital to the
economy of Vancouver and B.C. The real estate
and construction industries combine to represent more than a quarter of British Columbia’s
gross domestic product, according to Statistics
Canada, representing a bigger portion of B.C.’s
economy than the oil and gas sector accounts
for in Alberta.
B.C.’s economy is a perennial leader among the
Canadian provinces, and Vancouver, as its financial hub, is of growing global significance.
But according to Eby, “our international reputation is on the line.”
At a speech to a conference last December cohosted by anti-corruption group Transparency
International Canada, Eby said: “Our province
under the last administration has gained an international reputation as a scofflaw. As a jurisdiction where the rules do not apply to white
collar crime, fraud, tax evasion, and money
laundering.”

There’s no timeline yet for German’s investigation into money laundering in B.C.’s real estate
sector, and it’s too early to know if he’ll find a
proliferation of dirty cash like he found in the
gaming industry.
But, Fintrac’s findings suggest that conditions
exist in B.C.’s real estate business that could
leave it vulnerable to money laundering. And if
a deep investigation into B.C.’s real estate — at
once the province’s largest industry and a sector that makes a difference in the life of anyone
trying to live here — finds the housing market
is anywhere near as rife with dirty money as its
casinos, expect the repercussions to be far bigger.
dfumano@postmedia.com
twitter.com/fumano
https://vancouversun.com/news/localnews/dan-fumano-data-point-to-money-laundering-vulnerabilities-in-b-c-real-estate-sector

officials said. He pleaded guilty to conspiracy to
commit money laundering on Feb. 1.
Eruotor, who lived in Canada, led schemes that
included: “grandson-in-jail” fraudulent phone
calls, fake investment scams, business email
compromise scams, Stolen Identity Refund
Fraud tax filing scams and romance victim
scams, officials said.
The money laundering network was based in
Canada, Nigeria and the United States.
Eruotor is the eighth person in the investigation
to be convicted and sentenced to federal
prison, officials said. Others have been sentenced to prison terms ranging from 10 months
to nine years.
https://www.statesman.com/news/local/mansentenced-years-prison-for-multi-million-dollarmoney-launderingscheme/VQA78VC6QHy4hwtfZkBa5N/

Man sentenced to 14 years of prison for multimillion dollar money laundering scheme

July 28, 2018
Bianca Quilantan

A man from Nigeria was sentenced to 14 years
in federal prison for leading a money laundering network that took more than $3.5 million
from hundreds of people, Department of Justice officials said.
Ochuko Sylvester Eruotor, 42, was sentenced
Friday in Austin by United States District Judge
Sam Sparks, who ordered Eruotor to also pay
almost $1.7 million in restitution. Eruotor will
be placed under supervised release for three
years after completing his prison term.
In December, Eruotor was arrested and extradited from Germany to the United States, DOJ
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The secret life of shell companies

By
ethicalboardroom
-

By Steve Goodrich & Ben Cowlick – Members

seem strange at first, the prevalence of UK com-

of the Corruption Research Team at Transpar-

panies in these schemes is no coincidence. They

ency International UK

have been hand-picked by criminals and here’s
why.

The Paradise and Panama Papers have given us
an unparalleled insight into how fake busi-

Scratching the surface

nesses – often known as ‘shell companies’ –
have been used globally to conceal illicit as-

Companies registered in the UK offer instant le-

sets, evade sanctions and allow corrupt indi-

gitimacy. Its reputation as a respectable inter-

viduals to enjoy their ill-gotten gains with im-

national business hub is well known. Because of

punity.

this, companies registered here are often
deemed lower risk by banks and other busi-

When a luxury London pad or house in the

nesses interacting with them. Without proper

Home Counties is bought with illicit funds,

due diligence checks, this can allow them to

you’re almost certain to encounter a business

cause some serious damage. In one scheme

registered in a secrecy jurisdiction – places

alone, uncovered by the Organised Crime and

where the names of company owners are kept

Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), 17 UK

behind closed doors. Many of these can be

banks handled more than half a billion pounds

found in the palm-fringed paradises of the UK’s

worth of suspicious wealth emanating from

Overseas Territories and the charming isles of

Eastern Europe, which was being channelled by

its Crown dependencies. However, recent re-

hundreds of UK-registered shell companies.

search by Transparency International UK shows
many of these criminal schemes are made pos-

With the aid of British banks, these companies

sible by those far closer to home.

were able to disperse the money through investments spanning fine furs to private school

Through an analysis of 52 major global corrup-

fees, sometimes to unsuspecting recipients.

tion scandals involving more than £80billion,

When talking about the funds it received from

we identified 766 different UK-registered shell

the scheme, Millfield School – a prestigious pri-

companies playing a key role in transporting il-

vate school in Somerset – said: “The payment

licit funds. Based on what we found, there

was made from a UK bank account and did not

could be thousands more of these fake busi-

appear in any way suspicious at the time.”

nesses being used to move tens of billions in
corrupt wealth worldwide. Although this might
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Businesses failing to understand their clients

Companies House’s website as bulk incorpora-

and customers allow this mistake to be re-

tors were unregistered. Even a handful of these

peated.

rogue agents can help shift billions of illicit
funds in a relatively short period of time.

Swift incorporations
Lax supervision
Far from being an indicator of respectability, anyone can form a UK company from anywhere in

Even those TCSPs that are registered with a

the world. And it’s cheap. While a Panamanian

money-laundering supervisor are not suffi-

company will set you back around £1,000, you

ciently incentivised to carry out thorough

can go online and form a UK company yourself

checks on their clients. The last available infor-

for £12 in a matter of minutes. If you incorpo-

mation published by HMRC showed its fines for

rate direct through Companies House there are

non-compliance in 2014/2015 averaged just

no due diligence checks on who you are – you’d

over £1,100, peanuts compared to the profits

encounter less ID checks than boarding a flight.

to be made moving illicit money around the
globe. This could explain why the sector has

In theory, registering via a regulated agent –

been so poor at reporting suspicious activity –

otherwise known as Trust and Company Service

which is required by law – to the UK’s National

Providers (TCPSs) – is more secure as they are

Crime Agency (NCA). According to the latest

required by law to undertake money-laundering

available data, as a whole the sector submitted

checks on all customers. However, recent stud-

just 74 reports over 12 months between 2015

ies have shown that these rules are often ig-

and 2016. Based on the evidence we have, this

nored or applied sporadically by the sector.

is likely to be only a small fraction of potential
suspicious activity within this industry.

Company factories
We have found a number of formation agents
who have been creating secretive corporate
structures using UK companies on an industrial
scale without even being registered with a
money-laundering supervisor – a legal requirement. Indeed, a quarter of the agents listed on

“WE HAVE FOUND A NUMBER OF FORMATION
AGENTS WHO HAVE BEEN CREATING SECRETIVE
CORPORATE STRUCTURES USING UK COMPANIES ON AN INDUSTRIAL SCALE WITHOUT EVEN
BEING REGISTERED WITH A MONEY-LAUNDERING SUPERVISOR — A LEGAL REQUIREMENT”
To make matters worse, money launderers are
not confined to choosing a UK-based TCSP.
Thanks to the ease of online incorporations, UK
companies can be set-up from anywhere in the
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world. This global activity has not been ac-

Although the size of this wholesale market is

counted for in law, with non-UK TCSPs not

unknown, based on our research we think it

bound by UK money-laundering regulations,

could involve thousands – if not tens of thou-

but by those of the jurisdiction in which they

sands – of UK companies. As long as these prac-

operate. Relying on other jurisdictions to en-

tices continue, the risks carried by companies

force money- laundering rules poses significant

formed and sold in this way continue to be sig-

risks. Whilst the UK’s performance in this area

nificant.

has been poor, other countries’ has been
worse.

What is being done

Less than a quarter of countries assessed by the

From 2017, most legal entities incorporated in

Financial Action Task Force – an international

the UK have to reveal the names of their ulti-

body that assesses countries’ money-launder-

mate beneficiaries to Companies House. This is

ing defences – had sufficient systems to prevent

published on the persons of significant control

the setting up and abuse of shell companies.

(PSC) register. Available via the Companies

This means that the UK is relying on weak

House website, PSC has added an essential in-

money-laundering systems to protect the integ-

sight into who might be hiding behind the cor-

rity of its own company register.

porate veil.

due diligence checks and at what point in the

“WHILE GIVING THE APPEARANCE OF A UK LEGAL ENTITY, TENS OF THOUSANDS OF FIRMS
REGISTERED HERE REPRESENT LITTLE MORE
THAN SECRETIVE OFFSHORE COMPANIES
WITHIN A UK ‘WRAPPER’”

process. Recent revelations have shown how

As with all new things, there are some teething

this trade works, with agents buying ‘off-the-

problems. Currently, just six people at Compa-

shelf’ packages of companies from each other,

nies House are tasked with tackling non-compli-

depending on their client’s needs. This explains

ance with company law and it does not verify

why UK agents were the second most popular

what it is submitted. Despite this, the benefits

intermediaries of choice for Mossack Fonseca –

of a public register mean that the business

the infamous law firm at the centre of the Pan-

community and civil society can interrogate the

ama Papers scandal.

data and provide feedback to Companies House

To compound all of the above is the wholesale
trade of companies between agents, which
makes it unclear who should have undertaken

which can then make changes to improve the
quality of data. In partnership with investigative
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journalists, we at Transparency International UK

there are still those who are intent on ignoring

have submitted details of hundreds of compa-

these rules by not reporting a PSC or putting

nies we think are trying to evade these new

the name of some unsuspecting individual as

transparency rules.

their beneficial owner. So if something doesn’t
seem right about a company, there are a num-

To help navigate and interpret what is currently

ber of details to check in order to give you

being published, there are a number of charac-

peace of mind.

teristics that can help identify if a UK company
might be involved in money laundering. Based

Location, location, location

on what we have seen from our research, here
are some tips and pointers on what to look out

Mail forwarding and virtual offices are an es-

for.

sential and legitimate part of many businesses.
They are also a constant feature of companies

Offshore via the UK

we found to be involved in financial wrongdoing. Providing a superficial layer of legitimacy,

While giving the appearance of a UK legal en-

as well as distance from the ultimate owner of

tity, tens of thousands of firms registered here

the company, certain addresses appear repeat-

represent little more than secretive offshore

edly in Companies House data. Half of the 766

companies within a UK ‘wrapper’. In the past,

UK companies we identified in our research

Limited Liability Partnerships (LLP) and Scottish

were registered at just eight addresses, with

Limited Partnerships (SLPs) have been popular

105 based at a single rundown office in Potters

vehicles for money launderers because they can

Bar. The concentration of these shell companies

be controlled by two secretive offshore corpo-

in a relatively small number of places clearly

rate partners – for example, companies based

show hotspots of poor due diligence, which al-

in the British Virgin Islands or Belize (thus hid-

low money laundering activity to go unchecked.

ing the ultimate owner) – and their minimal reporting requirements.

Often these addresses house hundreds, if not
thousands, of other companies whose purpose

In recent years, both LLPs and SLPs have been

or real owners are not immediately apparent.

brought within the scope of the UK’s PSC regis-

So, if you aren’t sure about a potential business

ter, making it harder for money launderers to

client, it might be worth checking their regis-

hide using UK companies without lying to Com-

tered address and the background of other

panies House and breaking the law. However
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companies based there. These ‘company facto-

A quarter of the firms we identified in our re-

ries’ are often semi-permanent fixtures, with

search remain active today and have found a

batches of entities dissolved en masse, often af-

variety of ways to flout company law. If you

ter a big corruption scandal has been exposed.

come across companies with a suspicious direc-

With this in mind, it’s worth using data from

tor on the UK register, it is worthwhile checking

Companies House or third-party tools like

as many sources as possible – from elsewhere

OpenCorporates to identify the rate of incorpo-

on Companies House to the ICIJ’s Offshore

rations and dissolutions at suspicious ad-

Leaks database – to try and identify if the name

dresses. Cross-referencing this data with your

on the screen you are dealing with is likely to be

list of clients might produce some red flags for

the real person controlling the company.

further investigation.
Follow the money
Nominee directors
Where a company does its banking can tell you
Whilst nominee directors don’t technically exist

as much as anything you find on Companies

in the UK – with directors legally responsible for

House, possibly more. Our research found that

the actions of a company – this has not de-

money launderers based in Eastern Europe

terred money launderers from using proxy di-

have taken advantage of the relationships be-

rectors to keep their names off the paperwork.

tween some TCSPs and Baltic banks specialising

Some of these proxies have become synony-

in ‘financial logistics’ (in layman’s terms this

mous with wrongdoing, such as Ian Taylor, infa-

means moving money around the world). As a

mous for – among a myriad of money-launder-

result, lots of UK companies – particularly LLPs

ing schemes – directing a company used to help

and SLPs – have been sold with Baltic Bank ac-

North Korea evade sanctions.

counts as a package. By doing this, those who
control these firms gain access to the global financial system without undergoing the same
level of due diligence carried out at UK banks.
Becoming a beacon for responsible business

If enforced properly, the UK’s PSC register mitigates the threat of proxy directors, but there is
still a long way to go for Companies House to
ensure these rules are implemented in practice.
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Companies based in the UK might not be as
clean as we would like to think. The 766 firms
we identified are likely to be just the tip of the

iceberg in terms of the widespread abuse of UK
legal entities. Thousands of other suspicious
firms are still active, which share the same ad-

Ben Cowdock works in the Transparency In-

dress, proxy directors and corporate partners as

ternational UK research team, looking into both corrup-

those we identified. These companies and the

tion within the UK and the role the UK plays in overseas

system that allows their creation represent an

corruption. This work includes research into how corrupt

ongoing threat both to the UK’s international

wealth from overseas can be hidden within the UK, in

reputation as a clean and safe place to do busi-

particular the UK property market, as well as the complic-

ness, as well as those around the world who

ity of the UK’s professional services and financial institu-

suffer from the corruption and other crimes fa-

tions in moving and concealing this ill-gotten wealth.

cilitated by these firms.
With Brexit just around the corner, the UK can
ill-afford to develop a reputation as a place to
do business for money launderers and crooks.

https://ethicalboardroom.com/the-secret-lifeof-shell-companies/
Dual Iranian and Canadian National Pleads Guilty
to International Money Laundering

Jul 30, 2018

To address this threat and become a beacon of
responsible business around the world, we
need data at Companies House that can be re-

A dual citizen of Iran and Canada plead guilty
last week in federal court in Boston to international money laundering.

lied on and a well-regulated company service
sector that can guard against criminal elements
looking to hijack our financial system.
About the Authors:

Steve Goodrich works in the Transparency International UK research team, looking into both corruption
within the UK and the role the UK plays in overseas corruption. This work includes research into how corrupt
wealth from overseas can be hidden within the UK, in
particular the UK property market, as well as the complicity of the UK’s professional services and financial institutions in moving and concealing this ill-gotten wealth.
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Omid Mashinchi, 35, plead guilty to five counts
of international money laundering. Mashinchi
was charged in a sealed indictment in January
2018 and arrested in April 2018 when he flew
into the United States; he has been in federal
custody since.
Knowing that the money was derived from unlawful activity, Mashinchi transferred funds
from a bank in Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada, to a bank in Boston on five occasions in
2017. Mashinchi transferred $37,794 on Jan.
28; he made two transfers, one for $49,915 and
another for $49,445, on July 28; and he made
two more transfers, one for $49,930 and another in the amount of $49,645, on Aug. 3.
Sentencing is scheduled for Nov. 13, 2018.

https://www.bankerandtradesman.com/dualiranian-and-canadian-national-pleads-guilty-tointernational-money-laundering/
Ring plundered $1.2 billion of Venezuelan oil
money, laundered it in South Florida, feds charge

BY JAY WEAVER AND ANTONIO MARIA DELGADO
jweaver@miamiherald.com
adelgado@elnuevoherald.com
July 25, 2018 02:33 PM
A web of former Venezuelan officials and businessmen was charged in Miami Wednesday
with operating a massive $1.2 billion international money-laundering racket funded with
stolen government money that was invested in
South Florida real estate and other assets.
The defendants are accused of embezzling
funds from Venezuela’s vast oil income and exploiting its foreign-currency exchange system to
amass illegal fortunes in the United States and
other countries, according to a federal criminal
complaint.
The complaint describes a Venezuelan government culture in which officials, politicians and
businessmen connected to President Nicolás
Maduro and his predecessor, the late Hugo Chávez, have plundered the national oil company,
PDVSA, to enrich themselves while impoverishing the South American country.
“Venezuela’s state of social, political and economic crisis, in which multibillion-dollar corrupt
and criminal ecosystems thrive, drives rivers of
criminal proceeds through South Florida,” says
a Homeland Security Investigations affidavit
filed with the complaint in Miami federal court.
“[It] has become an international money-laundering hub and a desirable destination for wellto-do foreign criminals and kleptocrats.”
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The complaint names eight defendants and lists
nine unidentified co-conspirators. Among them
is a German national arrested Tuesday at Miami
International Airport who manages “banking”
activities for numerous Venezuelan officials and
kleptocrats. Matthias Krull, 44, a Panamanian
resident who also worked as a banker in Switzerland, made his first appearance in Miami
federal court on Wednesday and has a pretrial
detention hearing on Monday.
Another defendant, Gustavo Adolfo Hernandez
Frieri, 45, a Colombian-born naturalized U.S. citizen, was arrested in Italy on Wednesday and is
expected to be extradited. He is accused in the
complaint of using his Miami financial firms,
Global Security Advisors and Global Strategic Investments, to launder money with false mutualfund investments.
Other defendants are expected to be arrested
in the sprawling case, which was filed by federal
prosecutor Francisco Maderal. But apprehending some won’t be easy because they are likely
to be in Venezuela, which has a hostile relationship with the United States.
Among the other named defendants: Carmelo
Urdaneta Aqui, the former legal counsel to the
Venezuelan Ministry of Oil and Mining, who the
complaint says bought a condo at the Porsche
Design Tower in Miami; Abraham Edgardo Ortega, the former executive director of finance at
the state-owned oil company, Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A., PDVSA; and Francisco Convit
Guruceaga, a Venezuelan businessman who is
often referred to as “Bolichico,” or member of
the “boliburgues,” the country’s elite.
Another key figure in the alleged ring: Jose Vincente Amparan Croquer, a “professional money
launderer” in Venezuela with investment relationships in Spain and Malta.

The alleged money-laundering conspiracy began in December 2014 with a currency-exchange scheme to embezzle $600 million from
PDVSA obtained through bribes and fraud, the
complaint says. The defendants used an associate, who would later become a confidential
source for the feds, to launder a portion of the
PDVSA funds. By May of 2015, the conspiracy
had doubled to $1.2 billion embezzled from
Venezuela’s national oil company.
An atmosphere of intimidation hung over some
of the money-laundering deals, according to the
unnamed associate.
Toward the end of 2015, the associate was summoned to a meeting in Caracas with three of
the defendants: Convit, Urdaneta and Amparan.
They convened around a table in Convit’s office,
with numerous security guards, the complaint
says. Convit kept a handgun on the table and a
German shepherd with a shock collar next to
him. “Convit held the remote for the collar, and
commented that he could not always control
the dog,” the complaint says.
In early 2016, the associate approached Homeland Security investigators in Miami about cooperating and becoming a confidential source,
the complaint says. The source agreed to wear
a recording device to launder $78 million in
PDVSA funds that he had received from a loan
contract with the national oil company.
The federal probe, called Operation Money
Flight, was launched with the initial focus on
the defendants’ efforts to launder a portion of
the $78 million.
“Two years and over one hundred recordings
later, Operation Money Flight revealed an international conspiracy to launder the PDVSA funds
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through Miami and several large-scale international money-laundering organizations,” the
complaint says. “More specifically, the investigation revealed the use of Miami real estate
and sophisticated false-investment schemes to
launder hundreds of millions of U.S. dollars.”
To leverage their profits, the defendants took
advantage of their access to the Venezuelan
government’s foreign-currency exchange system, which offers a far more favorable rate than
the everyday market. It was used to convert
bolivars to dollars and euros as the defendants
stole from the country’s oil riches for overseas
investments in Florida, Europe and other parts
of the world. The favorable exchange-rate
spread would result in illicit profits of tens of
millions of dollars for each transaction.
The Homeland Security Investigations’ case unsealed Wednesday is unrelated to another major money-laundering probe underway that targets a former high-ranking Venezuelan official
close to the late President Chávez. That probe
also takes aim at other former senior officials
and financial figures who collaborated with
them.
The Miami Herald and el Nuevo Herald reported in March that Alejandro Andrade, a former bodyguard to Chávez who rose to the rank
of national treasurer between 2007 and 2010,
is suspected of laundering millions of dollars
stolen from the Venezuelan government to invest in real estate, show horses and other assets in South Florida and elsewhere, according
to sources in Miami and former Venezuelan
government officials familiar with the investigation.
Andrade’s acquisitions in South Florida and
other parts of the United States don’t show up
in public records because the purchases were
made through shell companies that allow him

to keep his ownership hidden, sources said. Andrade and several other associates in Venezuela’s government, banking and business sectors are suspected of enriching themselves by
selling billions of dollars in bonds, capitalizing
on fluctuating exchange rates and hiding their
profits in Swiss bank accounts and U.S. investments, they said..
The investigation, led by the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Miami, stands out among the several federal criminal cases brought against former Venezuelan officials in recent years because Andrade was one of the most trusted members in
Chávez’s inner circle. The socialist leader died in
2013.
http://amp.miamiherald.com/latest-news/article215493015.html

Clash of Clans. Image: Supercell
Kromtech Security—a German-based IT and security company—has discovered evidence of a
large scheme where scammers use stolen credit
cards to buy in-app currencies from mobile
games Clash of Clans,Clan Royale, and Marvel
Contest of Champions, then sell those currencies on the grey market for cash.

Scammers Are Using ‘Clash of Clans’ to Launder
Money from Stolen Credit Cards

Scammers on Facebook are openly trading
tools that automatically turn stolen credit card
numbers into in-game currencies they can then
sell for profit.

“A group of malicious actors with a complex automated system [are] utilizing free-to-play apps,
third party game and resource resale websites,
and Facebook to launder money from stolen
credit cards,” says a report by Kromtech.
Love them or hate them, in-game currencies
and microtransactions are important revenue
streams for modern video games. Electronic
Arts—the studio that published Star Wars: Battlefront II—made $787 million from in-game
purchases in its most recent fiscal quarter.

Matthew Gault
Jul 20 2018,
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Security experts have long warned that the ingame currencies and tradeable digital commodities in World of Warcraft and other video
games could one day be a money launderer's
dream. In theory, it would be easy for a criminal
to use ill-gotten cash to buy in-game currencies
in a game such as Clash of Clans, then turn
around and sell that currency to an unwitting
third party for clean money.

This is a scheme that security experts have
been warning us about for years. In 2011, the
FBI raided the dorms of college students they
suspected of committing fraud in World of
Warcraft, but turned up nothing. The EVE
Online community—a space faring MMO—has
long been worried that the game’s digital currency could easily be manipulated and used to
launder money for criminal organizations.
According to Bob Diachenko, Kromtech’s head
of communications, that’s exactly what his
team has discovered evidence of. The Kromtech
security team stumbled on the scheme during
an audit of MongoDB, an open source SQL database platform, in June. The database was odd
because it was only a few months old, unprotected, and stuffed with 37,606 credit card
numbers. The team found links to a Facebook
group where the alleged scammers organized
an automated system that would process the
credit cards, attach them to new Apple accounts, and make in-game purchases from free
to play mobile games—then dump the currencies on the grey market.
Apple, Supercell, and Kabam—makers of Marvel Contest of Champions—did not immediately
return our request for comment.
It’s unprecedented and also very odd for criminals to leave a database unsecured. Diachenko
told Motherboard via email that Kromtech
traced the unsecured database to a public Facebook group that’s promoting this activity. “People do mistakes, even bad guys,” Diachenko
said.
Much of the system was automated, including
the creation of Apple accounts. According to Diachenko, the scammers used jailbroken iPhones
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they managed with a tool to generate Apple accounts with predefined user data. He showed
Motherboard a video the Facebook group promoted with a bank of iPhones on a rack, all running the automated software.

Image: Kromtech Security diagram.
“With the account creation process automated,
the malicious actors then took the process further, automatically changing cards until a valid
one is found, automatically buying games and
resources, automatically posting the games and
resources for sale, working with a digital wallet
for order processing, and managing multiple
Apple devices to distribute the load,”
Kromtech’s report said. “The end result: an automated money laundering tool for credit card
thieves.”
It used the grey market site g2g.com—a website that allows users to buy and sell digital currencies for games such as World of
Warcraft andClash of Clans—to move its ill-gotten in-game currency. Sock puppet accounts
posting on g2g selling Clash of Clan accounts
(which developer Supercell allows to be transferred between users) bundled with in-game
currency cost between $30 to $90, the report
said. Those transactions are small, but can add
up quickly when run on an automated system
posting thousands of them every day. Of the
more than 30,000 credit cards, Kromtech was
able to verify that just under 20,000 of them
were used in the scheme.

scam that proves that as long as a pipeline exists between digital video game currency and
real-world cash, someone will attempt to exploit it.
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/xwkyb3/scammers-are-using-clash-ofclans-to-launder-money-from-stolen-creditcards
Peer-to-Peer Crypto-Exchanges: A Haven for

Image: g2g.com screengrab via Kromtech.
Kromtech isn’t sure how much money the
thieves made and estimated the scheme had
only been running about a month and half before it was discovered. It put together a full report on the scheme for the US Department of
Justice and reached out to Supercell—the company behind Clash of Clans and Clan Royale to
help curb the fraud.
It appeared the thieves attempted to use Android phones as well, but Google’s restrictions
on account credential transfering made it
harder to automate. Diachenko said Apple
could help stop similar scams in the future by
doing a better job verifying credit cards. According to Diachenko, when a new credit card is
added to an Apple account, Apple verifies the
card by making a $1 dollar purchase and refunding it. “We saw that many were processed
with an incorrect name and address,” he said.
“A stricter credit card verification would make it
a bit more difficult for the [scammers].”
Motherboard was able to confirm details of the
scheme by viewing the Facebook group referenced in Kromtech’s documents. But, as the
group is part of an ongoing investigation, we
aren’t making those details public at this time.
That said, it’s an intricate and flagrantly public
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Money Laundering

Author:Tara Seals
July 17, 2018
Buyers and sellers can exchange cash in person,
transfer bank funds online or can exchange
funds for prepaid cards, gift cards or other cryptocurrencies.
The need to launder money is omnipresent in
the criminal world, and lately, a new way of doing it has come to the fore: peer-to-peer cryptocurrency exchanges.
These exchanges offer one-to-one relationships
and transactions; buyers and sellers of virtual
currency sign-up with their location information, IP address and other data to verify their
identity, link to their wallets, and from there
can swap and cash out currencies with other
people who decide to trust them. Parties sometimes take the relationship offline too, meeting
face-to-face to close out deals. After striking a
bargain, a buyer can exchange cash in person,
transfer bank funds online or can exchange
funds for prepaid cards, gift cards or other cryptocurrencies.
These platforms offer an alternative to the marketplace methods represented by big Bitcoin exchanges such as Coinbase, and many users feel

they can get better deals and a better service
experience by using them. There’s another difference though: Peer-to-peer exchanges are decentralized and often lack the accountability,
security and transparency measures used by
the larger players.
Coinbase for instance monitors for dark web activity and recently implemented the Know Your
Customer identity verification service (not that
it’s not in hot water in other ways), which in
theory makes it harder for criminals to launder
money or use the funds to buy items from the
underground. So, peer-to-peer alternatives
have started to be a go-to choice for criminals
looking to take advantage of the anonymity of
cryptocurrency.
“Although certain peer-to-peer cryptocurrency
exchanges might willingly cooperate with law
enforcement, there are readily available methods that threat actors utilize while laundering
their illicitly gained funds to maintain anonymity,” said Flashpoint, which flagged the increasing criminal activity on the exchanges in a
post Monday. Intelligence analyst Kathleen
Weinberger told Threatpost that these include
tried-and-true methods like using forged documents to sign-up for the services.
“A lot of what’s going on here is just a criminal
rather than a technical story,” she said in an interview. “It’s easy to look for a technical solution to prevent this – there certainly is one (or
rather a thousand of them). But there’s pressure on services to try and make their service
usable – they don’t want their average user
having to struggle for days to have their identity
verified. At the same time, they have to make
sure that this isn’t getting in the way of things
being safe and accountable.”
Being a relatively new arena, that’s a work in
progress. So for now, “it’s law enforcement having to crack down on those buying and selling
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identities and fake documents to combat this,”
she said.
Law enforcement has seen some successes despite the hurdles that the exchanges present;
for instance, OxyMonster, a notorious dark web
purveyor of drugs and other illicit goods,
was nabbed in May after detectives made a
connection between a Facebook page and his
dark web site on the Dream marketplace. Even
though he was using a peer-to-peer Bitcoin “tip
jar” for transactions, they managed to track him
down by other means, arresting him as he entered the country from France, on his way to a
beard contest in Miami.
Because of this Wild West element, Flashpoint
analysts have observed a growing number of
underground discussions around using these exchanges for criminal means, including recommendations around certain peer-to-peer services that threat actors consider valuable or the
safest. Some discussions include listings of established—also known as “aged”—local exchange accounts for sale, which are less likely to
be flagged for fraud because they have the appearance of long-term use.
“Discussions among threat actors in these forums primarily are concerned with recruiting
others to cash-out schemes,” explained Flashpoint. “They also spell out the prerequisites for
others to join and the terms necessary to convert stolen funds to Bitcoin or Monero, even in
large amounts.”
Some discussions around peer-to-peer exchanges date back at least four years, but the
interest is growing and likely to continue as
larger exchanges stiffen their security controls.
“We’ve seen threat actors on a daily or weekly
basis looking for ways to clean Bitcoin or
Monero – it’s not a huge secret,” Flashpoint intelligence analyst Carles Lopez-Penalver said in

an interview. “It’s somewhat easy to commit tax
fraud and money laundering in general, or to
purchase drugs with these methods, so the government needs to crack down. I appreciate
blockchain technology – but I think that there
has to be a better understanding of what’s happening out there, and that people doing very
bad things with cryptocurrency.”
https://threatpost.com/peer-to-peercrypto-exchanges-a-haven-for-money-laundering/134066/
Sentencing Delayed for Arleta Man Linked to
Global Money Laundering Scheme

JULY 12, 2018
Sentencing for an Arleta man who participated
in a black-market “hawala” money laundering
scheme that transferred about $4.5 million on
behalf of the Sinaloa Cartel and their drug trafficking affiliates was delayed Thursday until
Aug. 1.
Sucha Singh, 54, pleaded guilty two years ago in
downtown Los Angeles to charges contained in
a three-count federal indictment that charged
him and 21 other defendants with conspiracy to
launder money, conspiracy to operate an unlicensed money transmitting business and operating an unlicensed money transmitting business.
Prosecutors said the illegal scheme spanned the
world and involved operatives in Canada, India,
the United States and Mexico who laundered
drug trafficking proceeds generated from multipound sales of narcotics for and on behalf of
the Sinaloa Cartel and others. The laundered
cash was either been transported to the Sinaloa
Cartel as profits or reinvested in additional
drugs to be sold and distributed in the U.S. and
Canada, according to the U.S. Attorney’s Office.
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The 2014 indictment specifically alleged the use
of a hawala network, which prosecutors said
transferred more than $4.5 million in narcotics
proceeds and was involved in the trafficking of
64 pounds of cocaine and nearly 90 pounds of
methamphetamine.
Hawala — the Arabic word for change or transform — is an international underground money
remittance system based on trust among its
participants that allows financial transactions
without leaving a paper trail. The necessary
trust and long-established connections between brokers are typically based on familial,
ethnic, religious, regional and cultural grounds.
Singh pleaded guilty before U.S. District Judge
Christina A. Snyder in 2016 to money laundering conspiracy and operating an unlicensed
money transmitting business. The charges carry
a combined possible sentence of up to 25 years
behind bars, according to the U.S. Attorney’s
Office.
https://mynewsla.com/crime/2018/07/12/sentencingdelayed-for-arleta-man-linked-to-globalmoney-laundering-scheme/

Beware of Crypto Risks - 10 Risks To Watch

23/07/2018

You know we are at the top of the hype cycle on
blockchain and cryptocurrencies when examples
of peak crypto include glistening fleets of Lamborghinis as a reflection of price spikes and talk
of crypto-utopia with no central governments.
Nonetheless, there are a number of key risks
that plague this asset class and stand in the way
of broader market adoption and stability. While
there is no doubt cryptocurrencies, digital tokens and blockchain-based business models are
here to stay, understanding how risk interplays
with this emerging market and their underlying
technologies will not only help protect investors,
it will also give regulators a steady hand and,
hopefully, guide how entrepreneurs are approaching risk management in their projects,
which is not easily done after the fact. One
unique facet that blockchain-based projects
bring to the market is that unlike the analog
economy, which hopes to code good conduct in
people who have the care, custody and control
of our savings and assets, is that "good conduct"
can be coded at the technology layer and in an
unalterable and transparent manner. In short, a
machine is not naturally greedy or prone to
moral hazard (risk taking without bearing the
consequences).
What follows are 10 examples of key risks that
imperil cryptocurrencies and stand in the way of
market progress.
Wide Entrance, Narrow Exit - It is true that the
advent of bitcoin and its ilk of cryptocurrencies,
of which there are more than 1,600 and counting
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that have been digitally minted, has democratized many aspects of finance. This lowered barrier to entry creates a wide entrance and a very
narrow exit, which as is prone to happen in the
real world during Black Friday shopping frenzies
for example, can lead to collateral damage as
people rush to get out. The exit can be barred
due to technological constraints, currency inconvertibility and few counterparties with whom to
trade. While the asset class is generally uncorrelated to the traditional economy, it is all correlated to itself, which can create market panics
and runs.
Intangible, Illiquid, Uninsured - The true miracle
of blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, such as
bitcoin, is that the issue of double counting is resolved without any intermediary, such as a bank
or banker. This feature captured by the notion of
digital singularity, where there can only be one
instance of an asset is powerful and one of the
primary reasons this asset class has blossomed.
However, the intangible and illiquid nature of
cryptocurrencies (combined with the point
above about narrow exits) hampers their convertibility and insurability. Indeed, despite reports of growing insurer interest in the segment,
the majority of crypto-assets and crypto companies are either under-insured or uninsurable by
today's standards. There is no deposit insurance
"floor" for this asset class, which can help
broaden appeal and investor security.
Mark To Market - As crypto holders seek to exit
the intangible asset class returning to fiat currencies or other assets, which are often loathed
by many crypto purists, their flight to safety or
liquidity most often takes them to the greenback
or U.S. While the price pegs work well on the
way in to cryptocurrencies as investors informed
by their "animal spirits" who want in on a speculative wave have a willingness to pay at a stated
value or peg. On the way out, however, this mark
to market feature sees many investors subjected

to downward price pressure, which highlights
the adverse effects of illiquidity, narrow exits and
narrow participation in the asset class. These
types of issues are being remedied as more institutional investors enter the space and more markets and trading platforms open. In the meantime, market participants would be wise in minding currency inconvertibility and the implied volatility of cryptocurrencies, which would make
high-frequency traders flinch. To truly understanding blockchain's potential requires the suspension of disbelief. To truly capture the investment thesis of cryptocurrencies requires the suspension of the traditional economy yardstick.
From Extortion To Manipulation - While no investor should part ways with money they are not
prepared to lose, no matter how nominal the
amount, cryptocurrencies are particularly prone
to social engineering and misinformation risks.
The naïve, as with the analog economy, can become easy prey to cyber extortion, market manipulation, fraud and other investor risks. The
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, SEC,
has gone as far as creating a fake initial coin offering (ICO) website as a way of alerting wouldbe crypto investors to "shinny object" threats.
Indeed, emerging regulatory clarity on what constitutes a truly decentralized asset, such as
bitcoin or ethereum, which is beyond the control
of any one party, versus company-issued cryptocurrencies or tokens is a growing area of securities attention.
Care, Custody And Control - Despite the intangible and unseen nature of cryptocurrencies and
digital assets more generally, one of the single
biggest issues plaguing the market is care, custody and control. Not unlike the perennial challenges of cyber and physical security of the traditional banking sector, there is a veritable
standards war taking place among crypto custodians on who is providing the highest standards
of investor protection and asset security. The
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number of high profile and high value crypto
heists suggests that this playbook of best security practices is still being written. The wealthiest
crypto investors are going to great lengths to
protect their intangible hoard by using cold storage devices placed in physical (offline / airtight)
vaults and bunkers. Not every crypto investor
can afford this level of security no more than
every crypto investor is a target, but all are subject to the emerging nature of care, custody and
control standards. Here too, the absence of a
basic "floor" in terms of security and capital
guarantees, like a cyber Federal Deposit Insurance Corporate, FDIC, means that investors are
exposed on a first-loss basis.
Cyber Risks On All Sides - As is true with cyber
threats, which evolve according to Moore's law,
the space between the keyboard and the chair
(or the smart phone and the digital wallet) is as
important as the cyber hygiene and defenses of
the crypto custodian. While in principle the
bitcoin blockchain has proven to be among the
most cyber resilient innovations thus far, the
firms that plug into it, like other cryptocurrencies, are often new entrants with lax cybersecurity standards and wherewithal. By this measure,
not all cryptocurrencies are created equal in
term of their traceability, transaction ledgering
and levels of trust or fiduciary responsibility. For
this, risks as simple as "mysterious disappearance" and as complex as ransomware attacks
and AI-powered bots scouring the Internet for
weak links and easy prey are complex and fastmoving perils.
Human Error (And Forgetfulness) - Given the intangible nature of the asset class, human error
and something as confounding as password amnesia can spell total loss of a crypto fortune. Not
everyone is as lucky as 50 Cent, who forgot he
accepted bitcoin for an album release and discovered an $8 million bitcoin bounty. The pro-

spect of being locked out, losing hardware or facing "geophysical risks," such as spilled coffee is
often enough to create losses - not to mention
the ever-present risk of buyer's remorse given
cryptocurrency price volatility. At the crypto
whale end of the market, the high-profile nature
and public quality of large asset holders may expose people to direct physical security threats,
such as kidnaping, ransom and extortion. A fleet
of lambos will not add to the needed discretion
of not becoming a potential target.
(Un)Safe Havens - Another key risk with cryptocurrencies and this asset class more generally is
the lack of coordination and clarity on regulatory, financial, tax and legal treatment. This is unsurprising given the relatively new nature of this
market and the often slow moving and lagging
quality of "regulatory catch up." Indeed, most
regulators around the world did not begin to
form an opinion about cryptocurrencies until
their rise to prominence with bitcoin's meteoric
appreciation in 2017. Suddenly, countries and jurisdictions around the world have entered a
crypto land grab by seeking to become destinations of choice for prospective investors and projects. Like the global financial system, coordination and coherence can go a long way in eschewing risks of the systemic and mundane variety
while improving overall market stability.
Technological Risks - There have been many reports about the computational complexity and
energy consumptionof bitcoin mining, as one example of some of the technological limitations of
cryptocurrencies. This computational complexity may also work in the inverse and pose potential risks to the asset class under the premise
that complex systems fail in complex ways. It is
true that the decentralized feature of true blockchain structures gives then an inherent disaster
and risk-proofing that is not enjoyed by centralized databases (which are veritable honey pots
as evidenced by Equifax's massive breach). Yet
not all cryptocurrencies or tokens are riding on
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similar rails. For this, investors should beware of
the technological risks and false promises of decentralization that are being made in many projects, for not all blockchains are created equal.
Civil Wars With Forks - Last, but certainly not
least, while much crypto wealth is concentrated
in the hands of people who are thinking long
term about the positive change this asset class
can have on the world, there is nevertheless the
constant specter of civil wars and forks, which
can bifurcate the consensus on cryptocurrencies, thus eroding market share, valuation and
adoption. This standards war continues to flare
up, including most recently with the advent of
Bitcoin Cash. It is also notable that despite the
talk amongst crypto-utopians of a world ruled by
blind scalable trust and no centralized authorities, that councils of large crypto holders, much
like a papal conclave or the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), can set a course on the
market influencing outcomes and price fluctuations. As with the real movement of whales,
smaller fry can either get gobbled up or caught
in the wake.
Precisely because there are risks in the cryptocurrency market there are rewards. Countless
new entrants, from large traditional enterprises
who have awoken to blockchain's promise, or
startup teams bent on creating a new democratized future challenging status quo, all realize
that a new technology driven wave of value creation is upon us. Understanding the potential
perils of diving into this wave can help improve
the long-term prospects of cryptocurrencies and
broaden their adoption beyond risk-seeking first
movers.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/dantedisparte/2018/07/21/beware-of-crypto-risks-10risks-to-watch/#699ae94f5f17

One of the Largest Threats to the U.S. Financial
Infrastructure”

The Darknet crackdown involved multiple law
enforcement forces including the DOJ, ICE’s
Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), the Secret Service, the Postal Inspection Service and
the DEA. The actual undercover investigation
was spearheaded by HSI Special Agents who
posed as money launderers on the dark markets, exchanging fiat for cryptocurrency. And
the DOJ’s Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section, working with more than forty U.S.
Attorney’s Offices, lead to the arrest of over 35
vendors.
“The Secret Service is proud to work with our
law enforcement partners to help combat one
of the largest threats to the U.S. financial infrastructure, money laundering with virtual currency,” said U.S. Secret Service Assistant Director Jenkins. “The Secret Service continues to
adapt along with these cyber criminals to maintain our level of success in stopping them.”
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Over $20M in Crypto Seized

Besides the arrests of the vendors, the authorities were able to seize goods worth over $23.6
million in a month with over 100 enforcement
actions. These include liquid synthetic opioids,
tramadol, fentanyl, Xanax, Oxycodone, MDMA,
cocaine, LSD, marijuana, and psychedelic mushrooms. The authorities also seized more than
100 firearms, including handguns, assault rifles,
and a grenade launcher; five vehicles; more
than $3.6 million in gold bars and fiat; nearly
2,000 bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, with
an approximate value of more than $20 million;
pill presses, Bitcoin mining devices, computer
equipment, and vacuum sealers.
“The Darknet is ever-changing and increasingly
more intricate, making locating and targeting
those selling illicit items on this platform more
complicated. But in this case, HSI special agents
were able to walk amongst those in the cyber
underworld to find those vendors who sell

highly addictive drugs for a profit,” said HSI Act-

world, led by Asia. (Photo by Chesnot/Getty Images)

ing Executive Associate Director Benner. “The
veil has been lifted. HSI has infiltrated the Darknet, and together with its law enforcement
partners nationwide, it has proven, once again,
that every criminal is within arm’s reach of the
law.”
https://news.bitcoin.com/us-authorities-seizeover-20m-in-crypto-in-massive-darknet-crackdown/?utm_source=OneSignal%20Push&utm_medium=notification&utm_campaign=Push%20Notifications

The bitcoin price has today climbed above the
$8,000 mark for the first time since mid-May —
leading many to predict a return to the bull run
that last year powered bitcoin to almost
$20,000.
The latest boost for bitcoin comes after a week
that saw it add almost 20% to its price on the
back of news that established financial giants
are looking to get in on bitcoin and cryptocurrencies, and a raft of positive regulatory news
around the world.
Meanwhile, the so-called bitcoin dominance
rate — a measure of how much of the total
cryptocurrency market is controlled by bitcoin
— rose to 47% this week, the highest level since
December last year, according to CoinMarketCap data.

Bitcoin Just Hit $8,000 -- Here's What's
Pushing It Up

Billy Bambrough
Jul 24, 2018
The bitcoin price hasn't been above $8,000
since mid-May.COINDESK

Here's what's pushing the bitcoin price higher
right now...
A visual representation of Bitcoin is displayed
on December 22, 2017 in Paris, France. The
price of bitcoin collapsed in January around the
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Many have attributed the recent bullishness
around bitcoin to the expected approval of a
bitcoin exchange traded fund (ETF).

Bridging The Gaps In Manufacturing
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) is mulling whether to approve the ETF,
which was filed through the Chicago Board of
Exchange (CBOE) by New York-based VanEck
and blockchain platform SolidX.
If approved a bitcoin ETF would mean people
are able to buy into bitcoin without having to
deal with clunky exchanges that often struggle
with cumbersome regulation and lack of public
trust.
It would now appear the bitcoin ETF is likely to
get approved, according to an unconfirmed report by the ICO Journal late last week.
The website reports that two sources, one at
the SEC and the other at the U.S. Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), have said
they are "nearly certain" that the bitcoin ETF
will get approval — a decision that many are expecting around August 15.
“I would call [the likelihood of approval] 90% at
this point. The crypto markets have moderated
and regulators have watched the lack of drama
surrounding bitcoin futures across several
global exchanges," one of the ICO Journal's unnamed sources, from the CFTC, reportedly said.
"The price moderation and adoption of a peer
product is what the conversations have centered around. In January we were justifiably
concerned about a bubble and the harm a
quickly approved product could attract speculators and create losses that led to significant lawsuits. Now, those factors seem to be mitigated
significantly.”
The ICO Journal's second source, from the SEC,
expects the decision to come in September but
is still upbeat: “I would expect a positive outcome in September – or if it gets strung out a
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little further it is simply a few ‘dotted i’s and
crossed t’s’ are being finalized on larger regulatory language in the crypto space."
Elsewhere, news that BlackRock, the world's
largest asset manager, is keen on bitcoin and
cryptocurrency is still powering bitcoin onwards, with investors hoping a surge of instituational money will drive fresh demand for the
digital coins.
Bolstering the BlackRock news was the appointment of David Solomon as the new chief executive of Goldman Sachs last week, who in June
said the New York-based investment bank is
looking in to adding further bitcoin and cryptocurrency services to its portfolio.
According to Solomon, Goldman Sachs is already offering clients publicly-traded derivatives tied to bitcoin but in an interview with
Bloomberg he said the bank must "evolve its
business and adapt to the environment."
In regualtory news, last week international financial watchdog, the Financial Stability Board
(FSB), released a report that found bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies do not currently pose a material risk to the global financial system — which
was taken as a sign that global regualtors are
likely to take soft touch on bitcoin and cryptocurrency regulation.
Meanwhile, the FSB — which has members
from the G20 major economies — said it
planned to monitor cryptocurrency assets at
banks and the world's largest financial systems.
However, the boom for bitcoin — the world's
largest cryptocurrency by some distance — has
so far failed to bleed across to the world's other
big digital tokens.

Ether is down some 1% in the last 24 hours,
while ripple is down 2.6% and bitcoin cash is
down by 3%.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2018/07/24/bitcoin-just-hit-8000-heres-whats-pushing-it-up/#1f7b552388f5
Canada's Only Actively Managed Crypto Fund Is
90% in Cash

Kristine Owram
July 17, 2018
Manager is closely watching Bitcoin’s 30-day
moving average
Cash is king for Canada’s only actively managed
crypto fund.
The Rivemont Crypto Fund, run by Rivemont Investments, had about 91 percent of its C$3 million ($2.3 million) of assets in cash as of July 13,
with the remaining 9 percent in Bitcoin, according to its latest weekly update on Facebook.
“I would say that the cryptocurrency market
right now is not really in a bull market so people
are waiting to see if it’s going down further,”
president and portfolio manager Martin
Lalonde said in a phone interview from Gatineau, Quebec, where the firm is based.
He’s watching Bitcoin’s 30-day moving average
for a clear indication of longer-term trends and
said the crowd will return quickly as soon as the
price perks up. He put a little more than half of
the fund’s assets into Bitcoin and Ethereum
when Bitcoin crossed the technical indicator on
July 4, then moved back into cash when it
crossed again on July 10, he said.
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The fund launched on Dec. 14, just four days
before Bitcoin hit an intraday peak of $19,511.
Since that high, the most widely traded cryptocurrency has lost two-thirds of its value.
Lalonde’s fund lost 10 percent between March
and June versus a 32 percent drop in Bitcoin
over that time.
“Those who think that interest in cryptocurrencies is running out of steam are not watching
closely,” he wrote on Facebook. “The opposite
is happening.”
Currently, the fund is restricted for regulatory
reasons to investing in six cryptocurrencies -Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Ripple, Bitcoin Cash
and Ethereum Classic -- but Lalonde hopes to
expand that significantly as the industry matures. His medium-term goal is to invest in initial coin offerings and emerging altcoins like
Neo and Dash.
“The core will probably still be the major cryptocurrencies because that’s what the investors
know about and want in their portfolio, but I
would think another half of the portfolio would
probably be in smaller cryptocurrencies, more
speculative ones, and some that we think will
probably have better performance,” he said.

As for Bitcoin, Lalonde believes it will remain
volatile but is headed to new highs in the next
couple of years.
“We’re very bullish, we think it could easily
double or triple from where it is right now,” he
said. The currency was quoted up 7.7 percent at
$6,663.80 late Monday.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-17/canada-s-only-actively-managed-crypto-fund-is-90-in-cash
Good Crypto, Bad Crypto: Blockchain Projects
Gaining Legitimacy While Spawning An Underground

Yaya Fanusie
HONG KONG, HONG KONG - JUNE 15: As a visual representation of the digital Cryptocurrency,
Litecoin (LTC), Monero (XMR), Bitcoin (BTC),
Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP) and Dash on June
15, 2018 in Hong Kong, Hong Kong. (Photo by
S3studio/Getty Images)
The cryptocurrency ecosystem is diverging into
an increasingly transparent, well-regulated
space and an unregulated crypto underground
likely to be exploited for illicit activity and the
dark web. Recently, I spoke on a panel that included the chief compliance officer of Bittrex,
one of the largest U.S.-based cryptocurrency exchanges, who implied that this divergence will
take place in the next several years. But it is
happening now.
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The good news is that U.S. agencies are closely
tracking crypto-related crime and have the authorities they need to confront most of it. For
example, anyone under U.S. jurisdiction running
a business exchanging “virtual currencies”
is considered a money transmitter and must
register with Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCen) and follow the
same anti-money laundering (AML) guidelines
as money service businesses like Western Union
and MoneyGram.
In fact, most cryptocurrency exchange businesses are getting more compliant and more
bank-accommodating. In recent months, Coinbase has opened up a Barclays bank account in
order to hold the fiat currency needed for its
European customers to trade crypto. Bittrex recently secured a deal to open accounts with
multiple banks. A new Australian exchange
called Blockbid is using the same Lexis-Nexis
business due-diligence software that large
banks use to vet and authenticate customers.
Yet challenges remain, since all countries are
not regulating with the same vigor. I conducted
a study in collaboration with cryptocurrency
analysis firm Elliptic in early 2018 which found
that “Bitcoin laundering” in recent years was
more prevalent on European exchanges than
North American ones. However, a former senior
Treasury official mentioned at the same panel
event that the U.S. has had trouble regulating
conventional money services businesses since
well before cryptocurrencies were in the mix. In
fact, U.S. Treasury in its 2015 National Money
Laundering Risk Assessment stated clearly that
while AML policies help curb illicit finance, they
do not eliminate it. Treasury acknowledges that
some level of money laundering will always occur.

The threat unique to the crypto space is the potential for pseudonymity to evolve into true anonymity. Real anonymity with cryptocurrencies
has been pretty thin given the trackable nature
of most blockchains and the regulatory requirement for exchanges to implement Know Your
Customer (KYC) practices. But this is changing.
The dominant crypto ecosystem is one that is
growing in its AML compliance and aversion to
total anonymity, driven by highly-capitalized
firms and financial institutions. These actors are
unlikely to push the aim of absolute privacy espoused by some in the crypto space. But simultaneously growing are “privacy coins” that lack
traceable blockchains, as well as new types of
crypto exchanges, known as decentralized exchanges. These decentralized exchange (dEX)
projects run on software that allows users to
trade cryptocurrencies peer-to-peer, typically
without dealing with fiat currency. Unlike regular crypto exchanges, most of these platforms
do not take custody of users’ tokens and have
no need to verify customers’ identities. These
innovations are occurring partly because of
the cryptocurrency environment’s own limitations over the years. With privacy becoming
more difficult to maintain in protocols like
Bitcoin and Ethereum, developers have built
coins that are almost impossible to track. And
many experimental dEXes are springing up as
“centralized” exchanges continue to get hacked,
with cyber criminals siphoning off tokens held
in bulk on these exchanges’ servers. Without
centralized servers, dEXes theoretically should
reduce the broader hacking threat as they eliminate cryptocurrency honeypots attractive to
hackers and shift the responsibility for token security onto individuals.
Together, privacy coins and dEXes are making
up a distinct crypto ecosystem that allows for
true anonymity in token ownership and transactions. The dominant formal crypto ecosystem is
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less likely to embrace these innovations because its key players are seeking to increase
AML/KYC practices, not hinder them. And while
the greater privacy allowed in the more anonymous ecosystem does not automatically equate
with illegal activity, its opacity with respect to
identity and its seeming incongruence with the
current AML regulatory framework effectively
makes it an underground ecosystem. The two
ecosystems will overlap (one can buy Bitcoin on
a major exchange and then trade it for Monero
on some dEXes), but the underground one-should it scale--is likely to be the destination for
illicit operators in the future. Some dEXes
proudly highlight their lack of KYC as a selling
point for their platforms.
At the moment, transactions facilitated by
dEXes are a drop in the bucket compared to
regular exchanges. Decentralized trading platforms are still experimental and do not have the
liquidity to support the overall demand for
crypto-to-crypto exchanging. As they grow in
number and capacity, some dEXs may leave the
underground by implementing AML/KYC for its
customers. Others will embrace anonymity.
The scaling issue is critical. Many illicit actors
might be attracted to cryptocurrencies because
of the potential to inconspicuously move hundreds of millions of dollars in value across the
globe--whereas moving that much bulk cash
across borders may require large vehicles,
forged documents and bribed border guards.
The catch is that cryptocurrencies--and privacy
coins, in particular--have such low liquidity that
the likelihood of scaling to the usage of cash is
low.
This may not be the case forever. So, a critical
regulatory question is: What happens if the underground crypto ecosystem scales so that anyone can move hundreds of millions or even billions of dollars in cryptocurrencies with no

chance of discovery? Since the mechanism allowing these value transfers is nothing more
than software code written and distributed for
free, how could such capability be restricted?
And if regulators try to restrict software developers to write code that only fits within national security or AML guidelines, would that be
an infringement of free speech as some computer science legal experts have argued?
The cryptocurrency market is exciting to
An effective AML approach to the underground
crypto ecosystem can not be formed without
answering these questions. To do so, regulators
and law enforcement need to talk to those developers in crypto designing these experimental
platforms and privacy coins. Not to stop innovation, but to better understand the digital world
which is being built. Otherwise, financial authorities may wake up one day prepared only
for the crypto ecosystem most likely to cater to
licit actors and not the one likely preferred by
criminals.

watch. Based on the revolutionary blockchain

Yaya Fanusie, a former CIA analyst, is director of
analysis at the Center on Sanctions and Illicit Finance at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, a nonpartisan national security think
tank.

erators, the CFTC, SEC and state regulators are

https://www.forbes.com/sites/yayafanusie/2018/07/12/good-crypto-bad-cryptoblockchain-projects-gaining-legitimacy-whilespawning-an-underground/#101659671078

distributed ledger system, cryptocurrencies
have exploded on the marketplace. As with any
new “gold rush” to hit a market, cryptocurrency
has attracted scammers and common fraudsters, as well as sophisticated hackers who attack the cryptocurrency markets to steal valuable coins or other tokens.
For the law-abiding investors and exchange opall dealing with difficult line-drawing and regulatory issues to ensure proper monitoring and
legal activities. Both the SEC and the CFTC exercise broad anti-fraud authorities to protect investors from fraudsters and scammers operating in the cryptocurrency market.
In the past months, the SEC officials have made

Drawing Legal Lines in Cryptocurrency Regulation: The Importance of Decentralization

BY MICHAEL VOLKOV · JULY 4, 2018

numerous statements warning cryptocurrency
industry participants that initial coin offerings
(“ICOs”) to raise capital are “securities” offerings. No one really questions the SEC’s authority in this area because one of many SEC purposes is to protect and monitor securities offerings.
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In recent weeks, the SEC has been providing

not centers around the “reasonable expecta-

guidance on the issue of the SEC’s authority

tions of purchasers.” The delineation revolves

over cryptocurrencies in general – especially

around whether purchasers hold an expectation

with regards to the largest players, Bitcoin and

of a return from a third-party, specifically the

Ethereum. In an important pronouncement or

party that created and sold the asset will pro-

clarification, Clayton recently stated that cryp-

vide some return. Building on this point, and

tocurrencies that operate as a currency – that

incredibly important for cryptocurrency, is that

is, when they are used for executing transac-

he sees decentralization as a key factor in this

tions – will not be treated as securities. Clayton

determination. If an asset is truly decentral-

explained that when Bitcoin is used to conduct

ized, there can be no expectation of a return

a transaction, such as a purchase of an item in

from any third party, since no third party truly

exchange for Bitcoin, the use of Bitcoin is not a

controls it.

regulated transaction under SEC rules. However, Clayton clarified that any currency that
represents an investment in a venture that may
affect the value of the token or coin would be
considered a “security.” Clayton emphasized
that the key distinction is when Bitcoin or any
other cryptocurrency is tied to an investment
rather than a currency or transaction function.

Further, and much to the relief of crypto-enthusiasts everywhere, Hinman went on to specifically declare that Ethereum is not a security. When addressing Ethereum, Hinman
noted that “[b]ased on my understanding of the
present state of ether, the Ethereum network,
and its decentralized structure, current offers
and sales of ether are not securities transactions,”
The implications of this distinction should not
be lost on the public – cryptocurrency exchanges will be required to register with the
SEC in order to deal in those tokens linked to investment purposes and any ICO or IPO of in-

William Hinman, head of the Division of Corpo-

vestment-based cryptocurrencies. The SEC reg-

ration Finance at the SEC, recently gave remarks

ulates the offering or the selling of a secu-

offering additional clarity. In his speech at a Ya-

rity. To the extent that cryptocurren-

hoo! Cryptocurrency event, Hinman empha-

cies

sized that the primary determination of
whether or not a cryptocurrency is a security or
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become a replacement mechanism to raise cap-

AI & Blockchain: An Introduction

ital for business ventures, the SEC will always
play a prominent role in such offerings.

•

July 19, 2018

Clayton has restated on several occasions that
the SEC will not redefine or make exceptions to
its regulatory responsibilities by excluding cryptocurrencies from its jurisdiction. In Clayton’s
mind, anything that represents an underlying
asset or the value of a project will be considered a “security” for SEC purposes. The next

Matt Turck

frontier in line drawing will be cryptocurrencies
that may involve an initial fundraising element
but transform into a decentralized project with
no leadership or defined investment other than
creating a self-funding ledger program designed
to reward those that improve the system with
additional coin-defined assets.
https://blog.volkovlaw.com/2018/07/drawinglegal-lines-in-cryptocurrency-regulation-the-importance-of-decentralization/

At the kind invitation of Rob May and the
Botchain team, I had the opportunity recently
to keynote Brains and Chains, an interesting
conference in New York exploring the intersection of artificial intelligence and blockchain.
This is both an exciting and challenging topic,
and the goal of my talk was to provide a broad
introduction to kick things off, and frame the
discussion for the rest of the day: discuss why
the topic matters in the first place, and highlight
the work of some interesting companies in the
space.
Below is the presentation, with some added
commentary when relevant. Scroll to the very
bottom for a SlideShare widget, if you'd like to
flip through the slides.
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I'm coming at this topic from the perspective of
a VC investor. My firm FirstMark has been active
in both AI and crypto/blockchain.

But if one looks at the history of computing, a
massive new trend seems to appear every 10 or
15 years - silicon chips, the PC, the Internet,
Web 2.0, etc.
We are probably on the tail end of the current
trend, which has been propelled by three concurrent phenomenons: social, mobile and
cloud.
Many of the giants we know today emerged
from those.

It's certainly easy to poke gentle fun at the
topic. AI (machine learning) and blockchain are
both experimental and much buzzed about. AI
reached a peak of hype in 2016-2017, blockchain in 2017-2018. Each trend individually
could very well end up disappointing, and explorations at the intersection of both could
prove fruitless.
But the magnitude of those trends wasn't always obvious, of course.
Cloud computing, for example, seems obvious
now, but if you rewind back to 2008, it was controversial, and called "marketing snake oil" by
some. All in all, it took well over a decade to become the massive industry it is today.
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At first, new trends often seem both highly experimental and over-hyped, but over time they
take hold, attracting ever more capital and talent, and gradually become the new paradigm.
As per Amara's law, the impact of new technology is often overestimated in the short run, and
underestimated in the long run.

One really interesting starting point is to observe that AI and blockchain are philosophically
opposed in many ways, as nicely expressed by
Peter Thiel and Reid Hoffman in a recent conversation.

The timing seems ripe for a new paradigm in
technology to emerge. What will define and
propel the next big wave of computing innovation?
There's a rationale for making the argument
that "AI, blockchain and the Internet of Things"
is the new "Social, Mobile and Cloud". Those
trends are still very much emerging, but their
potential impact is massive.
What new giants will emerge from this paradigm?
Just like social, mobile and cloud have fed off
each other, those three trends have very interesting areas of overlap. I have discussed at
least one example of intersection between the
Internet of Things and blockchain, but there is a
number of others.
Today, I'll focus on the intersection between AI
and blockchain.
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For example, AI is very much centralized within a handful of companies, primarily
Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon ("GAFA")
and the large Chinese Internet companies,
Alibaba, Tencent and Baidu. While some of the
AI research is open sourced via academic papers, those companies have been able to attract
top AI talent around the world, and most importantly, they have access to unprecedented
amounts of data to train their AI algorithms. Those datasets are a massive competitive advantage and are closed to the rest of the
world.

Beyond political issues, centralized platforms
tend compete with the ecosystem that
emerged around them. Read Chris Dixon's brilliant essay "Why Decentralization Matters".

The centralization of AI opens the door to all
sorts of abuse. Reports of government surveillance in China abound, powered by computer
vision and face recognition technologies.
Blockchain emerged as a powerful response to
political and organizational problems, rather
than purely technical ones.
Since many of the issues we discussed are political and organizational in nature, can it be leveraged as a foil against the pitfalls of AI?
Could blockchain also help create better AI?

But just over the last few months, stories
started surfacing in the US that echoed some of
the concerns about China, demonstrating that
this is a global concern.
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Pioneers in the field have been exploring various ideas, ranging from a decentralized way to
create AI to networks of bots and fully autonomous organizations run by AI.

We'll chat today about how blockchain can help
AI, but it is worth noting that there is a number
of ways AI can help blockchain - another interesting discussion for another day.

To explore how to build such a decentralized
marketplace, let's chat about how to decentralize the three key building blocks of AI: data,
models and computing power.
At this stage of the presentation, we'll start
providing examples of companies doing exciting
work at the intersection of AI and blockchain. The space is very vibrant and fast-moving, and this is not meant to be an exhaustive
list of all great companies and projects, by any
means.

The first big idea is to create a decentralized
marketplace that would help create better AI.
The high-level idea is as follows: All of us (individuals, institutions) would be financially incentivized to provide our personal and professional
data. Knowing it would be kept completely secure and private (through decentralization and
secure computing), we'd feel more comfortable
sharing sensitive data (spending, health information). Over time, the marketplace(s) would
accumulate a lot more data, and higher quality
data, than what GAFA has access to. On top of
the data, machine learning experts would be incentivized to compete and highest performing
models would get disproportionally rewarded.
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Also worth noting: many companies in the
space have ambitious plans to build a lot of
pieces of the ecosystem, and many sound a little bit the same. Most of those projects are prelaunch, so it will take time for the dust to settle
and see who actually does what in earnest.

Let's start with data. One important point: if
we're going to use the blockchain to store massive amounts of data, it will need to become a
much better database than it currently is.

Here's BigChainDB, out of Berlin, building a scalable blockchain database. The chart is interesting in that it shows that there is little overlap
between what a distributed database offers and
blockchain technology. As a result, building a
true database-grade blockchain is a challenging
project.

To help share data, another key infrastructure
component is a protocol.
Ocean Protocol has been doing pioneering work
in the field, and for anyone interested in digging
in, it's worth reading just about everything its
founder Trent McConaghy has written on the
general topic of AI and blockchain.
Computable Labs is also working on building a
data market protocol, and this great piece by its
CEO Roger Chen is well worth a read as well.
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Sometimes you need to create your own data
for purposes of AI training - either because you
don't have access to the right data set, or because the use case you are training the AI is too
new that the data simply does not exist.
Snips, out of Paris, is using crypto economics to
incentivize a network of workers involved in
synthetic data generation.

Let's talk about the second building block of AI:
models.
For a decentralized AI marketplace to work, you
need to be able to guarantee that whatever
data is provided by individuals and companies is
processed in a completely private manner. Enter secure computing.

A good example is the OpenMined project,
which includes a key focus on private machine
learning, leveraging various secure computing
techniques, including federated learning (championed by Google) and differential privacy
(championed by Apple).
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Let's switch to the third building block of AI:
computing power. A lot of the recent progress
in AI has been facilitated by a massive ramp in
computing power, that resulted both from better leveraging existing hardware, and also building new high-performance hardware specifically
for AI (Google TPUs, etc).
DeepBrain Chain is an interesting project that
aims to share idle computing resources around
the world. Its general philosophy is comparable
to other projects such as Coronai, Hadron, Golem, or Hypernet, but DeepBrain Chain is more
specifically focused on the type of computing
power (and related hardware) necessary for the
specific requirements of AI.

verticalized approaches (industrial, genomics,
finance, etc.) are particularly interesting.

Putting it altogether, you can imagine a fully decentralized AI marketplace where people provide their data, developers compete to provide
the best machine learning models, and the
whole system works as a self-reinforcing network that attracts more and more participants
and creates better and better AI.
The secret weapon here is really crypto-economics: the ability to create a mini-economy
where participants accrue and exchange value
through tokens. Because they incentivize people to participate in the network early, tokens
help solve the cold start problem which has
plagued so many network-building efforts in the
past.

Now let's take this discussion one step further. Let's assume that, in part through decentralized AI marketplaces, AI continues to flourish and accelerate. We would have the ability
to create many, many types of AI for just about
every task. What would this look like, and how
would it work? Blockchain can provide an interesting organizational model to help the various
AI bots cooperate in a transparent manner.

The chart showing the slide was taken form
Fred Ehrsam's excellent Medium post: Blockchain-based Machine Learning Marketplaces. The post describes well how a decentralized AI marketplace could work.
Of course, the typical opportunities and challenges of any marketplace apply to this discussion. A decentralized marketplace may be a
very novel way to create AI, but whatever
comes out of it will still need to reach product /
market fit and solve a real problem for it to be
commercially successful. From that perspective,
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Fetch is an example of a company working on
building a network to build bots and have them
cooperate in an organized manner.

An example of bot cooperation could be a trip:
you'd have one bot buy the flight ticket, and if
there's a delay, another bot could predict the
likelihood of misconnection, suggest another
route, and the first bot could change the reservation. All of this would happen automatically
in real-time behind the scenes and completely
eliminate friction for us humans.

SingularityNET is another interesting example a very ambitious, complex project with many
moving pieces. As a showcase for how various
AIs could cooperate to create a single brain,
they've developed Sophia, a Hanlon robot that
is powered by SingularityNET. The explainer video is pretty wild (and reminiscent of
WestWorld).

needs to be an infrastructure to keep things
transparent and under control. This is the mission of Botchain, a new company created by
Rob May, also CEO of Talla and organizer of this
Brains and Chains conference.

Taking things even further than bot cooperation, you could imagine how entire systems
could run completely autonomously, powered
by AI. This is the idea of a decentralized autonomous organization or "DAO".
Many people have heard of "the DAO", the infamous investor-directed venture capital fund
that got hacked in 2016.
The idea of an "AI DAO" goes beyond what the
DAO was, in that it could be a decentralized organization entirely run by machines, with no or
limited human intervention. For example, fast
forward way into the future and you could imagine a completely decentralized version of
Uber with self-driving vehicles, run by AI. There
would be one gigantic feedback loop where the
system would constantly learn how to dispatch
cars, transport people efficiently and handle all
logistics, combining many skills and complexities into a self-running experience.

If we're going to have a world where we rely on
an army of bots to perform various tasks, there
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THANK YOU: Kyle Samani of Multicoin Capital
and Roger Chen of Computable Labs for providing feedback on this presentation; Rob May for
inviting me to speak at the event; Demi Obayomi of FirstMark for the heavy lifting on the
presentation.

One scary thought with this AI DAO concept is
that it is unclear how you could stop such an organization if it is truly decentralized and autonomous, in the event it went haywire. It's not
like there's one plug you can pull to turn off the
computer...

In conclusion, a lot of the above is fascinating,
but highly experimental. Most of the projects I
mentioned are pre-launch, and it's unclear
whether they will be able to pull off the ambitious goals they are pursuing.
At the same time, a lot of foundational work is
being done, and the combination of AI and
blockchain could create very powerful technologies, at speeds that hard to fully predict. Some
of those advances may create undesirable results, so now is certainly a good time to start
thinking about the implications.
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10 Questions To Evaluate Your Business Vulnerabilities

•

Published on July 11, 2018

Darnley Greson Jr

When it comes to your organizations protection
against cyber-crime, there are many questions
that can be asked to assess your vulnerabilities.
Regardless of your company size or field - these
vulnerabilities directly affect each and every
one of you in ways you may not even realize.

Here are the ten questions to consider to evaluate the extent of your organization's vulnerabilities to cyber threats:
1. Does your organization have a comprehensive cyber security program in
place?
2. Are your IT-related applications and
systems up to date?
3. Does your organization have resources
dedicated to IT security?
4. Has your organization aligned your
cyber security policies with your overall
business objectives?
5. Has your organization invested in security in relation to its risk exposure and
tolerance?
6. Has there been any previous records of
a recent cyber-security attack? What
kind of response was made?
7. Does your business have a comprehensive cyber security policy? How does
this affect your staff?
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8. When was the last time an audit was
carried out on the cyber security compliance and infrastructure? What were
the findings?
9. Have the company executives and senior management prioritize the cyber security programs with the evidence of
sufficient funding and organizational
structure?
10. Is there an executive position for the
security leader in your organization?
All other factors to consider here, is the size of
the investment you are willing to put towards IT
security. Consider hiring the services of a cyber
security consultant or cyber security business to
manage your processes and technology. Hiring
these services will allow your business to determine any cyber security risks that may threaten
your business, vulnerabilities that exist in the
infrastructure locally or in the cloud, and lack of
knowledge that might jeopardize your organization. Remember this - your due diligence may
save your business from a cyber threat - you
don't know what you don't know, right?

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/10-questionsevaluate-your-business-vulnerabilities-darnleygreson-jr/

Mario Bojilov
Jul 1

The “Fraud Triangle” Explained Simply™

The fraud triangle is a concept explaining the
drivers behind fraud. It consists of the following
elements: opportunity, motivation, rationalisation.

Let’s use a simple example to put these into
context.
Imagine that you own a very successful coffee
shop located on a University campus. Since the
business has grown dramatically in the last year,
you realize you need some additional help and
hire a person in their mid-30s, who has completed a barista course.
Every day at 14:30 you need to leave the shop,
so that you can pick up your kids from school
(those of you who have kids, know that this is a
non-negotiable deadline). After you leave, the
shop closes in 2 hours. At that time, the person
working for you will count the cash in the till,
take it to the local bank branch, deposit it into
your account and give you the deposit slip on
the next day. This is where opportunity comes
in.
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How do you know that the total amount cash in
the till has been deposited in the bank? You
don’t!
One way to prevent that is to have someone,
other than your employee, count the cash, write
the amount on a piece of paper that will be
handed to you and then leave it up to your employee to deposit the cash and give you the deposit slip. This is what is called segregation of
duties (… and it’s a topic worth its own article).
Let’s now move on to motivation. When you
hired your new barista, they told you that their
spouse is working as a National Logistics Manager for a large multinational and they earn
$97,000 p.a. You pay your employee $35 per
hour, because they are exceptional in making
coffee and serving customers (I know, this may
seem a lot, but remember your employee is
great). Simple math tells us, according to OECD,
that in Australia, for example, the average number of hours worked per year is 1,664, resulting
in $58,240 annual income. Consequently, the
spouse of your employee brings in approximately 2/3 of the family income.
The next assumption is that the current year is
2007 and because of the GFC the spouse of your
barista has been laid off. So, suddenly the family
income has dropped by 66% (see above). And,
here comes the catch. Their income has
dropped by 66%, however their expenses, e.g.
mortgage, utilities, etc., haven’t. They may have
dropped by 30%, let’s say they are now skipping
vacations, eating out, etc. completely, but the
bills are still the same. So, the fall of 36% in annual income (66% drop — 30% reduction in expenses) is the motivation.
Under these circumstances, your barista will be
more tempted to “dip into” the cash, as opposed to the situation when their spouse is still
earning the same amount. Please keep in mind
this is just one simplified example. Motivation may come from many different angles,
“keeping up with the Joneses”, etc.

And, finally let’s have a look at rationalisation.
Your employee’s kids are in a private school. So,
the thought process may be along the lines of
“I’ll only do it once, so that we can pay the
school fees for this term”. They are not doing for
themselves, they are not splashing on luxuries,
it’s only a once off thing, etc., etc. Research
shows that this type of behaviour gets more entrenched as it continues on and it becomes easier to justify.
But wait, this is all just an illustrative, theoretical
example, right?!
Well, not really! If we move out of the realm of
hypothetical and into the hard numbers, there
are some very worrying stats we can discover.
According to the Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners (ACFE), the occurrences of fraud are
much more common than most people assume.
“Report to the Nations on Occupational Fraud
and Abuse”, published by ACFE, states that in relation to fraud, a typical organization loses 5% of
its annual revenue, the median loss is
$150,000 and the median duration is 18
months.
While these stats are disturbing, it is possible to
significantly reduce incidents of fraud through
simple measures, such as awareness education
and segregation of duties.
———————————————————
———————————https://medium.com/@Mario.Bojilov/what-isthe-fraud-triangle-539094038ae2

U.S. Breaks Up Vast I.R.S. Phone Scam

Police officials escorted Sagar Thakkar, a suspect in the call center scams, to a police station
in Thane, on the outskirts of Mumbai, India, last
year.
By Christine Hauser
•

July 23, 2018
With stiff sentences for 21 conspirators last
week in the United States and a round of indictments in India, the Justice Department says it
has broken up what appeared to be the nation’s
first large-scale, multinational telephone fraud
operation.
Over four years, more than 15,000 victims in
the United States lost “hundreds of millions” of
dollars to the sophisticated scam, and more
than 50,000 individuals had their personal information misused, the department said Friday.
The money was routed through call centers in
India back to the ringleaders in eight states.
The fraudulent calls came suddenly and frequently while the scam was active from 2012 to
2016, according to court documents. A person
posing as an Internal Revenue Service or immigration official was on the phone, threatening
arrest, deportation or other penalties if the victims did not immediately pay their debts with
prepaid cards or wire transfers.
The calls targeted the most vulnerable Americans, including immigrants and older people.
An 85-year old woman in San Diego paid
$12,300 to people claiming to be I.R.S. employees who threatened her with arrest for tax violations.
A Chicago man paid $5,070 after being threatened with arrest and deportation by supposed
state police and immigration authorities, the indictment said.
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The words “U.S. Government” showed up as
the caller I.D. on a number from which a New
Hampshire woman was told to pay the I.R.S.
$3,980 in payment cards, the court papers said.
In the announcement on Friday, the department said 21 people living in eight states — Illinois, Arizona, Florida, California, Alabama, Indiana, New Jersey and Texas — were sentenced
last week in Houston to prison for up to 20
years for their role in the scheme.
Two other conspirators in Illinois were sentenced in February to between two years to just
over four years for conspiracy, and a third person in Arizona was given probation in a plea
agreement, it said.
In addition, 32 contractors in India involving five
call centers in Ahmedabad, a city in western India, have been indicted on wire fraud, money
laundering and other conspiracy charges as part
of the operation, the department said.
They have yet to be arraigned, it said.
The sentences “represent the culmination of
the first-ever large scale, multi-jurisdiction prosecution targeting the India call center scam industry,” Attorney General Jeff Sessions said in a
statement.
The investigation took years of work by Justice
Department, Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement,
and Treasury Department officials, the statement said.
Some of the callers in the operation also pretended to be offering grants or payday loans
linked to a borrower’s paycheck, prompting victims to pay a fee upfront before they could receive the fictitious loan, the 2016 indictment
says. For example, a man in Houston was told
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he should pay a $195 fee to get a $1,000 loan,
which he never did.
The Internal Revenue Service has repeatedly
warned Americans, especially just before the
April deadlines to file taxes, about scams like
this one.
For example, in tips on how to avoid fraud, the
I.R.S. says it does not demand immediate payment of debts using a specific method, such as
a prepaid debit card, gift card or wire transfer.
Generally, the I.R.S. will first mail a bill to a taxpayer who owes money, allowing for questions
or a formal appeal. It will not threaten to bring
in the police, immigration officers or other lawenforcement authorities, or revoke licenses or
immigration status, the I.R.S. says.
“Threats like these are common tactics scam
artists use to trick victims into buying into their
schemes,” the I.R.S. says.
The defendants were of Indian origin living in
the United States and coordinating with the call
centers in India, federal officials said, citing information obtained partly through their plea
agreements.
Workers at the call centers impersonated officials from the I.R.S. or U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, threatening people in the
United States with arrest, imprisonment, fines
or deportation if they did not pay alleged debts
to the government, the Justice Department
said.
They chose their victims through information
obtained from “data brokers” or from other
sources, the department said.
The people who were duped were instructed to
pay using prepaid cards or to wire money. The

call centers then turned to a network of “runners” based in the United States, who typically
used the cards to purchase money orders that
were deposited into bank accounts.
Runners also redeemed funds from wire transfers with false names and identification documents, or exploited the funds through gift cards
and Apple iTunes cards, it said. The runners
would earn a fee or a percentage, it said.
“This type of fraud is sickening,” said Ryan Patrick, the United States attorney for the United
States District Court for the Southern District of
Texas in Houston, where last week’s sentences
were imposed.
Twenty-two of the defendants sentenced last
week were told to pay restitution of about $8.9
million to victims who could be identified, the
department said. The sentences also included
judgments of over $72.9 million.
The department named all 24 defendants, but it
highlighted the role of the three men with the
longest sentences.
Miteshkumar Patel, 42, of Illinois, was responsible for laundering between $9.5 million and
$25 million in his role overseeing a Chicagobased network of runners, the department said.
He was given a 20-year sentence.
Hardik Patel, 31, of Illinois, was given more than
15 years in prison for wire fraud conspiracy as a
coordinator with call centers in India, laundering between $3.5 million and $9.5 million, it
said.
In Texas, Sunny Joshi, 47, was sentenced to
about 12 years in prison for money laundering
of between $3.5 million and $9.5 million, the
statement said.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/23/business/irs-phone-scams-jeff-sessions.html
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Bank of America Sued for Allowing $102 Million
Ponzi Scheme

By
Jonathan Levin
June 26, 2018,

•

Lender faulted for missing red flags on shady
account activity
The class-action suit filed on behalf of people
who lost money follows a complaint last week
by the Securities and Exchange Commission alleging that five men and three companies defrauded more than 600 investors.
One of the alleged ringleaders once commissioned a song about himself for a party in Las
Vegas with lyrics celebrating his $10,000 suits
and his partner’s affinity for champagne, according to Monday’s complaint in federal court
in Ocala, Florida.
The brother and sister who sued to recover
losses from their late father’s investment claim
the fraudsters “could not have perpetuated
their scheme without the knowing assistance of
their primary banking institution, Bank of America, which lent the scheme an air of legitimacy
and provided critical support, including at times
when the scheme would have otherwise collapsed," according to the complaint.
Bank of America spokesman Bill Halldin had no
immediate comment on the suit.
The lender is accused of failing to spot suspicious activity, including deposits of hundreds of
thousands of dollars into accounts with relatively small, negative or nonexistent balances,
followed by transfers within the same week to
other accounts or investors seeking to cash out.

The architects of the scheme promised they
would put investor funds into profitable and
perhaps dividend-paying companies, according
to the SEC. But they spent $20 million from the
investment pool to enrich themselves, made
$38.5 million in "Ponzi-like payments" and
transferred much of the rest away from the
companies that were supposed to receive the
money, the regulator said.
The case is Heinert v. Bank of America, N.A.,
5:18-cv-00324, U.S. District Court, Middle District of Florida (Ocala).
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-26/bank-of-america-sued-for-allowing-102-million-ponzi-scheme
Feds expose shadowy, $500 million check-cashing chain in Hialeah and its real owner

BY JAY WEAVERjweaver@miamiherald.com
July 02, 2018
Evelio Suarez learned the ropes of shadow
banking during the last decade's real estate
boom while working for La Bamba, a chain of
check-cashing stores that was once a sponsor of
the Miami Heat.
But rather than quit the business after his boss
and other employees at La Bamba were sent to
prison, Suarez launched his own chain in Hialeah catering to people who couldn't cash
checks at conventional banks.
Now, Suarez, 53, could be facing a long prison
sentence himself.
Suarez ran a trio of stores that cashed at least
$500 million in fraudulent checks in 2013-14,
federal prosecutors say. Arrested in late June,
he is fighting charges of conspiring to commit
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money laundering, bribing a bank employee
and tampering with a grand jury witness.
Latest news by email
The afternoon's latest local news
SIGN UP
Suarez, whose arraignment is set for July 12,
was swept up in a recent national take-down of
600 healthcare and other fraud offenders led by
the Justice Department and U.S. attorney's office in Miami. Also among those charged: Enrique Iglesias, 44, of Homestead, who was
charged with conspiring to commit money laundering by cashing $150 million in fraudulent
checks for illegal businesses in Miami-Dade
County.
But Iglesias' Miami storefront operation was
dwarfed by Suarez's check-cashing enterprise in
Hialeah, authorities said.
On Monday, a federal magistrate judge ordered
that Suarez, a Cuban national who came to
South Florida in 1995 and has a pair of prior
state and federal convictions, be held without
bond because he is a flight risk to Cuba and
faces up to 30 years in prison. Suarez's defense
attorney tried to counter that Suarez, after his
2012 conviction on worker's compensation
fraud in Miami-Dade court, got a probationary
sentence and had begun working as an informant for a state task force targeting illegal checkcashing.
The judge didn't buy it for a second.
"It sounds to me like you were two-timing
them," U.S. Magistrate Judge Chris McAliley
told Suarez, who lives in Miramar. "You've been
engaged in fraud at an extraordinary level."
She pointed out that while running his own
check-cashing businesses, Suarez used some of
the proceeds to buy $150,000 of luxury goods

at Louis Vuitton, citing evidence from prosecutors. Suarez also bought three homes in
Miramar.
Suarez's business model, like La Bamba's before
him, was to cash checks — many ranging from
$150,000 to $400,000 — for scofflaws in the
healthcare and construction sectors of MiamiDade's robust black-market economy, according
to prosecutor Michael Berger.
Suarez's former boss at La Bamba, Juan Rene
Caro, was sentenced to 18 years in prison in
2009 for masterminding what a judge described
as a "shadow banking industry" that caused
"great harm" to American taxpayers by helping
local construction companies cash checks without disclosing their real identities during the
last decade's real estate boom. La Bamba's
scheme enabled the companies to evade payroll and corporate taxes.
Similar scofflaws turned to Suarez as their
money man because they operated pharmacies
in other people's names while falsely billing
Medicare, or they paid undocumented construction workers in cash to avoid paying federal taxes and worker's compensation insurance, Berger said. Others used stolen identities,
Social Security numbers and dates of birth to
file fraudulent tax-refund claims with the Internal Revenue Service, which issued checks up to
$150,000.
Berger said Suarez paid people to pose as the
owners of his three check-cashing stores —
Minimalist Solutions, Don Koky Enterprises and
Doger Group — because he had a criminal history and could not put the businesses in his
name.
"He took these stores and put them on steroids," Berger told the judge.
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Suarez's customers, like him, had sketchy pasts
so they paid tens of thousands of dollars to
"ghosts" who allowed their names to be used
as cover for the actual business owners, Berger
said. After playing their nominee roles and getting paid, many would flee back to their native
Cuba, he said.
Suarez's three check-cashing stores charged exorbitant fees ranging from 10 to 30 percent, depending on the type of illicit activity, that "allowed the scammers to conceal their involvement in receiving the proceeds of the fraud,"
according to an FBI affidavit.
"The defendant brought all of the businesses to
the stores because he had the connections in
the community," Berger said on Monday, pointing out that he pocketed half of all the checkcashing fees even though his name was not on
the corporate papers. "He brings in the volume,
and they cut him in."
When Suarez's defense attorney, Gustavo Jesus
Garcia-Montes, tried to suggest that his client
was involved in the check-cashing stores as part
of his undercover work for a state insurance
fraud task force, Berger told the judge that the
defendant "was not authorized" by anyone in
law enforcement to commit "massive fraud" as
he did.
Berger also said Suarez paid bribes to a bank
teller who worked for the People's Credit Union
in Pembroke Pines in exchange for "fronting"
large amounts of cash to his chain of checkcashing stores. Suarez also gave the teller thousands of dollars to tip the other tellers in the
credit union, Berger said.
Suarez, who was aware that he was under investigation by the FBI, told the tellers who
worked at his check-cashing stores that "they
could not testify that [he] ran the stores," according to the affidavit. A cooperating witness

— one of nine mentioned in the FBI affidavit —
said Suarez set up a meeting at a Miami restaurant in mid-2017 and told the tellers that "he
would make all of it go away."
The cooperating witness, who had emigrated
from Cuba, told investigators that she feared
losing her job if she did not testify as Suarez requested, the affidavit said. The witness
acknowledged that she "had not accurately described [Suarez's] involvement during her grand
jury testimony."
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/crime/article214183559.html

left, also holding a novelty spade, was his partner in a C$500m (£287m) skyscraper, construction of which was to begin that day: a RussianCanadian billionaire whose fortune had its origins in the collision of communism, capitalism
and the KGB at the fall of the Soviet empire. Also present were representatives of the
project’s financial backers — an Austrian bank
that would soon be accused of failing to conduct sufficient checks on the sources of its exSoviet clients’ money. Camera flashes glinted on
the shovels as the grinning dignitaries plunged
them into a neat patch of dirt on which had
been painted the word “Trump”. So commenced work on the Trump International Hotel
and Tower Toronto.
“People really want to own what I do,” Donald
Trump told an interviewer that day, declaring
that, among other qualities, the tower would
be “taller than other buildings”.
The Financial Times has been investigating the
money behind Trump Toronto for 10 months.
Legal documents, signed statements and two
dozen interviews with people with knowledge
of the project and the money that flowed
through it reveal that the venture connects the
US president with a shadowy post-Soviet world
where politics and personal enrichment merge.

Tower of secrets:

The Russian money behind a Donald Trump skyscraper The Trump Toronto reveals the links between a shadowy world of post-Soviet money
and a future president
Tom Burgis JULY 11, 2018
One October day in 2007, a celebrity real estate
developer in a greatcoat and powder-blue tie
alighted from a stretch limousine in Toronto’s financial district. Before a bank of photographers, he took hold of a golden shovel. To his
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Some of the money flows that the Financial
Times has established raise questions about
Trump’s vulnerability to undue influence now
that he is in the White House. These include evidence that Trump’s billionaire partner in the
Toronto project authorised a secret $100m payment to a Moscow-based fixer representing
Kremlin-backed investors. That payment was
part of a series of transactions that generated
millions for the backers of the Toronto venture
— a project that, in turn, made millions for the
future president.

A month after the 2007 groundbreaking,
Trump wrote a letter to The Wall Street Journal
citing the financing for “our” Trump Toronto
project as “a testament to the strength of the
Trump name and brand within the financial
community”. But when the FT sent questions to
the Trump Organization for this article, it declined to answer them, saying: “The Trump Organization was not the owner, developer or
seller of the Trump International Hotel and
Tower Toronto. Consequently, it had no involvement in the financing of the project. Instead,
the company’s role was limited to licensing its
brand and managing the hotel and residences,
which it did until June 2017 when its agreement
ended.”
Donald Trump's tower of secrets It is precisely
this approach to the provenance of the money
that has sustained Trump’s business career that
concerns many who have examined it closely.
After a series of corporate bankruptcies in the
1990s and early 2000s left the property business he had inherited from his father largely unable to borrow from mainstream banks, Trump
turned to ever more obscure backers. He was
able to borrow sporadically from Deutsche
Bank, with whom he had a long and fractious
relationship, but, from about the turn of the
millennium, he also adopted a new model, under which he licensed his brand to skyscraper
developments that the Trump Organization
would then manage under contract. This was a
time when the former Soviet Union’s newly
minted oligarchs were seeking foreign havens
for their wealth.
By 2008, Trump’s son, Donald Jr, was telling a
real estate conference: “Russians make up a
pretty disproportionate cross-section of a lot of
our assets . . . We see a lot of money pouring in
from Russia.” Some of this came through sales
of individual units in Trump-branded properties,
where Trump was sometimes entitled to a cut.
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An alleged Kazakh money-laundering network
channelled millions through apartment sales at
the Trump SoHo; a Russian oligarch bought a
Palm Beach estate from Trump in 2008 for
$95m, more than double what Trump had paid
for it four years earlier; in Florida, 63 Russians,
some with political connections, spent $100m
buying property at seven Trump-branded luxury
towers, Reuters established. The money was
not exclusively from the former Soviet Union: at
the Trump Panama, some of it allegedly belonged to Latin American drug traffickers.
In recent years, it has become increasingly clear
that many of the oligarchs who made their
riches amid the downfall of the Soviet Union
have protected their fortunes by advancing the
interests of the ruling cliques at home. This
wealth has been coursing through western markets, often disguised by shell companies.
Trump’s sector, real estate, has long been susceptible to infusions of incognito money. A
large proportion of sales of high-end US property takes place through companies whose true
owners are hidden.
A US Treasury investigation last year found that
one in three cash buyers of top-end property
was suspicious. Trump has broken with presidential tradition by refusing to divest his holdings in the dozens of companies that comprise
the Trump Organization or to release tax returns that might shine more light on what appear to be multitudinous conflicts of interest.
In May last year, his decision to fire James
Comey as head of the FBI triggered the appointment of Robert Mueller, himself a former FBI
chief, as special counsel to investigate links between the Russian government and the Trump
campaign. Testifying before the Senate Intelligence Committee, Comey was asked whether
the investigation might turn up matters unrelated to the campaign. He replied that “in any

complex investigation, when you start turning
over rocks, sometimes you find things that are
unrelated to the primary investigation that are
criminal in nature”.
Robert Mueller's investigation is closely
guarded but it is clear that he sees prior financial dealings as fair game
Manafort, one of Trump’s campaign managers,
has already learnt what this means in practice.
He faces charges, which he denies, of laundering $30m in connection with his work as a consultant for pro-Russian politicians in Ukraine.
Michael Flynn, Trump’s first national security
adviser, has pleaded guilty to charges that included lying about a lobbying contract he had
with Turkey.
Much of the rest of Mueller’s investigation is
closely guarded but it is clear that he sees prior
financial dealings as fair game.
Tom Warner, a US-based corporate investigator
specialising in Russia and Ukraine, is among
those who spoke to the FT who believe that
Trump’s outlook is shaped by the alignment of
his interests with those who brought him the
money that sustained his career. When Trump
turns on longstanding US allies and suggests
that Russia be readmitted to the G8, some analysts see ulterior motives.
Such scrutiny intensified this week after Trump
attended a Nato summit in Brussels, visits London to meet prime minister Theresa May and
was then due to sit down with Russian president Vladimir Putin in Helsinki. “Putin or his
chosen successor will be there long after Trump
leaves office,” Warner said. “And [Trump and his
children] need the family business model to still
be there.”
The tale of the Trump Toronto illuminates what
it means for the US to have a leader whose
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business model has long depended on exchanging his family name for money with a murky
past, no questions asked. By 2010, the Trump
Toronto was supposed to be finished: 65 storeys
containing 261 luxury hotel rooms and condominiums, all encased in a shimmering glass façade. But construction dragged on and in October, Alex Shnaider, the billionaire backer who
had broken ground with Trump three years earlier, put aside another $40m for the project.
Millions from the project would subsequently
flow out to Trump himself — and documents
seen by the FT raise serious questions about
how Shnaider’s company was making its money
in the period leading up to the decision to invest this $40m in the Trump Toronto.
A few months earlier, documents show
Shnaider had approved a secret $100m “commission” payment to “introducers” representing
the Kremlin’s interests. The payment was to facilitate the sale of his group’s prize asset, its
stake in the vast Zaporizhstal steel mill in eastern Ukraine — and represented more than 10
per cent of the $850m sale price.
The Wall Street Journal reported in 2017 that
the sale of the mill was financed by
Vnesheconombank (VEB), a Russian stateowned bank whose chairman at the time was
Vladimir Putin. But this $100m commission has
not previously been reported. Nor has it been
revealed that legal filings in a recent commercial dispute between Shnaider and his business
partner raised the possibility that some of the
money could have ended up with Russian government officials. If that was the case, the steel
mill deal would risk falling foul of anti-bribery
laws in Canada and potentially other western
countries that make it a crime to pay foreign officials to gain a business advantage.
The Zaporizhstal steel mill in eastern Ukraine. It
was sold for $850m © Bloomberg With the
$100m commission arranged, the sale went

through, and the proceeds flowed into
Shnaider’s company, which in turn earmarked
funds for the Trump Toronto.
Tom Keatinge, a former JPMorgan banker who
now specialises in financial crime at London’s
Royal United Services Institute (Rusi), said that
if the $100m payment were deemed a bribe,
the flow of money through Shnaider to the
Trump Toronto meant that “you could argue
that the Trump Organization is receiving the
proceeds of crime and therefore is being used
as a money-laundering opportunity”.
Experts on illicit finance said that any legal vulnerability for Trump and his business would depend on what he and other executives knew —
or should have known — about the source of
his partner’s funds. The Trump Organization
has taken an approach to due diligence (the
background checks on a business partner) that
one former associate who does not wish to be
identified called “wilful obliviousness”.
Abe Wallach, a former senior figure at the
Trump Organization, was quoted in a
2017 Bloomberg article saying: “Donald doesn’t
do due diligence.”
Shnaider, born in St Petersburg and raised in Toronto, amassed a fortune that, like those of several of Donald Trump’s business partners, had
its roots in the tumultuous final years of the Soviet Union. Many of today’s oligarchs have
sought to portray themselves as unremarkable
businessmen, preferring that their life-anddeath struggles for riches in the 1990s fade into
history. Yet as their influence in the west grows,
it becomes more important to understand any
links to the authoritarians and kleptocrats back
home. That is especially true in the case of
those who have done business with a US president whose campaign is under investigation for
alleged collusion with the Kremlin.
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“Russia has long been associated with dirty
money,” said Elise Bean, a former top official on
the US Senate’s leading investigative committee
and veteran of several money-laundering investigations. “Anyone getting substantial funds
originating in the former Soviet Union should
have known that the funds were high risk and
required a careful due diligence review to ensure the money was clean.”
Shnaider’s rise to become one of Canada’s
wealthiest men (he was on Forbes’ list of billionaires by the age of 36) was helped by Boris
Birshtein, his father-in-law and mentor in business. Convivial and ambitious, Birshtein enjoyed
the rare privilege among western-based businessmen of being able to traverse the Iron Curtain.
“I’m for many years in business with Soviet Union,” Birshtein, who was born in Soviet Lithuania and emigrated to Canada, told an interviewer in 1993. “I started with [Leonid] Brezhnev and, you know, somehow I manage to get
in some way [a] unique position and I met lot of
people and made friendship with a lot of very
powerful people.”
In May, the FT spoke with a former KGB officer
who worked in the 1980s in the agency’s foreign intelligence arm. He explained how, as the
Soviet Union was collapsing, the Communist
party and the KGB scrambled to stash money
abroad. He also said that, in the late 1980s,
Birshtein was one of the western businessmen
whose companies became linked with KGB figures involved with the agency’s efforts to build
up international business interests.
Birshtein’s lawyer told the FT that it would be
“preposterous” and “patently false” to say that
the businessman was a KGB “operative”. The
lawyer added, however, that Birshtein did recall
agreeing in the mid-1980s to participate in a So-

viet plan to set up international business ventures that was led by Georgi Arbatov, head of a
prestigious Moscow think-tank.
According to a defector’s account published
years later, Arbatov was also a KGB asset
codenamed Vasili. Alex Shnaider, Donald
Trump's business partner on the Trump Toronto; right: Shnaider's father-in-law Boris
Birshtein, who helped him become one of Canada's wealthiest men © Peter James Field
Birshtein’s lawyer said “the joint venture arrangement, while proposed and formalised,
never actually materialised into any substantive
projects and was formally terminated shortly after its inception”. He added that Birshtein had
no knowledge that Arbatov “was in any way affiliated with the KGB”, but noted that “affiliation
with the KGB or other arms of the former Soviet
state was exceptionally commonplace in the Soviet Union”.
That is not Birshtein’s only recorded connection
to a KGB figure. In 1991, shortly before the Soviet Union would finally collapse, Birshtein’s
company hired Leonid Veselovsky as an economic adviser on a one-year contract.
Birshtein’s lawyer told the FT that his client’s
company hired Veselovsky because he had an
economics PhD and was a member of the central committee of the Communist party. But the
former KGB officer told the FT that Veselovsky
had also served as a senior officer in the KGB’s
foreign operations arm and had been “the mastermind of KGB money laundering”. (Veselovsky
could not be reached for comment; the former
KGB officer said he had “disappeared without
trace”.)
While Birshtein was cultivating the Soviet elite,
Shnaider’s Russian parents had joined a wave of
Jewish emigration, settling in 1982 in a Toronto
district popular with immigrants. They bought a
delicatessen, where the young Shnaider stacked
shelves. He was drawn to business and, by the
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early 1990s, Birshtein was introducing him to
the helter-skelter capitalism taking hold in the
former Soviet Union. That would bring them
both into the orbit of one of its most notorious
figures.
Allegations of ties to the American mob have
followed Trump throughout his career. For Alex
Shnaider, the connection to an alleged Russian
gangster runs through his erstwhile father-inlaw. Sergei Mikhailov, known as Mikhas, is
widely recognised as the leader of what, in the
1990s and early 2000s, was regarded as Moscow’s most powerful organised crime syndicate:
the Solntsevskaya Bratva.
The FBI’s top expert on Russian organised crime
in the 1990s said the group’s activities included
extortion, narcotics, murder and money laundering. In a rare interview with the FT in June,
Mikhailov denied this, saying the Solntsevskaya
“does not exist”.
A great barrel of a man in a maroon checked
jacket, his Moscow office festooned with icons
of the Orthodox Church, he insisted he was
merely a “run-of-the-mill businessman” with interests in trade, tourism and real estate. The
former champion wrestler added that, given
the turbulence of the post-Soviet years, “my
success is that I’m still alive”. Recommended
News podcast Trump’s tower of secrets Mikhailov, 60, told the FT that he met Birshtein — “a
very talented businessman” — at a meeting
with the Moldovan president in 1995 and the
pair hit it off. “He trusted me and this is a very
important factor in business.” He said the duo
made “big plans” for business ventures, most
ambitiously to renovate a pipeline that ran from
Central Asia to Ukraine.
Mikhailov said his job was to source the technical know-how, while Birshtein’s task was to
convince the authorities to back the pro-

ject. “He had big connections” in Ukraine, Mikhailov said, “as far as I know, all the way up to
the president and his entourage.” (Birshtein,
through his lawyer, said he had “never been
friends” with Leonid Kuchma, Ukraine’s then
president.)
Mikhailov also remembered meeting Birshtein’s
young protégé, Alex Shnaider, at a restaurant in
Belgium, where Birshtein kept an office. Shnaider’s lawyer did not respond to a
question about this alleged encounter with Mikhailov. Birshtein’s lawyer said his client did not
recall such a meeting. He also said Birshtein had
met Mikhailov “a handful of times” but “was
never involved with the pipeline project”, had
“no business dealings” with him and was not
aware of his alleged criminal activity.
Mikhailov said the prospective partnership with
Birshtein came to an abrupt end when Mikhailov was arrested in Switzerland in 1996, accused of being a member of a criminal organisation.
According to an account at the time in an intelligence newsletter, detectives who searched Mikhailov’s Swiss residence found a contract for
him to pay Birshtein $150m — an agreement,
Mikhailov said, that was “most likely” connected to the pipeline project. He insisted, however, that no money ever changed hands, dismissing investigators’ claims to the contrary.
To Birshtein’s knowledge, “no such contract exists”, his lawyer said. The Swiss did not pursue
charges against Birshtein but Mikhailov’s case
came to court. The trial was held under tight security after a witness was shot dead in Amsterdam. Mikhailov spent two years in jail awaiting
a verdict before he was acquitted by a jury and
awarded compensation.
From about this time, Birshtein receded from
the post-Soviet business scene and his son-in64

law emerged. According to a 2017 witness
statement by Eduard Shyfrin, a Ukrainian metals trader who became Shnaider’s partner, Belgian police investigating Mikhailov raided
Birshtein and Shnaider’s houses in Antwerp in
1996, prompting Shnaider to shift his base back
to Toronto. That year, Birshtein sold out of Midland, the group Shnaider and Shyfrin would
greatly expand, his lawyer said, adding: “Our client is a law-abiding businessperson with no
criminal record.”
Birshtein’s lawyer said his client “had no involvement with [the Trump Toronto] in any
manner either directly or indirectly”. A Cypriot
company, DE Multi-Finance, which until at least
2003 was controlled by a man who had served
as a director of Birshtein companies, was listed
in 2016 among the creditors to the Trump Toronto, but Birshtein’s lawyer said Birshtein had
“never had any association or connection” with
DE Multi-Finance or the Trump Toronto.
Gradually, a rift emerged between Birshtein and
Shnaider. Birshtein now describes Shnaider as
his “former, long-estranged son-in-law” (neither
would confirm whether Shnaider and
Birshtein’s daughter had divorced).
In 2005, Shnaider told Canada’s Globe and Mail
newspaper that “due to unfortunate and irreconcilable differences relating to business policy
and family matters, I have not had any contact
with my father-in-law for more than four years”.
Stocky and with close-cropped hair, Shnaider
has a more serious demeanour than the gregarious Birshtein. Like Trump, he owed his opportunity to the previous generation and was keen
to show he was his own man, associates said.
Nonetheless, Birshtein’s role in Shnaider’s rise
to riches is indelible.
“Boris did a lot of things for him,” said a former
Midland manager, and Shnaider built on “what
Boris had created for him”. The tale of the

Trump Toronto illuminates what it means for
the US to have a leader whose business model
has long depended on exchanging his family
name for money with a murky past, no questions asked.
The principal launch pad that Birshtein built for
Shnaider was in Ukraine, where Birshtein had
established interests in metals. In the 1990s,
the country’s mineral riches were a scene of
lawless and sometimes violent competition. It
was here that Shnaider would start to make the
millions that would ultimately help to build the
Trump Toronto.

have access to those in power,” he said. By 2001
Shnaider and Shyfrin had paid a reported $70m
for a stake in Zaporizhstal that, within five
years, would be valued at nearly 10 times as
much. From there, Shnaider and Shyfrin expanded.
One major 2003 acquisition, of the storied Red
October steel plant in the Russian city of Volgograd, showed that they were able to navigate
the emerging business scene in Russia as they
had in Ukraine.

Shyfrin wrote in his witness statement: “Mr
Birshtein gave Mr Shnaider some interests in
the Ukrainian steel business. Mr Shnaider, however, knew nothing about steel at the time. He
had no involvement with Ukraine or metallurgy
prior to his marriage to a daughter of Mr
Birshtein.”

Mathieu Boulègue, an expert at the Chatham
House think-tank in London, said Red October
was “one of the few remaining Russian companies able to produce the armoured steel and reinforced steel you need for the military industry”. Securing permission to buy and run the
plant would involve maintaining a relationship
with the upper echelons of the Russian military,
Boulègue said.

The Ukrainian steel business would catapult
Shnaider and Shyfrin into the ranks of the
global super-rich. First, they established themselves as middlemen between the old Soviet
steel plants and global markets. Then, in the
late 1990s, during the wave of cut-price privatisations that created many oligarchs, the chance
arose to buy the Zaporizhstal steel mill.

Shnaider also amassed the standard trappings
of enormous wealth. He bought a 170ft yacht,
an Israeli football club and a Formula One team.
For entertainment at a family party in Toronto, he booked Justin Bieber. And then there
was the must-have asset for billionaires who
got rich in the former Soviet Union: a prime
piece of western real estate.

Vadim Grib, a banker who led a rival consortium
in the privatisation, claimed when he spoke to
the FT recently in Kiev that Shnaider and Shyfrin
were unfairly favoured by the Ukrainian authorities, who designated them “strategic investors”, giving them an advantage over competitors. Their partner in the bid was Vasyl Khmelnytsky, a businessman who was then a member
of Ukraine’s parliament.

To the sound of Aaron Copland’s “Fanfare for
the Common Man”, Alex Shnaider and Donald
Trump cut a red ribbon to mark the belated
opening of their Toronto skyscraper in April
2012. Trump’s three adult children were present: Ivanka, who would later work alongside
her father in the White House, and Donald Jr
and Eric, who would take over the family business. As the Trumps strode through the marble
lobby, anyone would think this was their building. But the money had come from elsewhere.

In an interview with the FT, Khmelnytsky agreed
that connections were key. “Fifteen years ago,
to be a successful businessman, you have to
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More than a decade had passed since Trump
signed up to the project in 2001, alongside RitzCarlton and a little-known developer called Leib
Waldman. The project almost collapsed the following year when Waldman was exposed as a
fugitive fraudster and Ritz-Carlton pulled out.
But Trump pressed on.
Shnaider joined the venture in about 2003. Neither he nor Trump answered the FT’s questions
about how they met. Over the years that followed, while Trump was trying and failing to
have his mobster associate Felix Sater secure a
deal for a Trump Tower in Moscow, Shnaider
poured funds into the Toronto skyscraper. All
the while, his steel mill was becoming embroiled in Putin’s efforts to project Russia’s influence beyond its borders — a strategy that
would eventually expand to include meddling in
the 2016 US election.
Employing 50,000 people, the Zaporizhstal steel
mill is among Ukraine’s biggest industrial operations. It lies just 150 miles from the Russian border. In the years before Putin’s 2014 invasion,
Russia waged an economic incursion in eastern
Ukraine, securing industrial assets either directly or through sympathetic oligarchs.
In May 2010, Shnaider received a call from
Shyfrin in Moscow. It was the start of a series of
events that have not previously been reported
and that are described in the documents seen
by the FT, including a complaint Shnaider
brought against Shyfrin in 2016 in a London arbitration court and one of Shyfrin’s witness
statements in response.
According to Shnaider’s arbitration claim,
Shyfrin told him that buyers acting “on behalf of
the Russian government” wanted to buy their
Zaporizhstal stake and that he was coming “under pressure” to sell. At the time, Moscow was
capitalising on a slump in demand for Ukrainian
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steel to snap up assets in order to maintain influence over a neighbour being courted by the
west. Shnaider said Shyfrin told him that Moscow regarded buying the Zaporizhstal mill as
“politically strategic”.
Shyfrin wrote in his witness statement that a
top Russian official told him “in very clear
terms” to proceed with the deal, hinting that, if
he did not, his Russian assets would be in jeopardy. The deal was to be financed by VEB, the
Russian state-owned bank that was then
chaired by Putin. It serves as a financial arm of
the Kremlin, sometimes even more, such as
when a Russian spy in New York used a job as a
VEB banker as his cover. (After Russia invaded
Ukraine, VEB was placed under western sanctions.)
The FT reviewed corporate filings for the Cyprus
and British Virgin Islands companies to which
Midland sold its Zaporizhstal stake. These
strongly suggest that VEB itself put up the entire purchase price and ended up with control
of Midland’s stake in the steel mill. In effect,
Shnaider and Shyfrin’s deal was with the Russian state itself. VEB declined to comment.
Midland received $850m for its stake, $160m
more than the amount that Shnaider and
Shyfrin had been offered for the steel mill
by Rinat Akhmetov, Ukraine’s richest oligarch.
But there was a twist.
The documents show that of the $160m in extra cash from the Kremlin-backed buyers, $50m
would cover a termination penalty owed to
Akhmetov, $10m would be a sweetener for
Midland — and $100m would need to be sent,
via shell companies in Cyprus and other circuitous routes, to what Shnaider called the “introducers” who arranged the deal.

The man who set up the sale, according to
Shyfrin’s witness statement, was Igor Bakai. Bakai is a well-known figure in both Kiev and Moscow. He served in senior positions in Ukraine’s
state gas company and the presidential administration before fleeing for Russia during the
2004 Orange Revolution. The new Ukrainian
government accused him of embezzlement but
the Russian authorities declined to send him
home and he set up in Moscow as a business
fixer. By 2010, according to Shyfrin’s witness
statement, he was “well connected politically at
the highest levels” and fronting a deal that the
Kremlin was very keen to see done.

at about the time of the deal that he needed
money “to pay off officials in the Kremlin”. (In
his witness statement, Shyfrin denied saying
this.)

The most pressing question, said analysts to
whom the FT has outlined this money flow, was
what became of the $100m commission. Was a
transaction that ultimately saw millions flow to
a future US president facilitated by the illicit enrichment of Russian officials?

In October 2016, days before Trump’s victory,
he was granted Russian citizenship. Several people with knowledge of the deal offered differing
accounts to the FT of where the $100m ended
up. Each version, however, gives rise to important questions about Trump’s business partner’s dealings.

In his witness statement, Shyfrin acknowledged
that this “substantial” commission “may appear
unusual compared to western-style business
dealings. However, while doing business in Russia and Ukraine, Midland paid various commissions, as it was common practice.” Crucially, he
added: “I did not even know if the commission
was to be purely for [Bakai]” or also for “additional recipients” who Bakai represented.
Given that the ultimate backer of the deal was
the Kremlin, that raises the possibility that
money passed from Trump’s business partner
to Russian officials.
Shnaider offered an alternative version of
events in his arbitration claim — but one that
ends with similar suspicions over whether there
may have been illicit enrichment of Russian officials. He claimed that, under the pretext of having to send a secret commission to Bakai,
Shyfrin diverted the money to himself. Shnaider
said Shyfrin told a Midland manager in Moscow
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Bakai signed a statement in the arbitration case
saying he did indeed receive the money. Asked
whether he stood by that statement, Bakai told
the FT he was prevented from providing comment for publication because he was under
house arrest in a separate case and prohibited
from speaking to the media. For his part,
Shyfrin appears not to have fallen foul of the
Kremlin.

There appears to be no dispute in the documents that Shnaider signed off on the $100m
payment on the understanding that it was
heading for representatives of the Kremlin’s interests. Months after Shnaider authorised this
“commission” and the Zaporizhstal sale was
completed — bringing in hundreds of millions
for Midland — the documents show that he
earmarked $40m for further investment in the
construction of the Trump Toronto. Thereafter,
at least $4m subsequently flowed out of the
project to Trump in licensing and management
fees — possibly much more, given that his financial disclosures as candidate and president
only cover the years since 2014.
Both Shnaider and Shyfrin declined to be interviewed or to answer questions from the FT for
this article. Their lawyers said the arbitration
documents were confidential.

One of the most striking things about the history of the Trump Toronto is the number of independent threads that connect Trump to postSoviet money.
Raiffeisen, the Austrian bank whose representatives stood alongside Trump and Shnaider at
the Toronto groundbreaking in 2007, had previously backed Midland projects in the former Soviet Union. It was persuaded to finance the
Trump Toronto, Shnaider said at the time,
thanks to “the universal appeal of the Trump
brand and the Trump Toronto team’s global
business experience”. © Hellovon Raiffeisen
had funded other North American real estate
ventures but most of its business lay east of Vienna. It had expanded aggressively in the former Soviet Union, at times becoming embroiled
in regional power struggles, such as when its investment arm was revealed in 2006 to have
represented the concealed interests of a
Ukrainian oligarch in an opaque gas deal with
Russia’s Gazprom.
Many Raiffeisen projects received funding from
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, a World-Bank-type institution for
the post-Soviet region. In the years leading up
to 2010, some EBRD directors became alarmed
with what they saw as Raiffeisen’s cavalier attitude to the origins of its clients’ money, according to two people familiar with the matter.
“This is irresponsible behaviour,” Kurt Bayer, a
former Austrian finance ministry official who
was an EBRD director at the time, told the FT in
describing Raiffeisen’s dealings at the time.
“You just push and build market share without
doing the controls that are required.” The EBRD
told the FT that in 2010, concerned by “an alleged incident”, it “worked closely with the
[Raiffeisen] management team to develop an
appropriate response, the central part of which
was a comprehensive review of the bank’s com68

pliance system”. Raiffeisen said that its compliance processes and staffing “had to be adjusted” due to its growth in central and eastern
Europe and increased regulation. This was, Raiffeisen added, “a development in the entire
banking industry”.
Raiffeisen put up C$310m for the Trump Toronto — then treated the developers remarkably kindly. First, it required them to pre-sell just
80 per cent of the units before releasing loan
funds, less than the 100 per cent that local media reported was the usual standard. When
sales lagged, Raiffeisen allowed deadlines to
slip at least 10 times. When Trump Toronto finally went bust in 2016, the bank was still owed
all but C$9m of its initial loan. Asked to explain
its leniency, Raiffeisen told the FT that Austrian
bank secrecy laws prevented it from discussing
the project.
Now that Trump is president, his administration’s approach to the division between affairs
of state and personal interests at times appears
to echo how business is often done in the postSoviet states where many of his backers made
their money.
In May, the BBC reported that Michael Cohen,
Trump’s lawyer, received a $400,000 payment
arranged by intermediaries acting for Petro Poroshenko, Ukraine’s president, to set up talks
with Trump. (The two leaders did meet in June
last year but Poroshenko and Cohen have denied the BBC’s claims.)
Reports of conflicts of interests across the wider
administration proliferate. The Washington Post
reported in February that the United Arab Emirates, China, Israel and Mexico were trying to influence Jared Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law and
senior White House adviser and the scion of another New York real estate family, through his
business interests.

Several experts on financial crime and espionage told the FT that the most troubling part of
the interplay between Trump’s past in business
and his present in public office was his potential
susceptibility to blackmail.
Keatinge, the Rusi expert on illicit finance, calls
such a scenario “the number-one fear of any intelligence agency”. Knowledge of an illicit transaction might not be as sensational as the most
notorious claim in the former MI6 officer Christopher Steele’s dossier on Trump’s Russian connections — that Russian intelligence had footage of the future president instructing prostitutes to urinate on the Moscow hotel bed in
which the Obamas had once slept. But it could
be at least as powerful if used as kompromat
with which to pressure the president.
The Trump name was gradually removed from
the Toronto tower in 2017 by its new owners ©
Bloomberg Trump-branded property ventures
have a way of going bust, even in booms. Sales
at the Toronto tower came in lower than the
developers had predicted during construction
but Trump still made his millions.
In 2017, a property fund bought out the bankrupt venture and renamed it the Adelaide Hotel. The M came off first, then the P. Soon the T,
R and U were gone too. It was July 2017, Donald Trump was seven months into his presidency and Washington was fizzing with news
that he had held an undisclosed private rendezvous with Putin during a trip to Germany and
that Donald Jr had met a Russian lawyer promising dirt on Hillary Clinton during the campaign. The Trump name was everywhere but, in
Toronto, a crane was removing it, letter by
enormous letter, from the pinnacle of Canada’s
second-tallest building. The past, however, is
not so easily erased. Tom Burgis is an FT investigations correspondent
https://www.ft.com/trumptoronto
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The 'great-grandmother of all scandals' comes to
China

•

By Michael BristowAsia Pacific editor, BBC
World Service, Kuala Lumpur
16 July 2018

There is a new twist in the multi-billion-dollar
financial scandal surrounding the Malaysian
investment fund 1MDB - possible Chinese involvement.
Malaysia's new government - which took office
only in May - has suspended three major construction projects with Chinese firms.
A senior ministry official told the BBC that it believes that two of the contracts, for pipelines,
were used to launder money for Malaysia's previous administration, led by the former Prime
Minister, Najib Razak.
These allegations open a new front in the inquiries into 1MDB, which is already being investigated in the US, Switzerland and Singapore.
The finance ministry's accusations also represent a sharp change in mood in Malaysia towards China since Mr Najib lost power.
The investigations into 1MDB are being led by
Malaysia's finance ministry, housed in a vast
curved building in Putrajaya, a purpose-built
town to the south of Kuala Lumpur that has
been the country's administrative capital for the
past two decades.

Until the election in May, Tony Pua was an opposition MP who spent much of his time talking
about 1MDB, which he calls "the great grandmother of all scandals".
He made a series of scurrilous videos about the
fund and its alleged connection to Mr Najib.

Mr Pua said building work had not even started;
only consultancy studies had so far been completed.
"The entire project smelt like a scam. [There
were] clearly elements of money laundering
taking place," he said.
"We were giving money out - to a Chinese company - and we suspect this money is being funnelled to parties related to the previous administration."

,
But now Mr Pua's party is in government and
he has been employed as a special officer to the
finance minister to look through the mountains
of documentation related to 1MDB.
Before his current job, he said he worked with
"dribs and drabs" of information about 1MDB but not anymore. "Now, anything you ask for,
the tap opens like a beer barrel," he told the
BBC in an interview at the ministry.
Mr Pua said the new administration had been
astounded by what it had found, which has extended the scope of what was previously
known about 1MDB, including links to Chinese
firms.
Earlier this month (6 July), the ministry announced that it had suspended three big contracts with Chinese companies.
Two of those are pipeline schemes worth a
combined total of $2.3bn (£1.7bn).
The ministry's new leaders were staggered to
discover that 88% of the contract cost had been
paid to the Chinese company in charge, China
Petroleum Pipeline Bureau - but only 13% of
the work had been completed.
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He said the ministry believes the money was
being used to cover debts linked to 1MDB,
which he said now stand at more than $12bn.
Emails to China Petroleum Pipeline Bureau
about Mr Pua's allegations went unanswered,
but the Chinese embassy in London gave its response.
"We have noted the relevant report. China has
all along conducted economic, trade and investment cooperation with Malaysia, as well as
other countries, with the principle of mutual
benefit and win-win outcomes," said a spokesman.
Malaysia's finance ministry has also suspended
the East Coast Rail Link, which is being built by
the China Communications Construction Company.

It said the cost of the rail line, $20bn, "must be
reduced significantly to make it viable financially".
The ministry said the suspension of both the
pipelines and the rail link were not directed at
"any particular country", but the new government in Malaysia has certainly brought about a
change in attitude to links with China.

which aims to connect the country with the rest
of Asia and beyond.
"Two state governments, both authoritarian regimes, both single dominant party states with
powerful leaders, had an agenda," he said.
Professor Gomez said many of those investments were good for Malaysia, such as last
year's deal by the Chinese car firm Geely to buy
a stake in the ailing Malaysian automaker, Proton.
And he said there was still an appetite in the
new government for Chinese money. He
pointed out that one of the first businessmen to
visit Mr Mahathir when he took office was the
Chinese e-commerce billionaire, Jack Ma.

The new Prime Minister, Mahathir Mohamad, is
expected to travel to China in August, when
some of the suspended contracts could be renegotiated.
But China's nationalistic newspaper, the Global
Times, warned Malaysia not to push China too
hard.

But some Chinese investments now appear to
be tangled up with the investigations into
1MDB, which was set up by Najib Razak in 2009
to spur economic development in Malaysia.
So far, the only tangible product of 1MDB is a
new business district being built in central Kuala
Lumpur called Tun Razak Exchange, where
workmen swelter in the heat to complete the
project.

"If [Mr] Mahathir wants to review big projects
agreed to by his predecessor and damage the
interests of Chinese companies, those companies have the right to claim compensation," it
said in an editorial.
Professor Terence Gomez, of the University of
Malaya, said the close relationship between
China and Malaysia that existed until the election in May was convenient to both sides.
He said Mr Najib needed foreign investment
and China under Xi Jinping was willing to provide it as part of its Belt and Road initiative,
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As for Mr Najib, earlier this month he appeared
in Kuala Lumpur High Court charged with four
counts of stealing a total of $10m from a subsidiary of 1MDB.

He denies the charges, and has always denied
other wrongdoing related to the investment
fund. Many of the hundreds of people who
turned up for his first court appearance were
supporters who believe in the former prime
minister's innocence.
But the current government has already indicated that these are just the first of what could
be many more charges brought against Mr
Najib.
"We have to pace ourselves to make sure we do
not miss anything," said Tony Pua, before heading back to his office to study more documents.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business44813753
How a Small Bank Became a Go-To Lender to the
Trump Family

The glass headquarters of Signature Bank
in Manhattan. The bank has extended lines
of credit to the Trump International Golf
Club; lent money to President Trump’s sonin-law, Jared Kushner; and provided Mr.
Trump and his business with checking accounts.
By Emily Flitter and Jesse Drucker
•

July 23, 2018

When Michael D. Cohen needed $17 million to buy a Manhattan apartment building
in 2015, he went to Signature Bank.
Signature had existed for less than two decades, and compared with some of its New
York rivals, it was a small player occupying
unglamorous niches.
Yet it was a natural place to go for Mr. Cohen, who was Donald J. Trump’s personal
lawyer. Years earlier, he had helped initiate
a relationship between Signature and Mr.
Trump, and the bank became an unlikely
go-to lender for the future president and his
extended family.
The bank helped finance Mr. Trump’s Florida golf course. It lent money to Jared
Kushner, Mr. Trump’s son-in-law, and to Mr.
Kushner’s father, Charles. It provided Mr.
Trump and his business with checking accounts. And Ivanka Trump sat on Signature’s board of directors while the bank was
lending to her father and her husband, Mr.
Kushner.
Signature provides a window into the intersecting financial interests of Mr. Cohen and
the Trump and Kushner families. With Ms.
Trump and Mr. Kushner working in the
White House, and Mr. Cohen under criminal
investigation, Signature’s interactions with
some of its most famous clients are attracting attention from regulators.
New York’s Department of Financial Services this year requested information from
Signature about its credit lines to the Kushners, according to people familiar with the
requests. They said regulators were reviewing whether Mr. Kushner’s White House
role could compromise Signature’s ability to
collect on the loans.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/23/busin
ess/signature-bank-trump-
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Both clubs have spent the last few years establishing roots in Atlantic Canada, starting with
the Hells Angels, the largest and most powerful
motorcycle gang in Canada.
Aside from being untapped territory, the Hells
Angels are likely interested in the region because of its port access, said Julian Sher, an author who has written several books on the Hells
Angels.
"If you're in the trafficking business, why
wouldn't you want to be next to a port?" Sher
said.

Rivalry sparks biker-on-biker 'violence'
in New Brunswick
Karissa Donkin

The Hells Angels have a chapter of Nomads in
New Brunswick made up of several high-ranking, full-patch members transplanted to the
province without creating a formal clubhouse.
On Canada Day, the organization also opened
up new Moncton and Halifax chapters of a club
called the Red Devils, according to a presentation created by Nova Scotia's Combined Forces
Special Enforcement Unit.

© CBC
There have been at least five incidents of violence between affiliates of the Hells Angels and
rival bikers, the Outlaws, in New Brunswick.
Two rival motorcycle gangs have had at least
five violent clashes in New Brunswick over the
last year and a half, according to new information from a Nova Scotia police unit that investigates outlaw motorcycle gangs.
But police won't comment on the nature of the
alleged violence between the Hells Angels and
the Outlaws, bitter rivals competing for territory in an eastern expansion.
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Made up of officers from police agencies
across Nova Scotia, the unit is focused on investigating biker gangs.
Members of the unit gave the presentation at a
regular meeting of the Halifax Board of Police
Commissioners earlier this month.

A new chapter

The Outlaws have long been a "thorn" in the
Hells Angels' side.
"That's just never good news when the Hells
Angels and the Outlaws are in the same geographic territory," Sher said.
Violent clashes

©
Nova Scotia RCMP/Halifax Board of Police Commissioners This map of "violence" was presented at the Halifax Board of Police Commissioners meeting.
In the presentation, RCMP Const. Scott Morrison characterized the Red Devils as the top
"friend club" internationally for the Hells Angels.
While members of support clubs will often attend Hells Angels events and wear official clothing, friend clubs actually do bidding for the parent club, Morrison said, which could range from
collecting debts to drug trafficking and violence.
The Red Devils could be considered a minor
league or farm team for the Hells Angels. Those
clubs are typically made up of "younger,
meaner" and sometimes less disciplined members than the big club, Sher said.
"If they've set up shop in Halifax and Moncton,
it's a sign of growing Hells Angels influence in
the east," he said.
The Outlaws operate in New Brunswick through
the Black Pistons, a support club with a chapter
in Fredericton, police say.
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© Julian Sher Julian Sher, the author of several
books on the Hells Angels, says it's never a good
sign when the Outlaws and Hells Angels are operating in the same geographic territory.
Violence erupted between Hells Angels Quebec
members and the Black Pistons somewhere in
the Fredericton area in October 2016, according to a map of "violence" presented to Halifax's police commissioners.
The most recent incident happened in May,
also in the Fredericton area, with Hells Angels
clashing directly with Outlaws members.
The map shows a total of four violent incidents
in the Fredericton area, along with one clash in
the eastern region of the province and one in
Nova Scotia.
"A lot of it has been in New Brunswick because
New Brunswick also has a Black Pistons chapter
that has been established longer than [the
Nova Scotia chapter]," Morrison told Halifax
police commissioners.

The Fredericton Police Force declined an interview about the new information, saying the
content wasn't provided by Fredericton police
"nor approved by the force," referring questions to police in Nova Scotia.
"We are aware of the presence of Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs in our jurisdiction and the criminal element associated to organized crime,"
spokesperson Alycia Bartlett wrote in an email.
CBC News contacted Nova Scotia RCMP, but
that force referred questions to New Brunswick
RCMP.
New Brunswick RCMP also declined an interview, saying it didn't endorse the Halifax
presentation and couldn't comment on it.
Ongoing investigations
"The New Brunswick RCMP has not been called
to any violent clashes between outlaw motorcycle gangs," spokesperson Paul Greene wrote
in an emailed statement.
Greene said New Brunswick RCMP have "ongoing criminal investigations" related to outlaw
motorcycle gang activity but can't discuss them.

He pointed to the arrests of Robin Moulton and
Emery (Pit) Martin as results the force has gotten so far in investigating outlaw motorcycle
gang activity in New Brunswick.
Police allege Moulton is a full-patch member of
Hells Angels' Nomads New Brunswick chapter
and Martin, arrested in June, is a long-standing
member of Hells Angels Quebec.
Neither Moulton nor Martin have been convicted of the charges against them.
Greene also declined to comment on the investigation into the death of 50-year-old Ronald
Gerald Richard , other than to say the investigation is continuing.
Richard, described by Moulton has the fallen
president of a Hells Angels support club called
the Gatekeepers, was killed last July 24. In Nova
Scotia, the Red Devils replaced the Gatekeepers
club, but it's not immediately clear if the same
is true in New Brunswick.
Police have not made any arrests in Richard's
death.
Will try to 'squeeze each other out'
Both Outlaws and Hells Angels affiliates are
competing over turf, but Sher said people
shouldn't panic just yet. Biker wars are rare in
Canada and the gangs operate similar to businesses.

© Radio-Canada Emery Joseph Martin, 57, of
Sainte-Anne-de-Madawaska, pictured here during a previous arrest, appeared in Bathurst provincial court via video conference in June.

First, they'll try to squeeze or buy each other
other out, Sher said. They'll try lower level intimidation.
But if that doesn't work, "the violence could escalate."
"If push comes to shove, they will fight for their
territory," he said.
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http://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/canada/rivalry-sparks-biker-on-biker-violence-in-newbrunswick/ar-AAAmOMU?li=AAggFp5
ANALYSIS: A gang member’s perspective on
Canada’s gun violence

a desirable lifestyle to children as part of the
recruitment process, and show them a level
of respect they’re perhaps not getting from
other adults in their lives.

By John O’Dowd and Alan Regan CKNW
Concern and outrage is growing in Surrey after
a nurse and a minor hockey coach was shot
and killed over the weekend. Doug Elford from
the Newton Community Association joins
Sonia Sunger to talk about what is going on in
the community.

“It’s cool when you’re 11 or 12 to smoke a
bit of pot and do transgressive things. Usually, the gangs will provide the drugs, and
the kids get to like the cool lifestyle. They
see the gangsters driving nice cars with their

In this week’s episode of the Global News

pretty girlfriends, and the kids are treated

original podcast, This is Why, we hear from a

well so they feel that’s where they’ll get re-

former gang member whose identity is con-

spect. A lot of kids are recruited that way –

cealed. He explains that once children are

being groomed, as it were,” Dubro said.

recruitd, it can be extremely difficult to
leave the gang. And with easy access to
criminality, and the products gangs are selling, life can deteriorate quickly.
“When you’re selling drugs, you might become addicted to drugs, as I was. That escalated very quickly, from weed to heroin, and
I was only a 14-year-old kid. In order to feed
those habits, crime went through the roof. I
was stealing cars, systems out of cars,
wheels off cars – anything that wasn’t tied
down. And that was all to supply my habit,”
he said.
James Dubro is an analyst and author on the
topic of organized crime. He told This is
Why host Niki Reitmayer that gangs portray
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The former gang member whom we spoke to
says the consequences soon add up. He admits to committing vicious beatings, and saw
himself as an “enforcer.”
“I was in and out of jail. Then you start going
to adult jail for longer sentences. Now,
you’re with killers and rapists. Before you
know it, you begin to fit in, in order to survive. You take on that chicken-coop mentality, that gangster mentality. That disregard
for everything that’s right.
“You’re sitting around with a bunch of people talking about who’s getting clipped next.
When your friends start killing your other
friends – you don’t need to worry about rival gangs or the cops — it’s the guy sitting

next to you. You think it’s about brother-

•

Trauma or domestic abuse

hood and solidarity, but it’s about treachery,

•

Substance use

and I got sick of seeing that,” he added.

•

Lack of parental involvement

•

Peers or family involved in crime

•

Lack of positive friendships

•

No positive adult role models

•

Cultural identity issues

•

Poverty

•

Mental health and behaviour issues

•

Perceived glamour, status and desire for

The former gang member spoke to Global
News on the condition of anonymity, as “ratting or snitching is something you could get
killed for.” He can count up to a dozen of his
friends who have died as a direct result of
their involvement in gang activity and says
his mental health continues to suffer as a result of his experiences.
In Toronto, there have been over 200 shootings in the city so far this year, 24 of which
were fatal. On the eve of Canada Day, two
were killed and another injured in a daylight
shooting in the heart of Toronto’s entertain-

money
•

Lack of fear of consequences or enforcement

•

Neighbourhood influences

•

They owe the gang money and are threatened with violence if they do not repay the
debt

ment district, as shocked tourists, diners,

What’s behind the flare-up in gang activity

and pub-goers looked on.

in some of our country’s biggest cities, and

A report released by the City of Surrey, B.C.,
this week showed that gangs are recruiting
kids as young as 10 to deliver their drugs.
The publication of the report follows the
shooting of two teenagers last month, who
were found dead on a Surrey street.
The report by Surrey’s Task Force on Gang
Violence Prevention identified a number of
factors that can make children susceptible to
gang recruitment. They include:
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what lessons can former gang members
teach us so we can break the cycle of criminal activity on our streets? That’s the focus
of this week’s edition of the Global News
original podcast, This is Why.
John O’Dowd is a co-producer on This is Why
and Alan Regan is a producer for Global
News Radio 980 CKNW.

Europol: Police Dismantle Money-Laundering
Ring

Friday, 13 July 2018
JESSE CHASE-LUBITZ
Two criminal organizations that laundered an
estimated €2.5 million (US$2.9 million) were
taken down by the Spanish Civil Guard and the
National Police of Colombia, Europol reported
Thursday.

what appears to be a legitimate source, for example, using property, artwork, or high-end vehicles.
This elaborate transfer systems obscures the
money trail and avoids drawing the attention of
law enforcement.
In this investigation, the National Police of Colombia were notified of a Colombian family
with links to a drug trafficking operation in Zaragoza, Spain, according to the Spanish Civil
Guard.
Spanish authorities found the criminal organization and discovered that they were collecting
money earned by other criminal groups in Spain
and France, splitting up the proceeds, and dispersing it in small quantities.

Police arrest individuals involved in money laundering ring (Spanish Civil Guard)The investigation, which began in January 2017, found that
the groups were laundering money using methods such as smurfing and cryptocurrency exchanges.
Smurfing is when a money launderer breaks up
a potentially large transaction into multiple
small transactions, allowing them to avoid rules
that require exchanges above a certain amount
of money to be reported. In the United
States and Canada, for example, any currency
exchange above $10,000 in cash requires a currency transaction report to be filed.
The funds are moved in small quantities
through various sources, such as electronic
transfers overseas, and then invested into different markets or transferred to bank accounts.
Once the money has been divided several
times, it is returned to the criminal through
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One of the Spain-based criminal groups they
collected money from had developed a secondary network that gathered large sums of money
from other criminal groups engaged in drug
trafficking in Spain.
Rather than smurfing, however, this group converted the cash into cryptocurrencies such as
Bitcoin, and then transferred it to virtual wallets
controlled by a criminal organization in Colombia.
After 10 house searches in Spain and two in Colombia, 23 members of the group were arrested
and nine others were investigated. Authorities
also seized two vehicles, as well as mobile
phones, computers, and banking and financial
documents. Virtual wallets used for laundering
cash were frozen.
https://www.occrp.org/en/27-ccwatch/ccwatch-briefs/8318-europol-police-dismantlemoney-laundering-ring

One lesson common to all theatres, even the
most kinetic, is that the response to an immediate threat must promote a long-term solution.
Sharp blows delivered against tactical targets
have no value unless they are integrated into a
broad and deep approach tackling the origins of
the threat.

WHY WE NEED A NEW STRATEGY TO TACKLE
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM

Cross-border terrorism shows no signs of abating, and the changing nature of the threat calls
for new approaches. But what could hinder international cooperation?

Lessons learned in the military dislodgement of
terrorists holding cities in Syria and the southern Philippines, as well as those learned to
combat isolated attacks in European capitals
and Indonesia, have reinforced the necessity of
involving local communities, and all the government authorities that serve them, in combating
terror.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
In gathering intelligence, in de-radicalising and
rehabilitating potential terrorists, in containing
racism and potentially catastrophic hate crimes
after an event, the role of communities and local authorities has proved crucial.

FILE: Armed British police patrol outside the
Houses of Parliament in Westminster following
a terrorist attack on 22 March, 2017. Picture:
AFP
A year after the Westminster attack in London,
the Islamic State, also known as Isis or Isil, has
been dislodged from the majority of the territory it controlled. But the threat posed by Isis
and other groups across Africa, the Middle East
and Southeast Asia persist.
International cooperation has been the key to
successes in countering terrorism, both recently and over the last 20 years, but as collective security comes under threat and terrorism
morphs yet again, what should the new priorities be?
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The role of the state has become about enabling the community as the front line, as much
as about getting between them and the terrorists. Reflecting this doctrine, United Kingdom
Home Secretary Sajid Javid announced a significant shift in the rebalancing of efforts by making information held hitherto by the security
agencies disclosable to local authorities. But
the challenge of implementing this ‘community
first’ doctrine is to find the resources and expertise to turn intelligence into results. That
will require sensitive rebalancing within counter-terrorism and defence budgets and national
resources.

more effective than radical and dramatic
moves: from improving legislation on returnees
to facilitating cross-border cooperation, addressing social vulnerabilities to investing in education, and above all pursuing patient investigative operations.
THE CHANGING NATURE OF INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION

THE DIGITAL WEAPON
The corrosive effect of digitally disseminated
material has manifested in the phenomenon of
terrorists who are not returnees from theatres
of war but are inspired purely by the imagery
and literature they have consumed. These are
members of an ‘imagined Caliphate’, motivated
by a fictive reality to the point of committing
suicidal atrocities. The need to combat fake
news and propaganda is now felt as an operational priority for politicians, especially in counter-terrorism and counter-radicalisation efforts.
But the solution does not lie entirely with governments. In a clear sign of growing awareness
of their responsibility, some social media companies are setting up counter-terrorism teams.
Important and difficult as it is to work through
agreements on data exploitation between jurisdictions, any meaningful new coalition against
digital terrorism will have to include the technology companies.
The combination of returning fighters with
high-end combat experience – including, in particular, the manufacturing and use of improvised explosive devices – and those radicalised
remotely gives an indication of the scale of the
counter-terrorism challenge. The lesson has
been that cumulative and sustained efforts are
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International terrorism shows no signs of abating. The ideologies and expertise that feed it
are, if anything, growing, and the vulnerabilities
of an open society that terrorism has exploited
are rightfully being preserved (in the main) not
reduced.
The international community has successfully
modulated its approach, albeit imperfectly and
sometimes belatedly, to deal with successive iterations of the threat over the last 50 years.
The level of international cooperation has
changed from ad hoc, crisis-orientated responses between affected nations towards
building standing structures intended to be durable and insulated from politics.
The Indonesian Minister of Defence Ryamizard
Ryacudu launched the ‘Our Eyes’ initiative in
January this year in a clear attempt to emulate
the successes of formal enduring intelligence
relationships elsewhere. Indonesia and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
members also agreed on the development from
maritime to air domains of a tri-nation patrol in
the Sulu Sea region. And as some of the political givens of the last decade come into question, it does not follow that security cooperation will decay.

time of rising protectionism in trade and nationalism in politics. Security cooperation is a
horse that cannot be traded in negotiations between states however tempting given its high
value.

One crucial test will be whether intelligence cooperation and data sharing can be insulated
from the structures and politics of the European Union during the Brexit negotiations. Recent statements from the UK and the EU suggest that this is not going to be straightforward.
Apart from the damage a failure to preserve
UK–EU cooperation would do to European security, it would be a dismaying signal to the rest
of the world especially those countries whom
European security services have worked hard to
convince of the merits of cooperation independent of politics.
CLOSED RANKS MATTER
Even where structures are in place, the hard
work may still lie ahead. For example, the practical challenges of ensuring a strategic edge
over constantly evolving threats, not least
through innovative technology, and the difficult
calls to be made between supporting national
and international efforts. But for long-term success, partners will have to underpin exchanges
and joint operations with a collective commitment to standards and durability of effort in
place of transactional expectations and narrow
national priorities.
As the terrorists have collapsed borders, so too
the response needs to transcend geography
and politics. This is additionally challenging at a
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Closed ranks matter. Suspensions and interruptions to multilateral efforts allow gaps that terrorists will exploit, as we have seen in airline security and legal systems. As German Minister of
Defence Ursula von der Leyen put it recently, ‘it
takes a network to fight a network’.
There are still significant international outliers,
too. China and Russia, and to an extent India,
are the three big players not yet integrated into
the multilateral effort. Deep differences remain, for example, between the values at play
in Russian and Chinese approaches to terrorism, and that of European agencies.
A recurring theme at this year’s IISS Shangri-La
Dialogue, attended by defence ministers from
26 countries, were the calls to uphold the rulesbased order. And the last 20 years have shown
that nowhere is this more important than in the
fight against the terrorists who seek to undermine it.
There are clear statements from many ASEAN
countries that the most serious threat the region faces is now terrorism, not because it is
potentially the source of greatest harm to life
and property, but because it is a threat that
comes from within, and destroys from within,
communities and states. The challenge of ensuring that Muslim communities are not destabilised by terrorists and are denied the economic opportunities of the region more than
justify continued commitment over the next
five decades.
US COMMITMENTS AND STATE-SPONSORED
TERRORISM

For the international effort against terrorism to
prosper, two things will need not to happen: a
United States pullback and states in the Middle
East and Indo-Pacific being selective about the
terrorists they fight or, worse, sponsoring terrorists as strategic weapons.
On the first, US Secretary of Defense James
Mattis gave a sturdy commitment, ‘through
partnerships, not dependence’, to the security
and rule of law within the Indo-Pacific region.
US commitments elsewhere are holding up.
On the second, sponsorship of or condoning select terrorist groups will be deeply damaging to
collective efforts. Terrorists should not be
‘hefted’ to regions or struggles. The lesson of
the terrorist diaspora of the last 20 years has
been that skills acquired in one theatre will proliferate in others if not physically then digitally.
Mindanao, Raqqa and the capitals of Europe
are a single battle space for the Islamic State, as
they should be for those who fight terrorism.
Brought to you in collaboration with the International Institute for Strategic Studies.
This article was republished courtesy of
the World Economic Forum.
http://ewn.co.za/2018/07/25/why-we-need-anew-strategy-to-tackle-international-terrorism
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Alleged partnership of Canadian casino company
with gambling tycoon could trigger new investigation

By Sam Cooper National Online Journalist,
Investigative Global News
A Hong Kong tycoon suspected of links to organized crime in Macau casinos was allegedly a partner with B.C.-based Great Canadian Gaming in a casino ship venture in the
South China Sea, a Global News investigation
shows.
This new information could lead to an investigation by B.C.’s gaming enforcement
branch, Attorney General David Eby said.
Global’s investigation — based on extensive
interviews with former Great Canadian employees and review of hundreds of pages of
legal and corporate documents — reveals
that Cheng Yu Tung, who was Hong Kong’s
third-richest man before his death in 2016,
was allegedly a key backer for the casino
ship known as the China Sea Discovery.
Great Canadian’s casino cruise only lasted
for about a year, ending in 2001, and was
plagued by problems with Chinese gangsters
and armed junket operators, according to
documents and witness interviews. It ended
in a number of law suits.
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A statement from Eby, says that even for casino ventures that take place outside Canada, significant investors involved with B.C.
registered casino companies must be vetted
for suitability and integrity by B.C.’s government. And B.C. casino companies must operate with integrity, the statement says, wherever they do business.
Eby’s ministry confirmed that Cheng Yu Tung
has not been registered to participate in
B.C.-based gambling businesses.
“Allegations of unregistered individuals participating in companies that deliver gaming
services in British Columbia are serious,” Eby
said in a statement.
“Any credible information about such individuals should be forwarded to British Columbia’s Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
so that appropriate investigations can be initiated.”
Sandy Garossino, a former Crown prosecutor
who has been critical of organized crime influence in B.C. casinos, called the revelation
of Cheng Yu Tung’s alleged partnership with
Great Canadian a “bombshell” that “blows
open the necessity of a public inquiry, into
what happened in B.C.”
Reviewer Peter German, a former high-ranking RCMP officer, filed a scathing report confirming that Chinese organized crime networks with roots in Guangdong, Macau and
Hong Kong, laundered at least $100 million
through loan sharks and VIP gamblers in B.C.
Lottery casinos.
German concluded casinos “unwittingly” allowed organized crime to launder money.
And German called River Rock Casino the
“epi-centre” of the activity.
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Great Canadian, which has become the dominant casino operator in Canada after being awarded new contracts in the Toronto
area, continues to be reviewed for management integrity by Ontario’s regulator, due to
allegations made public last year by Eby’s
ministry.
German’s report does not probe Great Canadian’s troubled venture into Asian cruise
ship gambling in 2001.
But a former Great Canadian security supervisor who was aboard the China Sea Discovery, Proka Avramovic, says he believes Great
Canadian’s Hong Kong-based venture was an
important introduction to the model of Chinese VIP gambling.
In a court case involving China Sea Discovery
investors, Avramovic testified about terrifying incidents aboard the casino ship, including the time a powerfully connected Chinese
businessman allegedly held Great Canadian
employees captive in a port of the Chinese
island of Hainan, until he was repaid for an
investment.
The businessman, only referred to as “Mr. Y”
in court, controlled armed forces in Hainan
and had real estate assets in Richmond, according to Great Canadian employees.
Avramovic testified that his complaints to
B.C.’s government after he returned from
the China Sea Discovery were dismissed, and
he was informed regulators didn’t want to
handle his allegations about loan sharking in
B.C. Lottery casinos, because the industry
was expanding.
“The China Sea casino was the template of
how things would work in Canada,” Avramovic said in an interview. “These red

flags were raised 15 years ago, and it has to
be connected to what is happening now.”
Garossino agreed, saying new information
about Cheng Yu Tung could help explain how
the Macau gambling model took root in B.C.
“If Cheng Yu Tung was involved in a partnership with Great Canadian in any way, at any
time, it would be a bombshell, in my opinion,” Garossino said in an interview. “Cheng
would be an unsuitable partner, in any jurisdiction in North America. And what is really
striking about this revelation, is that everything about the River Rock Casino model has
had outward manifestations of the Macau
model, almost from the beginning.”
In a prepared response for this story, Great
Canadian’s chief operating officer Terrance
Doyle did not answer specific questions
about Cheng Yu Tung’s alleged involvement
with Great Canadian, or other allegations in
this story. Doyle said the China Sea Discovery only operated for a limited time in 2001,
offering casino cruises out of Hong Kong,
and Great Canadian was a minority partner
in the joint-venture.
“Any attempt to extrapolate from this business venture, while relying on the comments
of former Great Canadian employees or innuendo, significantly risks doing a disservice
to your readers,” Doyle stated.
“Dr. (Peter) German found that casino service providers in B.C. were operating in accordance with AML (anti-money laundering)
policies, practices and statutes,” Doyle
stated. “And in the case of Great Canadian,
we undertook detailed efforts to report all
suspicious activity that led to certain law enforcement action, as well as taking proactive
measures to combat loan sharking efforts in
2016.”
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Notorious for Triad activities
Cheng Yu Tung was famed for building a
multi-billion dollar empire through his private jewellery conglomerate, and gambling,
real estate, and banking interests in Hong
Kong, Macau and China. His family’s empire
is now estimated at over $20-billion, according to Forbes.
A Guangdong native, Cheng once bested
Donald Trump in a New York real estate deal,
and also had ties with a Chinese leader
whose family secretly amassed billions as
Cheng’s businesses expanded in China, the
New York Times has reported. Cheng’s real
estate wealth extends into Canada,
too. Along with a consortium of Hong Kong
tycoons, in the 1990s, Cheng was an early
investor in major Vancouver condominium
and hotel developments.
But Cheng is also known to police and gambling regulators around the world for alleged
associations to organized crime figures in
Hong Kong, and because for decades he and
Hong Kong tycoon Stanley Ho controlled a
Macau casino monopoly, run through a byzantine network of private and public companies. Ho was also a major investor in Vancouver real estate, the Washington Post reported in 1991.
U.S. gambling regulators have concluded,
documents show, it is almost impossible to
be involved in Macau VIP room gambling,
without connections to Chinese organized
crime. A 2009 report by the New Jersey attorney general’s division of gaming enforcement, alleged Cheng Yu Tung was directly involved in operating three VIP rooms “that
are notorious for triad activities” in Stanley
Ho’s Macau casinos.

In an interview Garry Clement, a former director of the RCMP’s proceeds of crime program and the former Hong Kong Liaison Officer from 1991 to 1994, said that in his
Hong Kong duties he “learned of Cheng Yu
Tung’s ties to Stanley Ho, at a time when Ho
controlled the Macau casinos and enabled
Triads to establish gambling rooms.”
Clement said he forwarded “significant” reports to RCMP headquarters about Cheng,
Ho and Triads, “detailing connections,” and
his concerns.
Cheng’s business partner Stanley Ho, and
Ho’s family, have twice been rejected as suitable investors in B.C. casino companies, due
to background investigations, B.C.’s Ministry
of Attorney General confirmed. But Cheng
Yu Tung’s alleged partnership with Great Canadian appears to have been undetected.
Stanley Ho, who is now 96, has repeatedly
denied any links to Triads, and has never
been arrested or convicted.

“We had $500 limits in B.C. and we wanted
to do $10,000 bets,” one former Great Canadian employee involved in the China Sea Discovery venture said.
According to legal filings, Great Canadian,
Allegiance Capital, an investment bank from
Texas, and a Hong Kong real estate tycoon
named Charles Ming, invested about $15
million in an aging cruise ship, named it the
China Sea Discovery, and turned it into a
gambling vessel. Ming planned to attract investors in Hong Kong, court documents say.
Walter Soo ran the casino for Great Canadian, according to court testimony.

“Cheng was an original partner, all the way
through”

The business plan was also detailed in a Wall
Street Journal story in 2001, which said Ming
and his Hong Kong travel company, Kamhon, would run the venture for a subsidiary
of Great Canadian Gaming. The story mentions Kamhon’s connection to New World
Development Co., the multi-billion dollar
Hong Kong corporation directed by Cheng Yu
Tung. But there is no mention of Cheng’s involvement.

In 2000 Great Canadian was looking for a
way to tap into the high-end market of Asian
high-rollers.

A review of emerging market corporate records indicates that Kamhon is a subsidiary of
New World Development Co.

Gambling is illegal in China. But in Macau,
and in casino ships cruising international waters near Hong Kong, Chinese VIPs can get
money offshore through junket operators,
and lay massive bets.

Ming, who died in 2008, was a director and
major shareholder of Great Canadian Gaming, according to Washington State gaming
records.

Great Canadian executives including Walter
Soo, the company’s current head of international VIP gaming, saw an opportunity in
floating casinos.
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If Cheng’s alleged partnership with Great Canadian is investigated by B.C.’s government,
this information could be relevant. In a response, B.C.’s Ministry of Attorney General
informed Global that its staff could find no
B.C. gaming records for Ming, Cheng, or
Kamhon.

All government documents related to the
China Sea Discovery case have been destroyed due to passage of time, a response
to a Global News freedom of information request says.
Some former Great Canadian employees said
there was excitement that Cheng Yu Tung,
who was seen as “royalty” in Hong Kong,
would provide the China Sea Discovery access to port infrastructure in Hong Kong.
But it didn’t work out that way.
“Cheng was an original partner, all the way
through,” one former Great Canadian employee, who asked not to be named for fear
of being sued, said. “But there was no access to any of Cheng’s infrastructure, and
that was kind of disappointing to Great Canadian. Because you think you are partnering with a substantial player in Asia, and
then you get there, and it is almost like they
didn’t really want to be seen, being in the
gambling business.”
Accounts of Cheng’s involvement with
Charles Ming in a South China Sea cruise are
supported by a 2002 Hong Kong media report, from the widely read Apple Daily.
The report says that Ming was accused by an
Asian bank of an unpaid debt in the 2001
venture, and that posters announcing the
claim, including pictures of Ming and Cheng,
were pasted to the walls of New World Development headquarters.
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Gamblers playing slot machines at the River
Rock Casino in Richmond B.C.
Sharon Doucette/CP
Walter Soo threatened
Avramovic, a security manager with Great
Canadian until 2003, testified about his experiences on the China Sea Discovery and in
B.C. casinos, in the Texas court case.
Avramovic testified about a scenario allegedly involving Soo that was reported to
Great Canadian’s head office. When the
China Sea Discovery made arrangements to
cruise with VIPs from the Chinese island of
Hainan, a figure only referred to in transcripts as “Mr. Y” allegedly attempted to
take control.
“We had real trouble with Mr. Y, that mob
guy,” Avramovic testified.
“Mr. Y was making some demands about the
money that he invest, and Walter Soo tried
to resolve the issues. Then Walter Soo’s being threatened by him. Mr. Y wanted money
back in order to free the ship from China.”
Global News could not reach Walter Soo to
ask questions about his involvement in the
China Sea Discovery.
Avramovic testified about receiving a
$900,000 cheque from a Great Canadian executive at Vancouver’s YVR airport, and
hand-delivering the cheque to Great Canadian executives in Hong Kong.
Great Canadian executive Boki Sikimic, who
was Avramovic’s boss, also testified in the
Texas court case, and reported the same
transaction.
“I know that’s in Hainan when we have to
send money to pay. Somebody took the
ship,” Sikimic testified. “The reports that I
receive, they’re running away. They owe
money to China. They been paid some Mr. Y.

He wants to take the ship. I remember guys
sending reports there was guns on the
ship. Everybody is, you know, running
scared for their lives, from operation.”
None of the allegations in the case between
Allegiance and Great Canadian were proven
in court. And in cross-examination, Great Canadian’s lawyer challenged Avramovic’s testimony that Mr. Y’s entourage was armed,
and that Walter Soo was threatened by Mr.
Y, and that a deal was made with Mr. Y to
free the ship. Great Canadian eventually settled with Allegiance out of court, a corporate statement from Great Canadian says.
The testimony of Avramovic and Sikimic, is
supported by an account of the China Sea
Discovery voyage filed on a shipping news
website. The account says armed officials
operating a travel charter in Hainan made
‘severe’ threats to casino and ship employees.
A number of former employees, including
Avramovic, said Great Canadian’s casino ship
could not obtain fuel to leave Hainan, until
Mr. Y was satisfied.
Some former Great Canadian employees said
they were aware that Mr. Y owned real estate assets in Richmond, B.C., and in addition to running a travel agency in Hainan, he
ran spas and karaoke lounges in Hong Kong.
They said some Great Canadian managers,
including Walter Soo, continued to visit Mr.
Y in Richmond, after the alleged difficulties
in Hainan were resolved.
One employee explained that there was
nothing “nefarious” in Great Canadian’s actions. But from Hong Kong to Hainan, Great
Canadian was beset with the problem of Triads that controlled Asia’s VIP market.
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“There were bad people, trying to control
what we did, and they could control immigration in China,” one employee said. “Mr. Y
wanted a stake in the casino because he
could bring on the players, and he knew
there was a lot of money to be made … He
was the king of that island, and what he said
went.”
Junket agents
In testimony in the Texas court case, Avramovic and Sikimic pointed to junket
agents, and what Sikimic viewed as suspicious activity at the China Sea Discovery
cash cage. Sikimic said he received numerous reports from ship security staff, of unknown junket agents taking stacks of money
from the cash cage, that they did not gamble
with.
According to Sikimic’s testimony, junket
agents aboard the China Sea Discovery were
paid a commission related to the amount of
money a VIP gambled.
“Agents are paid and junkets are paid,”
Sikimic testified. “Somebody come (to the
cash cage) and the guy says give him
$200,000. He is one of the agents. He’s the
one that represents somebody. He says give
him 200. Now, from those 200, I’ve been
told they get commission. They get five percent.”
Great Canadian’s lawyer objected to
Sikimic’s testimony on junkets, claiming it
was irrelevant to the case.
In the language of Fintrac, Canada’s antimoney laundering agency, Sikimic’s testimony about player agents could provide examples of “third-party” transactions. Sikimic
testified that he questioned these alleged
junket transactions to his superiors at Great

Canadian. But he was repeatedly told “that’s
the way they do things,” in Chinese gambling, Sikimic testified.
If B.C.’s government were to investigate the
China Sea Discovery case, this could be an
example of an operations “integrity” issue,
as referred to in Eby’s response for this
story.
Reports on junket gambling in Macau, explain that junket agents arrange deals with
Chinese border officials in which Chinese
VIPs can transfer cash out of China, avoiding
capital export controls, and receive the cash
or chips in private casino rooms. Or, VIPs can
take cash loans from junket agents in order
to buy casino chips and pay back the loans in
China.
German’s report concludes that the second
type of transaction — VIPs taking criminal
cash loans in B.C. and repaying debts in
China, just as “it happens in Hong Kong and
Macau” — eventually became common in
Metro Vancouver casinos.
Avramovic also testified that when he took
over security on the China Sea Discovery, he
was briefed that some high-rollers involved
with junkets would not be checked for weapons.
“That was Hainan,” Avramovic testified.
“So of course, I didn’t want to interfere. I
didn’t want to jeopardize, you know, anyone’s safety on the ship because, obviously
the Chinese custom officer will let them go.”
In cross-examination, Great Canadian’s lawyer said Avramovic couldn’t prove he saw actual weapons onboard the China Sea Discovery.
A N T I- LAUN DE RI NG RE PO RT
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David Eby shows video of money laundering
in action
Explaining his allegation in an interview, Avramovic said: “I was briefed that some important people will come through the security and we shouldn’t really check them, because they are junket players. I was instructed those players and their entourage
are probably armed and have lots of cash, so
they won’t be going through the metal detectors.”
Another former Great Canadian employee
claimed to have witnessed a feared alleged
Macau casino junket operator and her entourage skirt metal detectors, while boarding the China Sea Discovery, in Hong Kong.
Peter German’s report does not question
whether VIP-delivering companies allegedly
involved on the China Sea Discovery, could
have followed Great Canadian back to B.C.,
after 2001.
Global News asked Sandy Garossino and
Garry Clement, if based on the evidence in
this story, that could have been the case.
“The danger is obvious,” Garossino said.
“The thing about organized crime is, you
can’t run away from these relationships,
even if you want to.”
“I believe this is just a continuation of what
was started overseas, and the China Sea Discovery, only being one outlet,” Clement said.
Whatever the case, in the time period covered by German’s report — when Walter Soo
was responsible for developing Great Canadian’s massively profitable VIP program at
River Rock Casino— B.C. Lottery Corp., Gaming Enforcement Branch, and RCMP investigators noted serious concerns with Chinese
VIPs and suspicious cash transactions.

According to German’s report, a B.C. Lottery
Corp. investigator claimed that “the River
Rock VIP room was ‘full of facilitators.’ Some
members of senior management within
River Rock appeared to have developed
friendships with these players.”
“The investigator sensed that high-limit
gamblers, referred to as ‘whales,’ were untouchable,” German’s report states.
German’s report specifically noted a suspected “third-party” transaction at River
Rock — a potentially illegal transaction according to Fintrac’s anti-money laundering
regulations — which resembles the “agent”
transactions described in Sikimic’s testimony.
At River Rock, a “VIP host allegedly arranged
a buy-in of $200,000 in $100 bills for a person who was representing a high-limit
player,” German’s report states. “Apparently,
the intent of the buy-in was to obtain chips
in advance of a visit from China, by four
friends of the banned player.”
In a media release welcoming the conclusions in German’s report, Great Canadian
said German recognized the role casinos
have in combatting illegal activity, and German “has acknowledged the proactive
measures that Great Canadian has implemented beyond what was required by regulation.”
Loan sharks
In his testimony, Sikimic claimed that he resigned from Great Canadian partly because
he was tired of dealing with loan sharks in
B.C. casinos, and “I was afraid for my life,
and life of my family, if I go further.”
“Everything dealing with loan sharks … it’s
the biggest problem. Government — they
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know what’s going on. Even police knows
(and the B.C.) Gaming Policy Enforcement
Branch,” Sikimic testified, in 2004. “There
was shooting, there was people found dead
in the car … everything was connected to
the loan sharks. So it’s not a group of, you
know, people that you would mess with.”
Great Canadian’s lawyer objected to Sikmic’s
testimony on loan sharks, saying it wasn’t
relevant to the case.
But German’s report confirmed a number of
murders and disappearances related to loan
sharking in B.C. Lottery casinos, in the
2000s.
“Loan sharks were a staple of casino life …
staff and players at many casinos paid little
attention to these people,” German’s report
states. “They typically carry illegal or undeclared cash given to them by their bosses.
The money is to be repaid with interest, secured by the borrower’s personal safety or
possessions.”
In an interview, Clement noted “this is exactly the same modus operandi that occurred in Macau casinos, in the 1990s.”
Garossino also said German’s description of
loan sharking in B.C. casinos matches the
Macau model, and River Rock Casino
showed “outward manifestations” of this, in
early cases of loan shark related violence.
Garossino pointed to the murder of female
loan shark Rong Li in 2006 near River Rock,
just two years after the casino opened. Rong
Li was part of a 24/7 criminal lending operation at River Rock, according to court testimony.
German’s report says that a “decade of dirty
money” started after 2002 in B.C. casinos,
when the minister then responsible for B.C.

Lottery Corp., Rich Coleman, decided to
streamline gambling regulations.

“Decisions on which cases to investigate and
prosecute are made without any influence at
all from elected officials,” Coleman said. “I
could not, and would not, provide direction
to police on what or how they should be investigating. It is simply nonsense to suggest
otherwise.”
sam.cooper@globalnews.ca
https://globalnews.ca/news/4328072/canadian-bc-casino-link-vip-hong-kong-tycoon-investigation/

Minister of Natural Gas Development Rich
Coleman speaks to media during a press
conference in the Legislative Library on
Wednesday, February 15, 2017 in Victoria,
B.C.
THE CANADIAN PRESS/Chad Hipolito
In an interview, Proka Avramovic said that
he believes Coleman attempted to discredit
him, when CBC broadcast Avramovic’s allegations about loan sharks, in a 2004 TV interview. Avramovic believes if Coleman
would have seriously considered his allegations about loan sharks, when Coleman was
solicitor-general, the casino money laundering scandal that has shamed B.C., may have
been avoided.
“Upon my arrival back from China, (from the
China Sea Discovery) I felt that I had to do
something more, regarding loan sharks in
Lower Mainland casinos,” Avramovic said.
“Because I saw some of the familiar faces,
from the time sailing on the casino ship in
the China Sea.”
In a prepared response, Coleman said he
acknowledges more could have been done
to combat money laundering in B.C. But
Coleman said “there is a strict divide” in B.C.
between politicians and “those charged with
administering” criminal justice.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

At Tamlo International we are expanding our library
of online courses and other resources to meet your
compliance training needs. Our Flag the
Money™ courses can take care of your anti-money
laundering (AML) and anti-terrorist financing (ATF)
staff training needs while Financial Abuse of Older
Adults tackles the sensitive topic of elder financial
abuse. These highly engaging, award-winning online programs use fictional scenarios and
real-life examples to illustrate the important role of
frontline and back office employees, managers, senior executives and boards of directors. Vivid video
drama and thought-provoking exercises teach participants how to detect and report suspicious activities and respond to the unique vulnerabilities of
your older clients. Many of our courses are available
in Spanish and French as well as English.

MindBridge Ai Auditor Now Available on UK Government G-Cloud 10 Digital Marketplace

Ottawa, July 24, 2018 – MindBridge Analytics Inc.
announced today that it is a supplier on the UK
Government G-Cloud 10 Digital Marketplace with
it’s award-winning Ai Auditor now available to UK
government departments.
Recognized by Accounting Today as the 2018 Top
New Product – Audit Tools, MindBridge Ai Auditor
is used by leading CPA firms, enterprises and governments worldwide to detect anomalies in financial data. Through the automated ingestion and
analysis of financial datasets, MindBridge Ai Auditor detects anomalies by leveraging a hybrid of
techniques, from decision-based rules and statistical methods, to machine learning and artificial intelligence. By analyzing 100% of the transactions
in a financial data set, the MindBridge Ai Auditor
increases the effectiveness and efficiency of the
analysis. Results are presented through an intuitive interface that augments the capability of auditors and investigative professionals, by allowing
them to focus on the anomalous transactions. This
significantly reduces the risks associated with
manually analyzing samples of the transactions,
while also delivering deep insights on the financial
datasets.
Peter Smithson, Director Information Assurance at
the National Audit Office, recently spoke at the
CIPFA conference on the use of advanced technologies in audit, “The NAO has been trialling MindBridge’s AI Auditor to assess the applicability of
artificial intelligence technology in our work. We
believe technologies like MindBridge can be leveraged to augment human auditors, easing the burden of number crunching.”
“Artificial intelligence is enhancing the audit process of private and public organizations by augmenting the analysis of financial records.” said Eli
Fathi, MindBridge AI CEO. “We are pleased to offer the capabilities of the MindBridge Ai Auditor
to all UK government departments through the GCloud 10 Digital Marketplace.”
MindBridge Ai Auditor can be found on the GCloud Digital Marketplace at: https://www.digitalmarketplace.service.gov.uk/g-cloud.
About G-Cloud and the Crown Commercial Service
The G Cloud framework allows the government
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and suppliers of cloud based services to enter into
an agreement for the supply of goods and services. G-Cloud is managed by the Crown Commercial Services (CCS), which supports the public
sector by providing a cost effective means to procure goods and services at a fair commercial
value.
About MindBridge Ai:
MindBridge Ai is a venture-backed FinTech company based in Ottawa, Canada. Through the application of machine learning and artificial intelligence technologies, the MindBridge platform detects anomalous patterns of activities, unintentional errors and intentional misstatements. Using
the MindBridge Ai Auditor, organizations across
multiple industries can minimize financial loss, reduce corporate liability and can focus on providing higher value services to their clients.
For more information, visit mindbridge.ai

A complete solution that
takes the risk and hassle
out of endpoint computing.
Whether you are a sole proprietor or the
leading organization in your field, making
computers work securely, reliably and economically is now the job of a specialist.

Computers are more complex, more connected and more vulnerable than ever before. We rely on them to run our businesses, loading them with sensitive information. Unmanaged they quickly become a
barrier to productivity, and a liability. Too often we've depended on a patchwork of software, hardware, scattered support, a few
policies and good intentions. So NPC had a
better idea.

including Brock Pierce, 500 Startups and Blumberg Capital to connect cross-border payments
via cash-to-bitcoin services. Consumers could
add bitcoin to their ZipZap wallet via 800,000
local merchants, or by wire transfer.
But the Bitcoin and Ethereum networks have
proven unwieldy for commerce: exchanges
struggle with payment processing, while retailers insisted on retaining cash payouts, leading
to expensive chargebacks. So Safahi, with some
advice from founders of Ripple, considered creating the company’s own currency to support
ZipZap’s broader tech platform.
WE’RE LIKE RIPPLE BUT FOR SMALLER MTOS

ZED Network puts remittance tech on blockchain
Alan Safahi, founder of ZipZap, seeks new ways
to connect payments players.
Alan Safahi, ZED Network
July 23, 2018
Alan Safahi founded ZipZap in San Francisco in
2011 as one of the earliest mobile wallets for
people lacking bank accounts or credit cards.
Now he has a new venture, based in Toronto,
ZED Network, designed to connect money
transfer operators (MTOs) via blockchain, with a
ZED coin as the means of access.
The goal is to aggregate enough remittance volumes with know-your-customer protocols to
generate business relationships with banks, insurers and payments processors.
This is not Safahi’s first foray into blockchain. In
2014, ZipZap raised $1.1 million from investors
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“We’re like Ripple but for smaller MTOs, not for
banks,” Safahi told DigFin. These small players
account for 75% of remittances worldwide but
have never been able to scale. “But they have
good customer relationships,” he said.
The company is moving tokens via Stellar, a network built to move money across borders by
connecting banks, payments systems, consumers and merchants. Stellar also issues a currency token, the lumen. But Safahi says ZED
Network brings a KYC capability on top of ZipZap’s tech that will make its own coin useful.
“Stellar is a great platform, purpose-built for remittances,” Safahi said. “We’ve talked to them
about referring their MTO customers to us for a
more comprehensive solution.”
He hopes to announce a formal arrangement
soon. The ZED initial coin offering is slated to
launch this month for Canadian residents.
Token pros and cons

If it takes off, ZED Network would end up competing with other fintechs such as OK Link that
also seek to connect small remittance companies worldwide via blockchain. These companies enable small businesses with a remittance
operation, from retailers to mom-and-pop kiosks, to scale outside of a particular currency
corridor where they have a lot of business
(Hong Kong to Philippines, or Japan to Brazil, for
example). OK Link executives didn’t respond to
requests for comment.
Safahi argues that remittances, by moving to a
token business model, can be made even faster,
cheaper and more reliable than centralized
fintech versions of remittance aggregation.
The MTOs he has spoken with were concerned
about eliminating banks from the process, and
regulatory crackdowns on crypto-currency businesses. “So we came in with a full KYC offer,” he
said. “Banks and regulators should welcome us
because we create a database that captures
fraud and corruption” because the network will
see transactions from multiple MTOs. (He declined to say how many had agreed to try the
service but expects to have 40 or more by year
end.)
ZED will charge MTOs a transfer fee of up to 1%.
It wants to aggregate its volume to also transact
with banks and insurance companies. Later it
hopes to move into invoicing, getting corporate
clients to pay it as a means of paying suppliers,
agents or salaries.
BANKS AND REGULATORS SHOULD WELCOME
US

Launching ZED hasn’t been easy, especially
when it comes to getting a bank account or insurance for the business. “The risk of MTO plus
crypto is a tough combination,” Safahi said.
He is betting the network’s ability to bring volumes to banks and payments processors will
entice them to do business, given they would
never spend money chasing business from individual MTOs. This is one reason why he established the company in Ontario, which has a securities regulator supportive of blockchain companies and a pro-migrant bias. But he’s still
working on securing partnerships to provide
MTOs with banking and accounting services.
https://www.digfingroup.com/zed-network/
ZED Network Partners with IdentityMind Global
to Deliver KYC and AML Compliance to Money
Transfer Operators Worldwide

by Dan | Jul 30, 2018

IdentityMind Version 2.0 Platform Will Help ZED Network Meet Compliance Requirements for MTOs
PALO ALTO, CA. July 30, 2018 – Integrated global payments platform ZED Network today announced a strategic partnership agreement with IdentityMind
Global™, Digital Identities You Can Trust, whereby ZED
Network will use IdentityMind Global’s Version 2.0
platform to meet know your customer (KYC) and antimoney laundering (AML) compliance requirements for
ZED Network Money Transfer Operators (MTO) worldwide.
“We’re pleased to work with an innovative company
like ZED Network that has created a comprehensive
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money transfer platform for global, small to mediumsized MTOs so that they can effectively compete
against larger MTOs,” said Garrett Gafke, CEO, IdentityMind Global. “We have a successful track record of
working with ‘breakthrough’ companies like ZED Network to help them grow rapidly and scale while remaining compliant.”

(CTF). Our patented eDNA™ technology securely
tracks the entities involved in each transaction (e.g.
onboarding, account origination, money transfers,
online payments, etc.) to build unique digital identity
trust reputations. This reputation is anonymously
shared between customers in IdentityMind’s Global
Identity Network.

“Partnering with IdentityMind helps streamline the
KYC and AML process for MTOs, regardless of their jurisdiction,” said Alan Safahi, Founder and CEO of ZED
Network. “We look forward to a successful collaboration with IdentityMind.”
MTOs using ZED Network will be required to perform
KYC validation for each remittance sender and receiver using IdentityMind. Leveraging IdentityMind
Global’s Version 2.0 platform, ZED Network will also
target accredited investors in the U.S., Canada and
several other countries and conduct KYC on each ZED
token investor.
IdentityMind was recently named the recipient of two
top industry awards: CIO Review’s 50 Most Promising
FinTech Solution Providers and Disruptor Daily’s 10
RegTech Companies Making Waves in the Industry.
About ZED Network
ZED is a compliance-friendly solution enabling Money
Transfer Operators (MTOs) to join a global blockchain
powered remittance internetwork to rapidly scale
their businesses. ZED offers a “Platform-as-a-Service”
built on a distributed ledger that reduces costs and
transaction friction for small-to-medium-sized MTOs.
Unlike the current centralized bank-dependent SWIFT
system, ZED Network members join a blockchainbased, peer-to-peer, global, distributed network of licensed money transfer operators to create a faster,
cheaper, and more transparent money transfer network. For more information, please
visit https://www.zed.network/.
About IdentityMind Global
IdentityMind Global, Digital Identities You Can Trust,
provides a SaaS platform that builds, maintains and
analyzes digital identities worldwide, allowing companies to perform identity proofing, risk-based authentication, regulatory identification, and to detect and
prevent identity fraud. Built-in transaction monitoring
enables e-commerce fraud prevention, anti-money
laundering (AML), and counter terrorism financing
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Fuzion Capital Gateway To Cryptocurrency.
"To educate & enable the consumer on the acquisition and appreciation
of digital currencies to diversify their financial portfolios.
Fuzion Capital FC s.r.l. Announces Formation of
Strategic Advisory Board
Sardinal, Mar 26, 2018 (Issuewire.com) - Fuzion
Capital is excited to announce it has formed an Advisory Board to assist in implementing the Company’s
current plans and preparation to capitalize on future
growth opportunities.
Fuzion Capital is a decentralized digital asset management portal that consolidates the exchange, mining, payments and more into a centralized portal for
consumers. We are building the leading gateway to
blockchain-based financial services.
The members of our new strategic advisory board
bring a wealth of knowledge and experience from a
variety of industries and will be instrumental resources to the Leadership Team, strengthening our
ability to deliver a top-tier digital asset management
platform.
The appointments are:
•

Garry Clement, AML Compliance & Chairman

•

Lewis Stoyles, Finance & Strategy

•

Andres Villalobos, Legal

•

Alena Kottova, Cybersecurity

•

Akash Gaurav, Technology

AML Compliance: Garry has over 34 years of policing
experience, having worked in roles such as the National Director for the RCMP’s (Royal Canadian
Mounted Police) Proceeds of Crime Program, working as an investigator and undercover operator in
some of the highest organized crime levels throughout Canada. During Garry’s policing career, he received numerous awards and commendations for his
investigative abilities, inclusive of recognitions from
the US Drug Enforcement Administration and the
CIA. He has provided training in North America, Latin
America, Europe and Asia. Garry is widely sought after for cyber-crime, compliance, anti-money laundering and fraud prevention speaking engagements and
consulting.

CISM certifications, and has several years of experience in IT, both in software development and project
management.
Technology: Akash is the CEO of Auxesis Group and
Architect of AUX Ledger. Auxesis today is recognised
counted among The Top 100 Most Influential Blockchain Companies in the World. In partnership with
State Government of India AUX Ledger has 53 Million
users and working on a solution to scale to enable
access to more than 1 Billion Indian population can
access. Prior, Akash was a Manager of The Entrepreneurship Cell and IIT Bombay. At IIT Bombay he and
his team successfully proposed a new model for India's first self-driving car.

Finance & Strategy: Lewis is a Certified Management
Consultant with 40 years of experience providing accounting and new business growth strategies to companies in various industries. His history of providing
professional services and acting as Chief Financial Officer for private and public sector companies positioned him to also act as a liaison for companies seeking funding and investors for their operations.
Legal: Founding Partner of Investment Law Associates LLC., a boutique law firm in Costa Rica with expertise in Financial, Real Estate, Investment, Project
Development, and Litigation Law. He has been part
of some of the most prestigious law firms in the region with an accumulated experience of over 10
years in which he grew strong relationships with foreign clients and professionals. He is also the Founding and Managing Partner of Atlas Trust & Escrow
LLC, a duly registered financial services corporation,
providing investment and capital services to local and
foreign customers.
Cybersecurity: Information Security is as much about
people as it is about technology. Alena is responsible
for developing an information security program including the policies and procedures designed to protect the communications, systems and assets from
both internal and external threats. Alena has advanced degrees in Physics, Philosophy, and Education, She is an award winning academic and sessional
professor at the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Victoria focusing on cybersecurity research
and education. She has been pursuing CISSP and
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Founded by Matthew McGuire, one of the
world's leading experts in Financial Crime, the
AML Shop is the only partner you need when it
comes to Anti-Money Laundering.
Bringing together a dynamic team of industry
experts, the AML Shop provides advice, regulatory compliance support, audits, training and
staffing solutions to ensure you can meet and
exceed your business objectives

A great investigative firm headed by Peter
Moore. He and his team are surveillance experts and offer individuals, law firms and corporate clients excellent value. Also Peter and
his team has garnered an excellent reputation
for investigative assistance.

POWER IN PARTNERSHIP - VALUE-ADDED FOR CLIENTS

Garry W.G. Clement, CAMS, CFE, CFCS
President and CEO Clement Advisory Group
(Relying on over 40 years of financial crime experience) &
Senior Advisor to Chairman of Barbri for Association
of Certified Financial Crime Specialists (ACFCS)
www.acfcs.org
office: 905-355-1066
cell: 905-375-5076
skype:garryw.g.clement
Twitter:@GarryClement

We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence,
then, is not an act, but a habit.
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